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Compare American Squaredance to 
supermarket shelves. Nothing in com-
mon? Well, consider the bountiful 
supplies of every description that are 
available in your local emporium. 
Consider the contrasts: diet foods vs. 
heavy cream, cheeses, peanut butter; 
frozen suppers vs. gourmet ingredients; 
bread with enough preservatives to 
embalm a mummy vs. natural stone 
ground wheat; housekeeping supplies 
for the energetic vs. magazines for the 
relaxed. Consider one more fact— what 
the consumer buys in a store depends 
on his physical condition, his pocket-
book and his personal preferences. 
Do you still not see anything in 
common between our ASD smorgasbord 
and a supermarket? 
Your editors try to present many 
facets of today's square dancing each 
month. The whole activity is too diverse 
to even attempt presenting all there is. 
From month to month you read of 
callers' problems, club leadership, 
dancer technique and etiquette, round 
dancing, easy level, building halls, 
challenge dancing, human interest 
stories— the list is long. 
Several readers have commented  
recently that while we were discussing 
the moratorium on new basics earlier 
this year, we continued to print 
"Challenge Chatter" and some "chal-
lenging" figures in "Workshop." This 
is true — we did. Both the outcry for a 
moratorium and the growth of challenge 
groups in the U.S. are a part of 
today's square dance scene. For ASD to 
ignore either facet is for us to shirk our 
responsibility as editors— to give you a 
total picture of square dancing. 
November is "thankful" month. Let 
us count among our blessings the 
abundance we find on our supermarket 
safaris and the many phases of square 
dancing which delight and fulfill 
individual dancers. The rich variety is a 
blessing; so is the creative talent of 
callers who originate new basics. It's 
what we as square dancers and leaders 
make of these blessings that sometimes 
turns them into disasters: warring 
factions, destructive critics, and dan-
cing difficulties. Sound judgement, a 
pinch of wisdom and an objective look at 
the overall picture will bring an 
appreciation for the diversity we enjoy. 
After all, when you go to the 
supermarket, do you buy the whole 
store? 
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61, cut d, Zip 
Enclosed is a list of names for the 
American Squaredance magazine for 
The Chuck Wheelers Square Dance 
Club. The club members enjoyed the 
magazine so much last year that they 
decided to renew it again this year for 
paid members. 	Chuck Marlow 
Gehenna, Ohio 
We sure enjoy the magazine and find 
a lot of useful information. "Easy 
Level" is our aim in teaching square 
dancing. We work with mostly senior 
citizens. "Easy Level" is the fun level. 
We agree there is a need for a 
challenging dance for those who dance 
three or four times a week. But there is 
a greater need for Easy Level, to ease 
the beginner from lessons to club level 
dancing. By then they are strong 
enough to go out and find the type of 
dancing they want. 
Keep up the good work and keep on 
giving us easy level dances. 
Mrs. Claude King 
Harlingen, Texas 
Congratulations on the new feature 
page, "Underlining", in the American 
Square Dance. This digest type of caller 
note service material should prove to be 
a boon to club callers. Also, it provides a 
meeting ground of ideas between the 
lowly club caller and the VIP profes-
sional. 
As team callers for a small club we 
would not like to see peel off and 
couples hinge dropped from main-
stream as suggested by Jack Lasry. 
These good movements have been 
around for a long time and add 
interesting variety to mainstream danc-
ing. We agree that it would be well to 
shorten classes if possible. Why not 
drop curlique and use touch 1/4 instead? 
Touch is more comfortable for the ladies 
and, if taught in mainstream, will 
reduce teaching efforts of the touch 
family when the class gets to the 
quarterly cciiArtinns. Singing callers  like 
curlique— it rhymes nicely— but it is 
not easy to teach nor is the lady's part 
easy to execute. In the same vein of 
streamlining, why not use zoom and 
drop substitute? And teach pass-to-the-
center instead of dive thru? Smoother 
maneuvers mean less time spent in 
teaching. With many new movements 
being added it is reasonable to assume 
that some of the older patterns may 
have to go but let's weed out the more 
awkward ones that can be replaced with 
better and more comfortable styles of 
execution. 
And while we are listing our 
complaints (confusions?) why, oh why, 
did "they" remove the nice flowing 
courtesy turns from teacup chain, or 
drop the good old standby, dixie chain? 
Sometimes we old timers find it difficult 
to adjust! 
Guy and Mildred Wilkinson 
Hot springs, Arkansas 
Do you make a practice of sending 
complimentary copies of American 
Squaredance to new dancers? 
We have just met new dancers Steve 
Schnur and Iris Inverso and they didn't 
know that American Squaredance ex-
ists. Well!? They have just attended 
their first weekend festival and had a 
ball! (Pun intended.) 
Any chance that you can help to 
introduce them to that whole world of 
dance? 
Enclosed is our check for two more 
years— we'd feel left out if we missed 
even one issue. 
Bets & George Bartholomew 
Alexandria, VA 
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Just before each issue goes to press, 
a list of authors is compiled as the basis 
for "By-Line". Frequently, one fact 
common to several or all authors will be 
noticeable. This time it's the diverse 
geographic distribution of their resi-
dences: east, west, south, north and for 
the lagniappe of international flavor, 
Korea (by way of South Carolina). 
Our lead "Lemon" article is by Ida Re'linger of Fairfax, Virginia, whose prose 
and poetry are familiar to ASD readers. The double life of a square dance hall is 
revealed by Barbara Gibbs Curtin of Portland, Oregon. The provocative question, 
"Why Does Anyone Want To Be A Caller?" is discussed by Nellebelle Eblen, of 
Wichita Falls, Texas. Nellebelle is another "old friend" to many readers. 
Don't take lightly the techniques and tips in "Once Over Lightly," by Dave 
Lightly of Waukee, Iowa. This article can be read and reread, and should be 
well-digested by every dancer interested in "good" dancing. 
Our Korean correspondent is Mrs. Ki Soon Park of Seoul; her article is prefaced 
by Wes Collins and was given to us by Barbara Harrelson of Lancaster, South 
Carolina. 
The center spread was "lifted" from the Promenader of Rochester, New York, 
and was written by Hal Abberger, their resident humorist. 
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Last month was our "chicken" issue, 
as we celebrated our first ten years of 
publishing this magazine in Ohio, and 
we cheered our cheery chanticleer on 
the cover and on these travel talk pages. 
This month we'll remain in our paltry 
poultry yard once again, this time to 
honor the oft-maligned Thanksgiving 
bird, who often takes it on the chin 
pouch with hardly a garbled gobble of 
rebuttal. Let's talk "turkey" a moment 
or three. (How long will he fool with this 
fowl subject? Co-ed.) 
In spite of the starring role the 
ungainly ole bird plays in Thanksgiving, 
he has fallen into a considerable amount 
of disrepute of late. 
A fast-growing legion of CB'ers 
("good buddies" of the turnpikes) have 
corrupted the image of the gobbler to a 
most degrading, un-turkey-like status, 
so that presently a "turkey" is an 
oddball, a dingaling, or a freak. Shame. 
Shame. Old Ben Franklin would turn 
over if he knew. Fact is, old Ben wanted 
to make the turkey our National 
Emblem. 
Where is all this leading? Well, 
maybe you've secretly wondered whe-
ther or not people are calling you a 
"turkey" on the dance floor. It happens 
often. Do you have "turkey tenden-
cies"? Anticipating that thought, we've 
devised some IF YOU CAN revelations 
to guide you. We know you'll find these 
extremely valuable, feathered friends, 
to help you avoid the "chopping block" 
around the 23rd of November. (These 
revelations, along with two bits, may 
get you a cup of coffee.— Co-ed.) 
YOU'RE A "TURKEY" 	 
....if you can only fathom a "gobblede-
gook" from your caller's "go-gettem-
gottem" hash-slinging spree. 
if, as a caller, you "lay and egg" 
every other dance you call. 
....if you turn into a real "gobbler" at 
the refreshment table. 
....if you feel you have to raise a little 
goblet before going square dancing. 
....if you tell ill-advised ethnic jokes at 
the dance, then look in your mirror and 
begin to see a "redneck." 
....if you think the best figures to come 
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 IT'S A CSEAuTIFuL CITY 
ON THE SOUTH PLAINS 
OF TEXAS 
9 
over the fence are "flip the chicken" 
and "flip the henhouse." 
....if you tend to flock with the clique 
and don't really "click" with the flock. 
....if you get ruffled feathers every time 
dancers of less ability happen to walk 
into your set. 
....if you see red when a white-
feathered friend comes in to fill your 
black-feathered set, or vice versa. 
....if you're a "cocky caller" who flies 
high and ignores the common floor 
level. 
....if you can preen prettily for the 
party, dress like a peacock,. then dance 
like a buzzard in a blizzard. 
....if you forget to stay on "de-fence" 
when you get a yen for a hen in another 
pen. 
There you have it folks, Sage advice 
fit for the stuffing. On to the roadshow. 
Anderson, S.C.— I flew into Char-
lotte, then rented a car for the 
beginning of a thousand-mile safari in a 
big loop, starting with three lovely 
dates in that great land of growth, South 
Carolina. Down through Greenville I 
'piked, and got a good welcome in 
Anderson. There's an area on the move! 
Full house at the dance. Gordon Clark 
set it up — He has a square dance shop 
there — Clark's Corral. Martha Brook-
shire flipped the rounds. 
Columbia, S.C.— That Hugh Dim-
mery Center is a mighty cool dancer-
built hall, complete with square dance 
shop. Most inspiring night— Tony 
(Chief Plentywind) Oxendine (Who 
could forget his "Texas Woman''?) was 
responsible. (See ASO, March, 1978.) 
Charleston, S.C.— Caller Brad and 
Pam Tomlinson (See ASD, November, 
1977) invited me back again to that 
famous southern landmark and area of 
healthy "young" square dance activity. 
It was also a super rendezvous. 
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Augusta, Georgia— It was an overly 
warm August night in Augusta. Last 
time it was an overly cold night. I was 
hosted by Dan and Mary Martin, new 
Georgia State Association presidents. I 
worked with Bobby Lepard (ASD, 
August 1977), who purrs those pur-
loined tones perfectly. 
Anniston, Alabama— Down Birming-
ham way, it was another 'Bama ball, 
where caller Ralph Curry keeps 'em 
shuttiirr. Bob ana Mary Frances 
Eccleston hosted me. There are a lot of 
Gatlinburgers and Fontana-fans down 
thataway. (No, Moriah, Gatlinburgers 
aren't edible.) 
Tucson, Arizona— It was a mid-Labor 
Day weekend date on a blazing 
Tucson-y day and I really enjoyed that 
cool plunge in Art and Monica Silver's 
pool, where I stayed. For the third time 
I called in the beautiful dancer-built 
OPSDA Center, which is a credit to the 
area. 
Lubbock, Texas— Lubbock. I luvvit! 
Fantastic Northwest Texas Federation 
dance. 40 sets in the big Civic Center. 
They came from as far away as San 
Angelo. "Hap" Pope (See ASD, 
December, 1977) was emcee. I like 
those cute Hap Hazard badges. Rounds 
were cued by Bob White (Honest.) His 
wife's name is "Bunk." I was breaded, 
boarded and "steaked out" by caller-
host Finis and Lola Nabors, really darn 
good neighbors. Friendliest bunch of 
dancers in that area that you'd ever 
Kingsville, Texas— I landed in shiny 
Corpus again, and was given a rose 
greeting—Sandy Rose. Co-hosts Sandy 
and Jack Rose, as well as caller Ken and 
Judy Curtis, made it a great Sunday. I'll 
long remember the dance (Patter-Cats 
ASD dance), the dip (Curtis' pool), the 
delightful dialogue, and the Mexican 
dinner-dance dining dividend. 
Johnstown, Pennsylvania That devas-
tating flood is lona (lone but not 
forgotten. Now only a flood of good 
feelings engulfs a guy like me as the 
All-American Swingers sponsor a ma-
gazine dance, and we dip 'n dive 
together. 
Wheeling, West Virginia— My first 
time in the eastern country-music 
capitol as I wheeled into Wheeling for 
an ASD dance at the Y that turned into a 
cool, coal, country coalition, although 
just a bit BIT-uminous. (Ugh— Co-ed.) 
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada— Back 
north to Canada I honked before the 
geese winged south, and caught a prize 
catch of cozy Kitchener "kitchen 
junket" kindness in Beaux and Belles 
territory. 
Kane, Pennsylvania— So help me, 
Adam, I was Able to raise a little Kane 
in Kane again on a sunny Sunday 
afternoon in that northwestern Pennsy 








Where in the world do you suppose 
the term "Yellow Rock" came from? It 
sounds more like 3 kind of "corn 
squeezin's" than corner squeezing. 
Years ago "quetch" was the word. 
Remember? 
"T 	- 
By the time you read this, your 
co-editors will have just returned from a 
trip abroad, including a return trip to 
England and a new look at Germany, 
Switzerland and France, visiting a 
number of key square dance areas in 
those countries, sightseeing, calling, 
dancing, and "clinic-ing" with the fine 
folks abroad, and we'll give you the full 
story next month. Although we won't 
get the wild greeting experienced by the 
American balloonists last summer, 
we've noticed one common characteris-
tic of all our international trips — folks 
who square dance in these countries are 
especially receptive to what we Ameri-
can callers and dancers have to share, 
and make us feel wonderfully welcome 
in their clubs, homes and cities. They 
may feel that square-dance-wise, Ame-
rica is "where it's at," but we can 
assure them that we get as much as we 
give in the exchange of cultural and 
inter-personal relationships. "Vive le 
difference!" 
Ooops. Sometimes some of my 
somewhat rational, sometimes irration-
al personal philosophy coomes 000zing 
out of wherever philosophy normally 
comes oozing out of, and I take myself 
once more into a corner and slap me 
around a bit. 
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Lemons come in various shapes and 
sizes. The degree of bitterness may vary 
at times, depending on the age and 
condition of the lemon. Lemons may 
appear anywhere, anytime, without a 
moment's notice. Usually they appear 
when you are the least prepared to 
cope, which can readily change a 
pleasant moment into "the pits!" Not 
only can lemons be bitter and distaste-
ful, they are absolutely "uncalled for" 
in a square or in a round. 
By now you must realize that the 
lemons mentioned here are those 
dancers who invariably dance with a 
smirk instead of a smile. 
Square dancing and round dancing 
mean different things to different 
people. This is a recreation that brings 
happiness to most, a social outlet for 
others, a therapeutic value for still 
others, an art form and challenge for 
some, and an escape for a few. 
What a disappointment to the poor 
soul who comes in search of a little ray 
of happiness thru congeniality and is 
instead confronted with gloom, despair 
and a sour smirk. 
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One sour lemon could conceivably 
contaminate an entire square. One sour 
lemon most certainly will contaminate a 
partner in a round. 
People give all kinds of excuses for 
keeping a straight face while dancing. 
For example: "I can't concentrate on 
my footwork and smile at the same 
time." Sorry, Buster, but that just 
won't cut the mustard. It's as easy to 
smile while dancing as it is to chew gum 
while walking. If you can do one, you 
can do the other. 
Even if you have good reason not to 
be cheerful, give your fellow-man a 
break, and smile anyway. You will find 
that if you smile long enough, your own 
anxieties, your own frustrations, your 
own problems will fade away and your 
smile will become legitimate. After all, 
who can smile for three minutes flat and 
remain a grouch? 
What you see in other people's eyes 
is a mirror of your own reflection. What 
you see is what you get! So flash a smile 
to others and it will bounce right back to 
you. Try it, you'll like it! 
Let's keep the lemon in lemonade, 
and get the sugar on the dance floor! 
11 
by Bill Knecht 
Pasadena, Texas 
Honeymoon Harmony 
A weekend last April was quite 
an unusual square dancing weekend for 
two dancers from Houston, Texas. Bill 
and Kathy (Guinn) Knecht were mar-
ried and sponsored a "Honeymoon 
Square Dance" the following day. 
Square dancing is a big part of their life, 
so they decided to include it in their 
most memorable moment. 
Bill and Kathy met at the Lone Star 
Singles Club (See "Speaking of Sing-
les"), where they were both members. 
When they decided to get married, Bill 
asked the caller who taught him to 
dance to be his best man. This was 
Eddie Graham, who couldn't resist 
called a tip right after the wedding 
while everyone was waiting outside for 
the bride and groom to leave the 
church. They had a square because the 
matron of honor, Gail Bell, was also a 
dancer, as were the cake and punch 
servers, Ellen Sullivan and Mary Erwin, 
and several other friends. 
After the wedding, most would 
expect Bill and Kathy to leave on a 
honeymoon. They didn't. They reserved 
Square Dance Manor to sponsor a dance 
for the people who could not come to the  
wedding. Bill is a student caller and 
thought a Honeymoon Square Dance 
would be fun for all. And the fun started 
early when people asked Bill, "Are you 
going home and stay up all night 
practicing your calls?" and he replied, 
"I sure am, while Kathy finishes filing 
her income tax." It was April 15. 
The day after the wedding came and 
the dance was held. Bill only had to call 
three tips because nine callers were on 
hand to help. This was Bill's first time 
to emcee a dance and he said, "I 
thought I was nervous last night when I 
said 'I do,' but up here running this 
dance, I wasn't nearly so nervous last 
night." 
Square dancing can really be a part of 
someone's life. If you ask Bill and Kathy 
about this, they always reply, "If it 
hadn't been for square dancing, we 
would never have met." 
In May, Bill and Kathy were elected 
secretaries of the Houston Square and 
Round Dance Council. Dancing is still 
important to them, as it will be at their 
50th Anniversary Square Dance on 
April 15, 2028. 
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America's favorite taps for clogging are 
Selva's STACCATO HEEL AND TOE TAPS 
Our exclusive aluminum alloy is shaped. 
cast and polished to provide the 
clearest tones imaginable! Recommended 
by leading clogging instructors 
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Rt. 2 Box 429 
Hudson NC 28638 
SID Caller & Instructor 
Fred Bailey 
PO Box 2 (612-358-4486 
Rush City MN 55069 
Former S/D Workshop Editor 
01 This Magazine 
Perry Bergh 
Rt. 1 (605-758-2427) 
Florence SD 57235 
Any Time, Anywhere! 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St. 
Huron OH 44839 
THE Meandering Man 
Ed Butenhof 
399 Cobbs Hill Drive 
Rochester NY 14610 
Contras & Traditional squares 
For Weekend Festivals 
Mike Callahan 
147 North Ave 
Hilton NY 14468 
Calling/Traveling Full Time 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd 
Ogden UT 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics, 
Workshops & Dances 
Al Davis 
PO Box 1339 (501-365-2627) 
Harrison AR 72601 
Now Booking 1979-80 
"Getting It On" 
Contact these callers for 
bookings and information. 
Jim Davis (206-784-1343) 
833 NW 51st St. 
Seattle WA 98107 
Now calling weekends club dances 
Festivals— booking 78-79-80. 
Bob Ellis (315-596-5282) 
RD 1 Box 128 
Stanley NY 14561 
The Magic Caller 
Booking 78-79 
Ed Fraidenburg 
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10 
Midland MI 48640 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Paul B. Fox (216-762-5597) 
501 Gridley Ave. 
Akron OH 44306 
Dance to the calls of the 
"Silver Fox" — Booking 78-79 
Gordon Fineout 
2512 Delta River Drive 
Lansing MI 48906 
(517-321-4272) 
For the Fun of HI 
Ken Gilmore 
2715 LeBoeuf St. 
Muskegon MI 49441 
Dance More with Gilmore! 
Jerry Hamilton 
2750 W. Acacia Ave. 
Hemet CA 92343 
714-652-3442 
Calling Full Time 
Willie Harlan 
PO Box 338 
Vinita OK 74301 
For the Best in Square Dancing 
Jim Harris 
RFD 5 Box 182 
Norwich CT 06360 
Square 'em up with the 
Clinton Man! 
Mark Haslett 
278 Cooper Dr (412-774-6801) 
Beaver PA 15009 
Booking Tri-State Area 78-79 
Dave "Hash" Hass 
PO Box 37 
East Hampton CT 06424 
Now Booking 1978-79-80 
Ted Koning 
5805 Thornapple Dr. 




338 S. Keyser Ave. 
Scranton PA 18504 
Booking for 78 & 79 
Chuck Marlow 
3795 Pamela Drive 
Gahanna OH 43230 
Weekends & Holidays 
Ramon Marsch 
10222 Bundyburg NW 
Middlefield OH 44062 
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth 
Webb Mills (614-366-3776) 
315 W. Myrtle Ave. 
Newark OH 43055 
Traveling Weekends & Holidays 
Paul Minter 513-254-0975 
c/o PM Dance Club 
Main PO Box 505 
Dayton OH 45401 
Eddie Powell (614-866-6603) 
1699 Brice Rd. 
Reynoldsburg OH 43068 
Owner/Producer: Cherokee Records 
Glen Pyle 
2220 Juliette Ave 
Fort Wayne IN 46804 
(219-745-3002) 
Booking for 78-79 
Rip Riskey (517-339-2946) 
1852 Lyndhurst Way 
Haslett MI 48840 
Calling Designed with 
Dancing in Mind 
Buzz Ruis 
8505 Waters Road k44 
Savannah GA 31406 
Booking 1978, 1979 
Al Scheer 303-973-2765 
8564 W. Radcliffe Place 
Littleton CO 80123 
Traditional, Olde Tyme, Contras 
Fun Dancing As It Used To Be. 
Gene Trimmer 
103 Rosewood (501-236-7067) 
Paragould AR 72450 
Smooth Dancing Fun with 
Mainstream & Quarterly Flow 
Gene Webster 
1803 Heather Lane 
Port Clinton OH 43452 
Open dates — Western Style 
Francis Zeller 
Box 67 
McCracken KS 67556 
All New Spiral-bound Calendars— 
S3.50 each '78. 79. 80 
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ONCE AROUND LIGHTLY . . 
by Dave Lightly 
Waukee, !e w. 
from Iowa Square and Round Dance News 
If your caller asked the sides to face 
and do eight steps of a grand square 
while the heads move in and do a 
do-sa-do, how many of you know what 
the end result would be? By end result, 
I mean, what formation would the 
square be in? I would hope that the 
sides would be a half-sashayed couple, 
facing in at the head of the set and the 
heads would still be looking at each 
other in the center of a double pass thru 
setup. Granted, not too many callers are 
going to use grand square in this 
manner, but it could be. Do you know 
how to dance grand square? Are you 
dancing it the way you were taught to 
dance it in lessons? If you are, my hat Is 
off to you. If you're not, I wonder why 
you're not. What would it take to get 
you back to dancing it the way you 
learned it? Do-sa-do and grand square 
are only a couple of Mainstream Basics 
that are being danced incorrectly and, 
in some cases, not being taught 
properly. I've been using single circle or 
step to a wave, instead of a do-sa-do, to 
get dancers into a wave. I've found that 
when I want a boy and boy or girl and 
girl to do-sa-do to a wave, the majority 
of the time it does not come out right. 
I've also found that lots of dancers must 
feel that a do-sa-do is supposed to leave 
you in a wave, but this is not true. The 
call should leave you looking directly at 
the person who you did the do-sa-do 
with. If the caller wants you in a wave, 
then he must add that for his next 
command, step to a wave. Another call 
that is a little bit the same way is lead to 
the right. When the caller says heads 
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lead to the right, that says nothing 
about circling to a line. There are 
probably 20 or 30 calls he could call 
from this setup instead of circle to a 
line. It's the old bit about not 
anticipating but do listen for the next 
call. 
Looking a little further into our 
Mainstream list I find some other calls 
that are not being danced the way they 
were taught. Of course no one ever does 
a see-saw any more but you should see 
what the caller sees after this sequence 
of calls: Walk all around the left hand 
lady, see saw round your partner and 
the men star right straight across, 
see-saw the opposite, men star right 3/4 
and look for the corner, left allemande. 
Several never find her and never will, a 
few figure it out eventually; but most 
are still waving their arms and hands at 
each other. A few singing calls are still 
using a grand sashay in them, so don't 
forget how to do-sa-do and see saw. 
Half tag, trade and roll is another 
figure that suddenly is being danced 
differently than we learned it. Where 
did the single circle come from? If you 
are dancing this call correctly, after the 
half tag you should be attached to some 
one with a right forearm, and with that 
person you swing one half by the right 
and then roll to face that same person. 
Here again the call might not always be 
to trade and roll. It could be to trade and 
scoot back or to trade, then walk and 
dodge. If you are using a single circle to 
face that person you would be way out 
of position for either one of the 
preceding calls and a lot of other ones 
also. I hope your caller is not teaching 
15 
you this call with a single circle. 
How about scootback? Do you know 
some dancers who are having trouble 
with this call? I do. I wonder if they 
were taught the call turn thru properly. 
You know that, from a static square, if 
the heads turn thru they should walk 
forward, meet the opposite with the 
right forearm, step up to each other side 
by side, swing half by the right and then 
walk straight ahead. The Cali is finished 
when those who did the turn thru are 
back to back with each other. This 
would leave the heads back at home, 
but facing the opposite direction. To use 
this call with scoot-back should be real 
easy if those doing the turn thru do their 
part correctly. From parallel ocean 
waves, those facing in do the turn thru 
while those facing out must fold into the 
vacated spot. All that has really 
happened is that you have traded places 
with the dancer who was on your right. 
Happy scootbacking. 
One of the things that I try to teach 
my dancers, whether they are beginners 
or have been dancing for a long time, is 
to take a hold of hands as quickly as 
possible after any call. Lines of four, 
two-faced lines, columns, whatever the 
setup, it's a lot easier to see if you have 
hands joined. It also helps to keep the 
square a little closer together. For 
example if from a column, the caller 
asks you to do a partner tag or a partner 
trade, and you are touching hands with 
the dancer next to you it will be much 
easier for you to see who your partner is 
for a tag or trade. Try it, you might like 
it. 
When your caller tells you that a 
certain call starts from an eight chain 
thru position or from a double pass thru 
setup, do you know what he is talking 
about? Thought I might try to help you 
out on that score a little. If, from a static 
square, the heads star thru, our square 
is now in a double pass thru setup. If we 
go ahead and do the double pass thru, 
our square is in a finished double pass 
thru setup. if, from a static square, the 
heads pair off, we are in an eight chain 
thru setup. If we pass thru from here, 
we are in a trade by or clover and setup. 
The tag and track familes leave us in 
several different setups, depending on 
how far we tag or track. An ocean wave 
between and parallel to two couples 
facing in, is called a 1/4 tag position. We 
have this if the heads pass the ocean 
and from here start a ping-pong 
circulate. You all know what a half tag 
setup is, and from those parallel ocean 
waves if we extend, we have a 3/4 tag 
setup. That leaves us with a wave 
between and parallel to two couples 
facing out. Depending on how much you 
dance you might get into some of the 
following formations: diamonds, hour-
glasses, blocks, parallelograms, gal-
axies, triangles, etc. I enjoy having 
dancers check their "0" or their "X". 
(That's not circle and cross.) 
I hope I've tossed out some food for 
thought and maybe enlightened your 
thinking on some of our square dance 
terminology. Next time your caller says 
''Okay, gang, let's square up your 
trapezoids," better start looking 
around, he probably means it. 
do paso shop petticoats 
Nylon Marquisette 	SATIN STRIPE 
30 yd. 	 $15.95 35 Yd. $20.95 
FO Yd.  16.95 	50 Yd. $22.95 
70 Yd. 	 17.95 70 Yd. $24.95 
Most Colors 
Available 
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presents for your dancing pleasure inign 
WISCONSIN DELLS, WISCONSIN 
SPRING 
SCHEDULE 
Sept 7 9 
BOB 
FISK 
19 Great Weekends 
Each Fun-Filled Weekend 
... A Special Party 
with these Great Stars! 
* From Friday evening through Sunday noon 
your weekend will be Something to remember 
Optional morning and afternoon workshops 
help you get in step with the latest dances or 
relearn the old basics From 8 00 to 11 00 in the 
evenings is jamboree time featuring the kind of 
dancing you like best Following the midnight 
snack the after-parties always present a sur-
orise C mon along 
Sept 10 16 
• April 27-29 	• 	May 46 	• 	May 1113 
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of California  of Wisconsin 	 of Texas  
EDNA 'n GENE ARNFIELD 
Skokie. Illinois 
Round Dance Leaders at All Weekends 
Oct 5 7 	. 	Oct 12.14 
BERYL FRANK 
MAIN LANE 









of Arizona 	• 
	  • 
• 
4, 	Sept 21 23 
JOHN 
HENDRON 


























Nov 911 	• 	Nov 16 18 
JERRY : JOHN 
HAAG HENDRON 
of Wyoming 	• 01 Massachusetts 
For Information or Reservations 
JUDY KAMINSKIc,hhouniaev;6v0.8R12e5s4o.rel 3W6,6sconsm Dells w.s 53965 P,oglarrl 01,600, EARL C SHEIM111.1 
PN. 
Double Duty Diggin's 
111,1, lik 	, 
by Barbara Gibbs Curtin 
Prineville, Oregon 
Five nights a week, the big building 
behind Slick and Melba Fox's home is 
Fox Hall, home of the Bachelor Beauts 
and the swingingest caller in Bend, 
Oregon. 
Five mornings a week, portable room 
dividers and toy shelves are wheeled 
out. In minutes Fox Hall turns into Fox 
Hollow Child Care Center, home-away-
from home for 130 lively children. 
Slick and Melba never meant to be 
owners of a combination square-dance 
hall/day care center; it all came about 
pretty much by accident. But the 
unusual arrangement has worked out 
well, sending small faces into the 
Foxes' lives and giving the day care 
center better quarters than its founder 
ever hoped for. 
The story starts with Slick Fox, a 
huge gentle mountain of a man who 
rarely says a word. For the first 21 years 
of their marriage, Slick had his 
carpentry work and Melba had three 
boys to raise. They went out together, 
says Melba, maybe six times. 
Then they learned to square dance. 
Melba was delighted to share an 
outside interest with her husband, and 
the two whooped it up regularly at the 
dusty old grange hall. Then one night 
while listening to the caller, Slick 
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surprised Melba with an unusually long 
speech. He said, "I bet I can do better 
'n that." 
Slick took some records home to study 
and fell in love with square dance 
calling. Within three months he was a 
fixture on Central Oregon stages, 
spinning his gingham-clad listeners 
from one spot to the next with an "All 
join hands and circle to the left, ladies to 
the center and the men sashay!" 
On stage, he was a changed man. He 
found a rapport with people he had 
never known before, and the dance 
club's membership doubled. Offstage, 
Slick continued to be his usual quiet, 
good-natured self, letting Melba talk for 
two. 
Well, for twenty years Melba had 
been saving a little each week from 
Slick's paycheck with an eye toward 
building a duplex or an apartment in the 
field behind their home. Now she saw 
what to do with that nest egg: build a 
dance hall to accommodate Slick's 
dancers in style. "I didn't care if it 
made money or not, just so he had a 
place to call for his people", remembers 
Melba. "What more could I want than 
the profession he enjoyed so much?" 
Enter Don Zygutis, a young minister 
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who had been thinking how much Bend 
needed a child care center to help 
working families. He'd heard about the 
Foxes' plans from a square dancing 
friend, and now he introduced himself. 
"Couldn't the building be used for a 
day care center as well?", he asked. 
The Foxes thought about it and 
decided to, ah, give it a whirl. they 
added extra bathrooms and office space 
to their plans for a 40 by 70 dance floor 
By summer 1976 they had a $35,000 
building with two distinct personalities, 
Fox Hall and Fox Hollow. 
Right away the Foxes decided they 
had a day care center that could be used 
as a dance hall, and not the other way 
around. They willingly let the kids lay 
claim to more and more of their land 
and their lives. Slick built a playhouse 
for the little ones; Melba designed the 
play area and spent her days hunting 
ropes and ladders to fill it. Office space 
was tight, so the Foxes remodeled their 
own upstairs for the day care staff. 
Enrollment reached 60 and a waiting list 
grew, so the Foxes built a 2,000-square 
foot addition alongside the first building  
to handle the overflow. 
In the summer, wading pools ap-
peared on the deck behind the Foxes' 
home, not for grandchildren, but for the 
toddler class. "Well, you can't have the 
little ones getting run over by the big 
kids, can you?" Melba smiled. 
The arrangement is beyond the 
wildest dreams of Zygutis, who once 
struggled for a year to make ends meet 
running a sma!! day care center in a 
church basement. The Foxes have 
keyed his rent to the Center's enroll-
ment, so from the first the cost has been 
affordable. In return, rent from the 
center has eased the strain on the 
Foxes' pocketbook. They no longer have 
to call their building "Foxes' Folly", for 
it pays for itself. 
The Foxes and their "favorite rent-
ers" keep communication flowing over 
frequent cups of coffee in the family 
kitchen. If problems crop up, they are 
taken care of right away. Says Melba: 
"It was kind of a wild idea at first, but 
look what I've done with my field. The 
jobs it's created, the kids who are being 
taken care of, oh, we're having fun." 
SQUARE DANCE LUGGAGE 
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FOnTanii wawa- RESORT 
Fontana Dam, N. C. 28733 
Telephone (704) 498-2211 
Dear Friends: 
As you know, we host about 10,000 square dancers each year at 
Fontana Village Resort, located in the Great Smoky Mountains 
country of Western North Carolina. These square dance festivals 
are held each Spring and Fall, beginning with Fontana Fling in 
April and ending with Fall Jubilee in October each year. 
We are putting in a dance floor in the Carolina Room of the new 
Inn. It is large enough to comfortably handle 20 squares. 
From November 1 until March 31 we are instituting special 
winter rate packages for square dancers. Because the Recreation 
Hall and most of the cottages will be closed, all people will be 
housed in the Inn, taking their meals in the Inn's Pioneer Room. 
Please write to me if your group is interested in coming to 
Fontana for a long weekend. We will offer square dancers a package 
rate for meals and lodging of $19.50 per person with special 
consideration given to the caller and his family. 
Let me know right away because the winter season will be upon 
us before we know it. 
Cordially, 




FUN FOR ALL AGES AT THE 
SMOKIES' LARGEST RESORT 
Operated by Government Services, Inc. 
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Hill FACT • v 
Having been stationed with the US 
Air Force in Korea for several months, I 
sought out a square dance club to enjoy 
the pleasures of square dancing and to 
meet new friends to somehow make up 
for all those I had to leave behind me in 
the states. After much searching, I 
finally found a club called the Kimchi 
Promenaders and began square dancing 
with them. The Kimchi Promenadors 
dance at the Moyer Recreation Center 
at Yongsan Army Post in Seoul, the 
capitol of Korea. The club is made up of 
US Army and Air Force personnel 
stationed in the area and has a large 
number of Korean members, most of 
whom are in their late teens or early 
twenties. 
I found the Koreans so enthusiastic 
about square dancing that I asked Mr. 
Kim, the caller for the club, if someone 
could write an article about square 
dancing in Korea, as it is just in its 
infant stages of development. The 
article, which was written by Mrs. Park, 
tells us about the start of square 
dancing in Korea. Perhaps even more 
important is that the article reflects the 
feelings and ideas of the Korean people. 
Not one word of the translation from 
Korean into English, made by Mrs. 
Park, has been changed in order to 
preserve this insight into the Korean 
people, their culture and their sense of 
humor. 
Having worshipped, prayed, worked, 
square danced and eaten with Korean 
families in their homes, I have come to 
deeply admire and respect the Korean 
people. They are an honest, kind, 
sincere, friendly and hard-working 
people, who experience the same need 
for fellowship, love, understanding and 
security as we Americans feel. They 
have a tremendous pride in their history, 
culture and country. They feel that 
Americans have many strange customs, 
in the same way that we feel their 
customs are different than ours. They  
graciously accept and appreciate this 
difference in customs, which is some-
thing we Americans must learn to do. 
Many of these feelings of nationalistic 
pride, friendliness, desire to enjoy life, 
and love of square dancing are found in 
the article. Therefore, I suggest you 
read it slowly and then reread it to gain 
this same feeling in knowing our 
Korean friends, allies, and fellow 
square dancers as I have found. 
Wes Collins 
Grand Strand Strutters. Myrtle Beach 
Kimchi Promenadors, Seoul, Korea 
With thanks to Barbara Harrelson, 
Lancaster, South Carolina 




by Ki Soon Park 
Seoul, Korea 
Now, we, Korean Square Dance Club, 
pay a greeting to you. I'm Mrs. Ki Soon 
Park, a member of Kimchi Promena-
dors. You may know where Korea is in 
the world, don't you? It's a beautiful 
country in the Orient that has only one 
race. Let us stop our greeting here. Do 
you know about Korean Square Dance 
Clubs? 
Are there? Surprising! Of course, 
there are excellent three. Hah! Hah! 
Why do you laugh? I hear your laugh. 
You mean that we have only three. Oh 
gosh! Is the number of clubs so 
important? Now, let me start to 
introduce. First of all, I would like to 
introduce to you Mr. Mu Ung Kim, who 
is our caller. Mr. Kim! I've heard that 
you are a Doctor of Square Dance. Well, 
I feel shy whenever I hear that. Mr. 
Kim!, would you please introduce 
Korean Square Dance to our readers. 
That sounds interesting. 
First, I'd like to introduce the Kimchi 
Promenadors. It has been a center of 
our Square Dance Club in Korea. This 
club has meetings in the evening, ev,ery 
Friday in Moyer Recreation Center of 
the Eighth US Army in Seoul. It begins 
at 7 PM and the joyful party continues 
until 9 PM. For beginners, classes 
begin at the same time of every 
Tuesday. By the way, the class has 
stopped for the time being since the 
graduation was just celebrated on the 
17th of June, which means summer 
vacation. 
Every Friday, the club members are 
enjoying joyful square dancing. The 
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sound of fun overflows the whole Moyer 
Recreation Center and beautiful dresses 
of angels are flowing softly together 
with boy's gaiety. 
Next, I'd like to introduce you, Osan 
Club. Osan Club abd Kimchi Club have 
an amiable fraternity visiting each 
other. Now, it's time to finish. 
Just moment, please! Just before, I 
told that there are three clubs in Korea. 
If you stop here, I'll be fallen in a 
dilemma. Oh, I'm getting so forgetful. 
Thank you for reminding me. Now, our 
last club to introduce. It is called 
Arirang Square, which is a club 
belonging to YWCA. This club organ-
ized at the beginning of June, 1978. Its 
membership consists of only Korean 
dancers. It becomes a chance that 
foreign folk dance keep pace with 
Korean one. Though the club is on the 
step of introduction. It assures well that 
the club will become a good one in the 
near future. 
I know that you (Mr. Kim) are serving 
as a caller in Kimchi Club, but wonder 
who is caller in Arirang Club? I do also 
serve calling in that club, too. My best 
thanks. I wish that God bless you, sole 
caller in Korea. I hope that all these 
clubs will be improved step by step. 
Thank you! And dear readers of 
American Squaredance, I cordially hope 
that all of you will be happy and enjoy 
good square dancing times. Everybody, 
good luck! 
This is all of first correspondence for 
the introduction of Square Dance Clubs 
in Korea. Over! 
Thank you. Over! 
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Be A Caller? 
by Nellebelle Eblen 
Wichita Falls, Texas 
Why would anyone consider giving 
up square dancing— that ideal activity 
where the body responds easily to calls, 
where you enjoy fellowship with the 
nicest people, and the benefits are so 
varied? Why would anyone consider 
giving this up just to be a caller? 
After interviewing several callers and 
observing firsthand for more than a 
dozen years, we find it impossible to 
understand Why Anyone Wants To Be 
A Caller? 
Caller #1 teaches classes for two clubs 
in different areas near the community 
where he lives. It does not occur to more 
dancers that the two preparations he 
has to make are not done simulta-
neously. The lesson plans are there and 
the check sheet is a means of keeping 
records of progress, but what of the 
rapid learners and the slow learners? 
This provides caller #1 with the most 
valuable quality of any job— challenge. 
The classes began at the same time or 
week, but they are not responding the 
same. How many hours he spends on 
preparation is very hard to calculate 
because during many moments when 
his hands are busy with daily chores, his 
mind is actively engaged in thinking-
through what might help. 
Also, all the callers interviewed spoke 
of make-up classes or meeting with the 
absentees for extra help. This offers 
great challenge to the caller-teacher's 
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organizational ability. Oh, yes— the 
club members or "angels" do help a 
lot, and they may carry a great deal of 
the load in the organizational work. But 
it is the caller who meets the challenge 
of working all together at the same 
time. 
Caller #2 is very versatile. He teaches 
not only more than one group but more 
than one level of dancing. Being such a 
versatile person, he also teaches 
different age groups. He tries to be a 
caller-teacher to everyone or anyone no 
matter what their distinction or prefer-
ence may be. Caller #2 is very 
knowledgeable. His library is replete 
with every book, dictionary, magazine, 
callers notes or choreography, and he 
has difficulty deciding which seminar, 
Callerlab meeting, convention, festival-
workshop to attend. He often feels a bit 
schizophrenic but gets invaluable prac-
tice in decision making. 
Caller #3 likes involvement. He 
knows the latest lingo or words to 
spice-up his patter as well as cute 
attention-getters to use over the mike. 
The laughter from the dancers, whether 
from the floor or across the table over 
coffee at the favorite restaurant after 
the lessons or dance, is his just dessert 
for his involvement with each person 
and all the people. A bit of levity makes 
the friendly association move along 
pleasantly. 
Travel can be included in a caller's 







one, but another may or prefer to travel 
to these towns within approximately a 
hundred miles radius. To be the club 
caller for five clubs in five towns in five 
different directions can definitely make 
for lots of travel. Big credit! 
Why does anyone want to call? Well, 
there are Rewards. Seeing for instance, 
a husband who has been nagged, 
bargained-with, threatened, and given-
an-ultimatum and who is there against 
his will, change from a sullen "bull" 
into a good time "Ferdinand". Man, 
you've cemented a marriage and gained 
a square dancer. 
"That doesn't explain it", we reply. 
"Or if you're a lady-caller", Caller #4 
interjects, "and the guys give you that 
'show-me' eye." She was referring to 
the other callers of the association at a 
festival, so she went on to elaborate. 
Her patter, singing calls, expertise, and 
pleasant voice modulation made a look 
of pleasure cross many faces. 
"That still doesn't explain it", we 
maintained. 
"Well, all callers are basically 
Hams", the oldest of all the callers said. 
"Okay. That explains it", we con-
cluded. 
We decided that generally callers like 
people and teaching. But it is the 
expectations on both sides of the mike 
that really provide the challenge. 
An unrealistic idealism upon entering 
the field of calling and worrying about  
how you will pay IRS all that income tax 
is certainly modified by real experi-
ences. Many callers have had equip-
ment stolen, including the car it was in. 
The caller-teacher takes pride in 
learning, too— to cope. to the "tip 
caller", it seems so easy. To the casual 
dancer, it's his (the caller's) problem. 
To entertain and be fresh and clear-
headed after an eight-hour work day, 
driving x numher of miles with  his  wife 
feeding him as they drive, hauling his 
equipment in,— oh, that's his job! 
He wonders if his voice will hold out 
and which hurts worse— his feet from 
standing 31/2 hours or his "heart" for 
the dancers who always mess up the 
square because they just don't dance 
well. He can see the dancers avoiding 
them. The dancers wonder why the 
dancing level is poor; the club officers 
wonder why the membership turn-over 
is so high; and the dance association 
wonders why clubs "fold". His wife 
wonders if she is not doing all she can to 
help him and their club(s). Do you 
wonder— 
Why does anyone want to be a caller? 
Well, Callers try harder! They want 
to prove themselves, they like chal-
lenge, stimulation, learning, organiza-
tion, decisions involvement, travel, and 
most of all, the people who bring them 
the reward of rewards, doing for others. 
All these help callers enjoy living and 
participating with others. 
' :77_7911-10-0.&RECORDS 
Produced by Yvonne Clendenin 
7915 N. Clarendon, Portland OR 97203 
C-013 OPEN UP YOUR HEART by Jim 
C-014 QUEEN OF THE SILVER DOLLAR by Daryl 
C-015 IT DOESN'T MATTER by Randy 
C-016 YES MA'AM by Joe 
C-017 IF YOU WANT ME by Jim 
C-502 UGLY ARNIE/SASSY Hoedown 
C-1001 AMANDA Cued round by Lloyd Ward 
C-1002 OH LONESOME ME Cued round 
by Bud Parrott 
Distributed by Corsair Continental 
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MIRHYME TIME 99 
 
SWING YOUR PARTNER 
On an autumn night when the air is crisp 
And you feel in the mood for romance 
Just grab your gal and head for where 
There's music and fun and a square dance. 
Where fiddlers play some rollicking tunes 
The dancers whirl around on their toes 
As the caller's voice chants on and on 
The rhythm of do-so-does. 
The fun of the dance, the joy of the crowd 
Can put your heart in a whirl 
And you'll know this is the place to be 
To share your love with your girl. 
Dorothy Zimmerman 
Havertown, Pennsylvania 
HAVE YOU EVER STOPPED TO WONDER? 
Have you ever looked at square dancing from a caller's point of view? 
Have you ever stopped to wonder just what they must go through 
As they stand before their microphones singing out commands 
And look upon the dancers who seem to have only left hands? 
Have you ever wondered what thoughts go through their minds 
When they get a little all-mixed-up and your partner you can't find? 
They could point their finger at you, but they never raise the roof, 
When you put the blame on someone else and they know it's you who goofed. 
Have you ever stopped to wonder just how they keep their cool 
When some smart aleck dancers tries to make them out a fool? 
When you have made a right hand star instead of turning left, 
Does the caller seem to wonder if you could be a little deaf? 
Have you ever stopped to wonder, would they like to join the dance, 
But they have to do the calling so they seldom get the chance? 
Each year they start new classes and the old routine begins, 
But through it all they laugh and smile time and time again. 
Have you ever stopped to wonder, do their throats ever get sore, 
And perhaps they'd like to pack it up and hurry out the door? 
When they ask for one more couple to come complete a square, 
Do you jump up quick to help them or just sit there and stare? 
Have you ever stopped to wonder and perhaps lend them a hand? 
With all of their equipment, they're just a one man band. 
It would be a bit disaster, I'm sure there is no doubt, 
If we didn't have our callers to keep us straightened out. 
So next time you go square dancing, give it a little thought 
And thank the friendly callers for all the fun they've brought. 
A word of appreciation to show them that we care 
For our wrong moves and our mistakes, which they have had to bear. 
Darrell Roberts 
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia 




electronic supply, inc. 
3409 E WASHINGTON ST. INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46201 
(317) 635-3511 
UNCLE FRANK SEZ API N 
do.seedough 
YOUR WAY TO 
SAVING MONEY 
YOU ALWAYS SAVE WHEN YOU 
SHOP AT meunier 
electronic supply, inc. 
The AVT-1270V port-
able phono-p.a. systems 
are lightweight but 
powerful. Mike input 
accepts high or low 
impedance mike with-
out modification. Your 
choice of speakers to 
meet your needs. High 
quality construction, de-
luxe in every way. 
SEND OR CALL 
FOR FREE CATALOG 
WE SELL THE BEST BRAND NAMES 
OFFER COMPLETE SERVICE IN OUR SHOP 







THE COFFEE BREAK 
Servers are ‘Naiting, 
Snacks are all ready, 
Two lines are forming for coffee and cake 
On choices debating 
While holding cups steady, 
Dancers enjoying the welcoming break. 
Expressions of greeting 
And voices of pleasure, 
With highlight of evening's frolic and fun 
Depression defeating 
With evening of leisure 
Unpleasant day's problems adhering to 
none. 
And service provided 
For hunger's appeasing 
By remarkatle team of Chick and Irene. 
Cake, in sections divided, 
Is everyone pleasing, 
From kitchen that glistens appealingly 
clean. 
From garden displaying 
Flowers in vases 
As table adornments; this message they 
give 
As fragrance conveying 
Is brightening faces 
It's a wonderful world! Be merry and live. 
And never excited 
Or ever unpleasant, 
Amiable Chick Just isn't the type. 
By interest united 
With everyone present, 
he observes them serenely, while 
puffing his pipe. 
Then joining the dancing 
When all is in order, 
Or when there is need to fill in a square, 
To music romancing 
From south of the border 
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Steve goes on to say, "The poem is 
hardly enough to do justice to Chick and 
Irene Grey, who for the past two years 
have cheerfully waited on fellow 
members and guests at Brookpark 
Squares in Cleveland. They arrive early 
and disappear into the kitchen to busy 
themselves with preparations for the 
coffee break. There are different 
helpers in the kitchen for each dance, 
but Chick and Irene are always there. 
"Irene's impressive novelties, flower 
and vegetable arrangements from her 
own garden, add to the pleasure of the 
evening. Chick and Irene are the type of 
people who enjoy doing things for 
others. They have always been active in 
volunteer work of one kind or another. 
The success of any club is due to people 
like the Greys. 
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SIMPLY SEW THE SIDE SEAM 
PetWeasat Pafteea 
FINEST PETTICOATS 	LOWEST PRICES 
SHEER MAGIC AND DIAMOND MAGIC PETTICOATS COME AS SINGLE PANELS 
FEATURING: TWO COMPLETELY GATHERED AND SEWN LAYERS FOR A 
"STRAIGHT FROM THE WAIST PROFILE", THE BOTTOM EDGE STIFFENED AND 
BOUND WITH TAFFETA FOR ADDED FULLNESS, AND A PREFORMED CASING 
FOR EASIER ASSEMBLY. 	INSTRUCTIONS AND ELASTIC ARE INCLUDED. 
SHEER MAGIC 
SOFT LUXURIOUS NYLON ORGANDY 
NOT TOO FULL LOOK 	FULL LOOK 	EXTRA FULL LOOK 
(20 YARDS) 	(40 YARDS) (60 YARDS) 
PANEL 	 $12.95 	 $21.95 	$28.95 
CUSTOM MADE 	$17.95 	 $29.95 	$39.95 
PETTICOAT 
COLORS: WNW, BLACK, RED, CANDY PINK, YELLOW, LI. BLUI 
NAkr. I 1. GPLIN, DHANCI AND BROWN 
DIAMOND MAGIC 
NEW!! VERY CRISP NYLON DIAMOND WEAVE FABRIC WITH A PERMANENT 
FINISH AND NON-SNAG CONSTRUCTION, 




EXTRA FULL LOOK 
(55 YARDS) 
PANEL 	 $10.95 	 $16.95 	$22.95 
CUSTOM MADE 	$15.95 	 $24.95 	$32.95 
PETTICOAT 
COLORS: 	WHITE AND RED 	(BASIC COLORS WILL BE ADDED BY NOVEMBER) 
PRECIS AND COLORS SUBJECT TO CHANCE. 
STATE WAIST MEASURcMENT AND 
PETTICOAT LENGTH (18 TO 25 INCHES). 
ADDED CHARGE FOR LONGER LENGTHS. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT: 
$1.00 PER PANEL FOR 
THREE OR MORE PANELS 
PER ORDER. 
PLEASE ADD $1.50 PER PANEL OR PETTICOAT FOR HANDLING. 
SEWING SPECIALTIES 
7429 4TH AVE SO RICHFIELD MN 55423 	612 869 2650 
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MAK TALK 
One of the highlights at the National 
Callers Association meetng at the 
Convention in Perth was an address by 
Eric Wendell on APD in Australia, 
which follows: 
"Callerlab is great, but don't let it 
grab us that everything they put out is a 
must. They are doing a good job of 
holding back the onslaught, but then 
again, with their quart erly selection of 
one or two new moves that possibly may 
make the grade and hit Mainstream 	 
they too can be in trouble and defeat the 
purpose they set out to achieve. In a 
short while the list of Callerlab 
Quarterly Selections could become a 
mini-Burleson's Encyclopedia and 	 
this will defeat everything that we, 
here today and everywhere else in the 
world, are trying to achieve by putting 
the pressure on all inventors of crazy 
new material to put their minds to more 
creation of APD of existing movements. 
"At this point I would like to make 
recommendation to have the secretary 
of this meeting write to the editors of 
American Squaredance magazine and 
SlO Square Dancing magazine, asking 
them to publish the fact that we, here in 
Australia, wish to have more emphasis 
placed on APD and less on new and 
confusing movements. 
"We don't want to knock our top 
inventors of new material; we would 
just like to slow them up a litte. Callers 
who do not receive notes from overseas  
would be amazed at the number of 
neweys that are churned out each 
month. 
"On his recent visit to Australia on 
the east coast, Stan Burdick made a 
remark through the excellent magazine 
American Squaredance, that we were 
ten years behind the states. In reply to 
this I would say...he didn't visit many 
clubs and secondly, if we are that far 
behind, well, just let us stay that way 
and not get caught up in the web of 
confusion...and if we were up to Stan's 
specifications, and dancing with the 
best of the best in the states...then 
probably we would only be able to boast 
30 people or so at this convention. 
Believe me, Australian dancers are on a 
par with any other dancers in the world, 
and, given the chance, our callers will 
match them. 
"Do we need new movements? Yes, 
we do...but, let's be a little choosy 
about them and keep them with our 
workshop groups. 
"Workshopping of new movements 
must go on, and the workshoppers are 
the silent heroes behind the progress of 
square dancing today. 
"To prove a point...In 1954 it was 
said in the square dance world...that 
square dancing would go flop, because 
a complicated movement was intro-
duced into square dancing. This fancy 
new. terribly complicated new figures 
Continued on Page 87 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL 
• In Business since 1949 at same location. 
' 4311t4 • Same day service on most orders. 
Please include 51.00 • Catalog upon request. For Postage & Handling 
• One of the largest stocks in the Southwest. 
'' • Quantity purchase discounts. 
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
P 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • 1602) 279-5521 
11. 	 1 	 1 1 	 .111. 
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NOW — A CALLER/CUER "DREAM" 
SPEAKER 
Extra Small with Full Column Power 
MITEY MITE 
* Compact size! 
3. Weighs only 28 lbs! 
Dimensions are 8"x8"x22" 
25' cord Included 
Formica case 
Frequency response 35 hz to 17K hz 
1Jp to 80w RMS /160w peak 
Mastercharge accepted with your order 
(Vinyl Cover 620 Extra) 
Developed by the manufacturers of 
Golden Column 	Halpo Industries 
1483 Cobblegate Lane 
Reynoldsburg OH 43068 
RETAIL COST $180.00 
Special caller net $156., 
plus 68.50 shipping charge. 
Powermaster 75 HALPO INDUSTRIES 1483 Cobblegate Lane 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43088 
A 75 Watts RMS per channel amplifier, 
built to Meteor's rugged standards, 
styled to match the Clubman One-One 
Mixer and the Sonalite 3000 Controller. 
The perfect unit to complete a mobile or 
fixed installation. 
Callers Net: Only $395.00 
1111IAL 1111  
I 
SPECIFICATIONS: 75 Watts RMS per channel, 
both channels driven, at any frequency from 20Hz 
to 20kHz, at any power level from 250nW to 75 W 
with distortion less than 0.1% THD. 
Frequency Response: 20Hz to 20kHz, +-0.SdB. 
Signal to Noise Ratio: bettern than 85dB. 
Input Sensitivity: 1.5V for rated output. 
Tone Control Range: +- 10dB at 100Hz and 10kHz. 
Dimensions: Front Panel; 101/2 " widthx121/2 " 
height. Depth: 7" sloping down to 21/2 ". 
Weight: 20 lbs. 
With the Powermaster 75, Meteor Light and 
Sound has produced the ideal disco amplifier—
ample power, clean sound, operational flexibility, 
and attractive compact styling— for portable or 
permanent installations. 
Particular attention has been paid to producing 
the cleanest possible sound, whether the sound 
system runs at a roar or a whisper. The fully 
complementary design gives minimum TIM 
(Transient Intermodulation Distortion), and har-
monic distortion and noise are totally inaudible 
even at full power. The speakers are protected 
against overload by faSt actin fuses, and special 
circuitry reduces switching transients to a safe 
level. Meteors advanced design, modular con-
struction, & high-grade components give the 
highest level of reliability— even when the 
Powermaster Is subjected to the unforgiving rigors 
of mobile use. Mobile DJs will especially appreciate 
the very low weight of this amplifier! 
For complete flexibility, the Powermaster 75 
incorporates individual channel level controls, 
illuminated twin output meters and LED peak 
indicators, and bass and treble tone controls which 
may be switched completely out of circuit when not 
in use. 
All controls are of the slide fader type, & the tone 
controls are center detented for convenience of 
setting. 
The low distortion and noise, linear frequency 
response, flexible operation and Meteor's justly 
famous reliability set the powermaster 75 in a class 
by itself. 
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P410MINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
Franchised Dealer for Newcomb Sales & Service 
NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT 
CALIFONE SOUND EQUIPMENT 
ELECTRO-VOICE & SHURE MICROPHONES 
SQUARE DANCE ACCESSORIES 
NEW SID CLOTHING FOR MEN & WOMEN 
COAST SQUARE DANCE SHOES & BOOTS 
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP 
(Also used S/0 Clothing on consignment) 
Mail and phone orders handled promptly Please 






& SiD RELATED ITEMS 
7738 Morgan So. 
Mpls. MN 55423 
612-869-9501 
OFFERS 
CUSTOM CHOREO CHECKERS 
heck out Choreo ra h and Bod Flow 
ior);w4F,- 
Each 11/4 "xl f/4"x1/2 " Custom Chorea Checker is 
made from long-lasting clear lucite and is engraved 
with big and easily recognized identifications Each 
set is color-coded to your spec'? icatiOns 
COLORS White, Black, Blue, Green, Yellow 8 Red 
TWO STYLES AVAILABLE: 
A— Checkers (set only) 
	
$14.00 
B— Magnetic Checkers $16 00 
(Small Board Included) 
Specify base color and lettering color for each 
checker when ordering. Any combination you want! 
Example 1 Man— Red baserwhite lettering 
1 Lady— Red base/black lettering 
Make checks payable to Charlie Trapp, 11 Brandeis 
Circle, Halifax MA 02338 Ph. 817-294-8344 
THREE GENERATIONS OF SQUARE DANCERS 
Merlan and Phyllis Anderson, Jerry 
and Karon Madison, and Randy and 
Rhonda Madison of Browns Valley, 
Minnesota, belong to the Sisseton 
Corner Squares Club. They dance every 
Monday evening at the Black Hawk 
Legion Club and go whirling away at 
other clubs too. Merlan and Phyllis 
were the president couple last year and 
Jerry and Karon were secretaries. 
From Hooleyann Whirl 
South Dakota 
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Specials INQUIRE ABOUT THE COST OF LISTING YOUR SPECIAL EVENTS IN THESE SPACES 
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance week-
ends — Spring and Fall; National Callers; at 
Interlaken Resort Village, Lake Geneva. Wisconsin. 
WRITE: Bill & Jacque Blevins. 1257 Franklin 
Lane, Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60090. 
TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling, 
Swap Shop. Rebel Roundup. Accent on Rounds 
with Squares. Fun Fest and Fall Jubilee. For details 
write Tex Brownlee, Fontana Village Resort, 
Fontana Dam NC 28733. 
OUR OWN DIXIE DAISY TRAVELING BAG 
An unusually versatile and attractive garment bag of exceptionally 
strong. lightweight vinyl. It features a diagonal zipper for easy access. 
a convenient accessories pocket and even a little see-through window. 
Two sizes. 24''x40" for men, 24"x50-  for ladies. in bold bright red. 
white and blue.  
We're very pleased with this handsome bag, we think you will be. too. 
We hope you'll try it al only $2.50 for the men's, $2.75 for the lady's, 
FOR DANCING COMFORT 
MAJESTIC 
1" heel. steel shank, glove leather. 
lined, 5 thru 12 narrow, 4 thru 12 
med., 5-10 wide, half sizes.  
Black/White 	 $18.75 
Red / Navy / Brown 	 518.75 
Gold/Silver 	 $19.75 
Wide wig .125 7.....pLcial Order 
JLUUP 
heel. st shank, glove leather. 
lined. sizes 4 thru 10 med., 5 thru 
10 narrow. half sizes 
Black/White 	 $18.00 
Red /Navy /Brown 	 $18.00 















Ideal for Round Dancers: 11/2 " 
Heel. All Leather, Cushioned Insole 
for Comfort. 5-10 Narrow; 4-10 Me-











N-20 SISSY Nylon 













Add $1.50 handling. Md. residents add 
Panty-blouse. 
cottonpoly broadcloth 




DIXIE DAISY 1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 2 1 1 13 
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Club Trick 
Alex Purdy, caller 
in New South Wales, 
Australia, wonders if 
twelve dancers from 
his Stives club in 
Sydney may have es-
tablished an altitude 
record of sorts (at 
least in Australia) for 
dancing on high. 
The dancers went to the 47th floor 
Summit Restaurant In Sydney on the 
25th of January, 1978. After a beautiful 
smorgasbord meal and a bit of disco 
dancing, one of our group went to the 
band leader to see It the band could play 
some square dance music and asked if a 
square could dance, as there was a 
caller in their midst. The band obliged, 
and Alex called for the first time to live 
music. The dancers found It quite a 
thrill to move around the floor with only 
inches to a nearly 500 foot drop from 
their feet; the windows go right to the 
floor and look down on Sydney Harbor 
Bridge and the Opera House. The 
dancing was appreciated by the other 
patrons and the dancers had enquiries 
about learning square dancing and a 
request for more dancing later in the 
evenino. 
The dancers involved were nearly all 
from the Stives club: Helen Regan, Ken 
Higgs, Christine Jones, Lloyd Kikerist, 
Janet Webb, Eric Spall, Roslyn Hood, 
Philip Wright, Rosemary and Brian 
Cunningham and Jeanette and Alex 
Purdy. 




REAL HIGH LEVEL DANCE CLUB IN AUSTRALIA 
* * * * * * * * * * * ***** * * ************* 
Tastefully adorn your home, and at the 
same time identify yourselves to all as 
SQUARE DANCERS. 
Beautifully cast in aluminum and 
finished in flat black enamel with white 
letters, we offer a handsome, larger 
than usual, lamp post sign. 
THE 
BURDICK5 
181/s "x171/ ' 	 $22.50 
Please PRINT name desired. Sign Is lettered on both sides. 
Top line: "The" only. Bottom line 13 letters maximum. 
ACT NOW! 
Send Pre-paid 
Check or Money Order 
JONEL 
(Formerly HOME Industries) 
Box 107 
Jackson, Ohio 45640 
Phone: 614-286-4363 
332 Athens St. 
We have a special deal for callers 
Inquiries Invited. 
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH SAME 





Watch for our Motor Coach at square dance events. We'd like to meet you! 
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HEM-LINE i 
Modeled by Vera Chestnut, one-half of 
the General Chairman couple, this is the 
Wisconsin National Convention Dress 
for 1979. 
Made with an overskirt and a unique 
collar design, the material is red and 
white checked gingham-embroidered 
rose petit point from Swiss Miss 
Embroideries of New Glarus, Wiscon-
sin. For all the square dance seam-
stresses planning to attend the Wiscon-
sin convention, a side trip to New 
Glarus will be a real treat. We hope to 
hear that Swiss Miss will be having a 
booth at the convention; it would surely 
be worthwhile for them. Their material, 
all of it, is just beautiful and not only for 
gala square dance dresses. If we were to 
make a wedding gown, their designs 
would be first choice for material. 
Don and Vera Chestnut, as they 
coordinate all the committee plans for 
"Dairyland in '79" welcome you all to 
join them in Milwaukee in June. 
YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS 
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS 
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS 
Wet the decal and transfer to desired surface 
MINIMUM ORDER 10 
LESS THAN 100-354 EACH 
100 OR MORE— 304 EACH 
"Send for free catalogue 
on badges, stickers, 
accessories, etc." 
THE MAREX COMPANY 
6061/2 W. Columbia Ave. 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 
HOSTESS ACCESSORIES AND GIFTS 
50 Beverage Napkins 	.90 
50 Luncheon Napkins .90 
24 Cnasters 	 .60 
24 Place Mats .90 
PARTY PAK, 42 pc asst. 1.65 
SNAK PAK, 24 pc. ass't. .75 
Hostess Gift Box, 48 pcs 1.50 
STATIONERY, 50 pcs. 1.50 
NAME TAGS, 50 pcs 	2.25 
KEY TAG with steel ring .60 
BOOT KEY CASE 	.70 
Ceramic Tile Plaque 2.50 
DECAL, dancing couple .50 
SEALS, 1 sheet of 50 	.55 
All Items listed above, except Boot Case, are fur-
nished with Red & Black Dancing Couple as Illus-
trated. Boot Case has crossed squares embossed In 
leather. 
SQUARE DANCE CHRISTMAS CARDS 
Colorful 10 Card Assortment with Square/Round 
Dance Motif & Verse. 
No. 100 Ass't 	 1.50 
Special Oiler for American Squaredance readers. 
504 Off on Xmas Cards. Send this ad with order. 
SQUARE DANCE GREETING CARDS 
No. 800 	 10 Card ass't. 	 1.75 
ADDRESS LABELS 
500 labels with dancing couple 	 2.50 
4 lines of copy 
No. 15 VALUE CHRISTMAS CARDS 
15 SID card assortment 	 1.25 
Please enclose 754 Handling Charge with order.  
Send for FREE Color Brochure & Samples 
SQUARE SPECIALTIES PO Box 1085 
PO Box 1085, Manchester CT 06040 
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WE ALSO CARRY ASHTON RECORD 
CASES, $21.95, PLUS FREIGHT. 
LP ALBUMS ARE NOW $7.95 
TK TAPES ARE $8.95 
MERRBACH 
• Flip instrumentals 
PRESENTS 
BLUE STAR CHRISTMAS RECORDS 
1637— JINGLE BELLS, Caller: Andy Andrus 
1858— CHRISTMAS SQUARE, Caller: Dick Bayer 
1276— Bogen, CHRISTMAS MEDLEY, Caller: Wayne Baldwin 
2371— Swinging Square, CHRISTMAS TIME'S A COMING, 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
	 Caller: Wayne Mahan 
649— FREIGHT TRAIN, Caller: Jim Mayo• 
648— ROSALIE, Caller: Frank Lane* 
647— EMMY LOU, Caller: Ron Schnelder• 
LORE RELEASES: 
1166— GLORY HALLELUJAH, Caller: Nick Hartley* 
1165— COTTON PATCH BLUES, Caller: John Chavls* 
1184— BIG DADDY, Caller: Johnny Creel* 
ROCKING A RELEASES. 
1368— I LOVE YOU MORE EACH DAY, Caller: Jesse Cox• 
BEE SHARP RELEASES 
110— IT'LL HELP TO DRIVE YOUR TROUBLES AWAY, Caller: Bob Stoops• 
109— MY FRIENDS ARE GONNA BE STRANGERS, Caller: John Eubanks• 
108— EVERYWHERE YOU GO, Caller: John Eubanks• 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2068— IT'S THE STOPS ALONG THE WAY, Caller Glenn Zeno* 
2067— PRETTY BABY, Caller: Jerry Helt 
2066— RING OF FIRE, Caller: Lem Smith• 
2065— BLUE IS THE COLOR, Caller: Marshall Flippo* 
2064— GOLD AND SILVER, Caller: Dave Taylor* 
2063— SWEET WATER TEXAS, Caller: Lem Gravelle• 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1305— SEND HER ROSES, Caller: Tommy White* 
1304— TAKE MY LOVE TO RITA, Caller Otto Dunn• 
1303— SOMETHING FROM HEAVEN, Caller: Tommy White* 
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASE 
2376— ROBERT E. LEE. Caller; Paul Greer* 
BLUE STAR ALBUMS 
1035— TEN SQUARE DAF.4%.,ES, Caller: Marshall Flippo 
1034— FLIPPO DOES THE MAINSTREAM PLUS 
1025— FLIPPO CALLS THE SEVENTY-FIVE BASICS 
1021— FLIPPO CALLS THE FIFTY BASICS 
1032— QUADRILLE DANCES by Jerry Halt 
1029— CONTRA DANCES by Jerry Helt 
2002— Dance Ranch;CONTEMPORARY DANCES by Ron Schneider 
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Braided, with plastic 
coated hooks 5/16" dia 
16" long stretches to 28 




Carries up to 100 lbs 
40" high, folds to 20" 
$27.50 This $3 postage. 
T-40-Amplifier only $574.01 
T-50-Amplifier only $698.50 
T-100 Amplifier only $786.97 
The Light Weight Aluminum Stands can 
be purchased from us now for $70.00 
The Heavy Weight Aluminum Stands can 
be purchased from us now for $80.00 
These are plus freight. 




All Newcomb Amplifiers are now 
equipped with a music volume control 
Write us for controls to fit 
any mike. Controls: $39.50. 
RC 7-BW $19.95 RC712W $29.95 








Jekyll Island, Ga. 
Dec. 1 & 2, 1978 
Squares 
75 $ to  
Couple 
Jerry & Barbara Pierce 
FbIrnbigham Ala 
HOLIDAY HAPPENING 
PO BOX 121, SMYRNA GA 30081 
Phone 14041 436-3664 
	• 
D,ryl McMillen 
,”n Hev,rr fie 
John Swindle 
	Elmer Sheffield Is 
Smyrna Georg., 	Tallahassee. El,. 
CALLERLAB CONFAB 
the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SQUARE DANCE CALLERS 
CALLERLAB GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
Callerlab has established a Grievance 
and Review Board as an aid in 
implementing its Code of Ethics. This 
Board has developed procedures for 
dealing with complaints concerning the 
professional conduct between Callerlab 
members, or between a non-member of 
Callerlab (caller or dancer) and a 
Callerlab member. The intent of this 
procedure is to provide a means of 
settling grievances on a professional 
level as quickly as possible. 
A grievance is a complaint by a caller, 
group of callers, dancer, or group of 
dancers concerning the professional  
conduct of a Callerlab member. A 
complaint is not considered to be a 
grievance until attempts towards its 
solution have been made by one or more 
parties involved, without satisfaction to 
the aggrieved. 
It should be emphasized that the 
Grievance and Review Board will act 
only on grievances which appear to be 
in violation of the Callerlab Code of 
Ethics." 
Anyone who feels they have reason to 
avail themselves of this procedure may 
obtain additional information from the 
Callerlab Executive Secretary, Pocono 




Now square dancing has a National Dir-
ectory listing over 6000 clubs across the 
U.S. and Canada. The directory includes 
the type of club, when and where they 
dance and a person to contact concern-
ing the club. 
For directory send $3.95 for each copy to: 
National Square Dance Directory 
P.O. Box 54055 
Jackson, Ms. 39208 
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HOKEY-POKEY/BUNNY HOP 
MGR 6995 
VIRGINIA REEL— MGR 7345 
Called by Jonesy 
SOLOMON LEVI— MGR 2003 
Called by Jonesy 
OH JOHNNY — MGR 2042 
Called by Jonesy 
MacGREGOR RECORDS 
Distributed by Corsair Continental 
PO Box 644, Pomona CA 91769 
Ph. 714-692-0814 
Instead of a gift exchange at their 
Christmas dance, the Midd-Town Twir-
lers of Massachusetts ask each person 
to bring a pair of mittens to be donated 
to an Indian school. For four years, this 
suggestion has been met with much 
enthusiasm, and has been adopted by 
the square dance class which has their 
own party. 
Here's a way to extend a helping 
hand that other square dance clubs 
might like to try. 
 
Muriel Farla 
North Dartmouth, Massachusetts 
JINGLE TAPS FOR 	 
CLOGGING 
Easy to put on.... 
Fits all shoes: crepe, square dance, 
leather or earth shoes 
Use any epoxy glue 
NO NAILS to come loose and scar floor. 
Plated steel; will not crack. 
$4.95 per set, plus 754 hdlg. & postage. 
[Specify men's or women's. 
Don't forget return name and address.) 
STEVENS STOMPERS, Dept. 
105 Fellowship Rd. 
Moorestown NJ 08057 
We've Got It 
All Together 
(in one place) 
RECORDS — Square, Round & Contra 
NEWCOMB P.A. — AVT, RT, T Series 
WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
HANDBOOKS &TEACHER MANUALS 
DIPLOMAS, NAME TAGS, POSTERS 
INSTRUCTIONAL ALBUMS 
''The Fundamentals of Square 
Dancing" Level 1, Level 2, Level 3 
Called by Bob Ruff 
$5.95 each, add 504 for mailing 
Canada add $1.00 
CONSULTANT SERVICE 
Need help with your S/D program? 
Write to Bob Ruff. 
FREE CATALOGS sent on request 
BOB RUFF RECORDS 
AND 
CALLER SUPPLY CO. 
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90605 
213-693-5976 
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It has been said that the Education 
Program sets the National Convention 
apart from other square dance events. 
Veteran dancers who look forward to 
this aspect of the convention, as well as 
first time convention-goers, will not be 
disappointed in this part of the 28th 
National Square Dance Convention to 
be held June 28, 29, and 30, 1979 in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin at the com-
pletely air conditioned MECCA/Con-
vention Center. 
"Smooth and Uniform Dancing" is 
the theme chosen by the Education 
Committee. This will be carried through 
in seminars, panels and clinics. The 
emphasis will be on "stand-up-and-do" 
events rather than "sit-and-talk". 
The clinics will be held between 11 
a.m. and 1 p.m. As at past conventions, 
there will be no programmed dancing 
during this time. Dancers are encour-
aged to participate in these learning 
activities. 
Clinics are education in action. The 
theme of the Education Committee will 
be set by Bob Osgood in a Smooth 
Square Dancing and Styling clinic each 
day of the convention. Helpful Hints for 
New Callers will be conducted by 
Harold Bausch. Judy Campbell of the 
Lloyd Shaw Foundation will coordinate 
a session on Dance Basics for Children 
ages 6-12. 
Round Dance Clinics will span the 
spectrum from the non-round dancer to 
the advanced round dancer. The leaders 
will include Manning and Nita Smith, 
Frank and Phyllis Lehnert, Betty and 
Clancy Mueller, Charlie and Madeline 
Lovelace, Bud and Shirley Parrott, Rick 
and Joyce McGlynn, Bill and Ruth 
Winkler, Iry and Betty Easterday, Bill  
and Irene Morrison, and Nina and 
Charlie Ward. 
Contra Clinics will cover Beginner 
Introduction to Contras, Timing and 
Styling, and How to Teach and Cue 
Contras. Leaders will include Stan 
Burdick, Bob Howell, Bill Johnston, Bill 
Litchman, Don Armstrong, and Walt 
Cole. 
Seminars in Milwaukee will be one to 
two-hour long sit-down sessions. They 
will be conducted during two or three 
days of the convention by one, two, or 
three leaders. Among the leaders 
participating are John Kaltenthaler, 
Charlie and Bettye Procter, Calvin 
Campbell, Mildred Mitchell, Ray 
Kauffman, Peg Tirrell, Cathie Burdick, 
Bill Litchman, and Lois Fisk. 
Special interest areas to be covered in 
seminars will be Publicity and Publica-
tions, Organizational Leadership, Re-
tirement Hobby, Roots, Camping, Call-
ers, Contra, and Round Dance. 
Panels are abbreviated seminars. 
They are one-day sessions and usually 
last for two hours. Leaders who have 
accepted this responsibility for the 
National in Milwaukee are Lill Bausch, 
Jack Lasry, Luella Christenson, Dan 
Flynn, Elmer Elias, Art Matthews, Fred 
and Kay Haury, Dan and Dot Hansen, 
Ray and Anne Brown, Art Seele and 
Bob Osgood. 
Panels will cover such subjects as 
Solos, The Handicapped, Exhibitors, 
How to Read a Cue Sheet, Round Dance 
Choreography, Encouraging New 
Round Dancers, Youth, Regional Festi-
vals, Contra in a Square Dance Club, 
Roundalab, LEGACY, Callerlab, Role of 
a Caller's Spouse, After Parties, Proper 
Continued on Page 86 
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\c•the% 20th New England 
0 	Square and Round 
Dance Convention 
For Information, write: PO Box 4713 
Manchester, New Hampshire 03108 
Plans are for this Convention 
to be the biggest, most-exciting ever! April 27.28 1979 
28. "- A Little Longer" 
30. ---- the bucket 
34. Callers --- their fees. 
36. ---- allemande 
37. Nickname for Mrs. Jerry Seeley 
38. "---- And Shine" 
39. American Organization of Women (Abbr.) 
40. Blue River In Nevada (Abbr ) 
42. Between tips drink 




MI. ri En 
MN MIME a 11 








a • Iiii NEM NMI 
ilill Til Miff 
lila 7/ 
38 39 111 -40 
a 45 ill al 11111al 43 
ill a iv 
II II 	II 
ACROSS 
1. Sounds of pain 
4. S/D Dress style 




14. Advanced basic 
16. Preposition 
17. Army rank (Abbr.) 
18. S/D class helper 
19. "It's Only A 	 Moon" 
22. 	 thru 
24. Impressed 
25. Right hand ---- 
26. Donkey 
29. ASDA, 
30. Rope fiber 
31. "There's --- A Star in Texas" 
32. After OPO 
33. Put lace on a skirt 
34. Mrs. Gordon Blaum 
35. Back muscle 
37. Another nickname for 37 Down 
38. "Downhill 	" (Movie) 
40. Ladies to center, back to - 
41. Fraternal organization 
42. Taws  
DOWN 
1. South African uncle 
3. Fast plane 
4. Party remembrance 
5. RID formation 
6. Spread flax 
7. Direction (Abbr.) 
8. ---- --- -rade 
9. Clay worker: p---r 
10. Hoosegow (English spelling) 
15. Chilled 
18. Suc--- (Artificial sweetener) 
19. ----, peel and bend 
20. Aristas 
21. SID underwear 
22. Calls 1-38 = 	 program 
23. First man 
25. Italian coin 
27. ---- of the Pioneers 
47. ---- the flea 
48. Leave out 
pina---- 	49. "Do --- forsake me, oh my daring" 
50. Superlative ending 
51. Shetland animal 
52. Algerian governor 
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Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, girls zoom 
Centers right and left thru, boys zoom 
Centers right and left thru, star thru 
Sides square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, bend the line, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, half tag, swing thru 
Walk and dodge, partner trade 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Half tag, swing thru, scoot back 
Walk and dodge, partner trade 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Half tag, swing thru, recycle 
Dive thru, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Sides right and left thru 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Half tag, swing thru, recycle 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters, trade by 
Ends star thru, others crosstrail 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, centers in 
Trade by, cast off three-quarters 
Centers run, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain 
Heads half square thru, centers in 
Trade by, cast off three-quarters 
Centers run, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Ocean wave, ping pong circulate 
Recycle, pass thru, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain 
Heads half square thru, centers in 
Trade by, cast off three-quarters 
Centers run, slide thru, pass thru 
Trade by, circle to a line 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Heads half square thru, centers in 
Trade by, cast off three-quarters 
Centers run, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway 
Centers in, trade by, cast off 3/4 
Centers trade, all star thru, trade by 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Quickie: 
Allemande left Alamo style and balance 
Heads walk and dodge 
Clover and walk and dodge 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Trade by, centers trade, all star thru 
Trade by, swing thru, boys run 
Couples circulate, half tag 
Trade and roll, left allemande 	 
Trouble with extend: 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Sides turn them, six touch a quarter 
Extend, center four walk and dodge 
All partner tag, ends fold, star thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Side men turn them, six touch a quarter 
Six circulate, four boys veer left 
Ferris wheel, pass thru, star thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Side men turn them and rollaway 
Six pass thru, girls U-turn back 
44 
Head men touch a quarter, extend 
(Right hand waves) 
All boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Side men turn them and rollaway 
Six pass thru, girls U-turn back 
Head men touch a quarter, extend 
(Right hand waves) 
All swing thru, cast off three-quarters 
(;enters trade, boys run, star iiir u 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Same ladies chain across, six pass thru 
Ends U-turn abck, head men touch 1/4 
And extend, boys trade, girls trade 
Ends circulate, boys run, partner trade 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Side men turn them and rollaway 
Touch a quarter, extend, all coordinate 
Bend the line, star thru, dive thru 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Side men turn them and rollaway 
Touch a quarter, extend, all circulate 
Boys run, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain, chain back 3/4 
Side men turn them and rollaway 
Touch a quarter, extend, all coordinate 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladles chain right, 
New head ladies chain three-quarters 
Rollaway, touch a quarter, extend 
Coordinate, half tag, trade and roll 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Six touch a quarter, extend, all circulate 
Boys trade, all circulate, boys run 
Double pass thru, centers in 
Cast off three-quarter, touch a quarter 
Circulate and face in, pass thru 
Girls fold, star thru, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Allemande left Alamo style and balance 
Heads cast off three-quarters 
Centers trade, spin the top 
Sides trade and roll, all pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Meg 
119 Allen Street 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 
Evertithiq 
4C)r Squarellancers 
Please send for our 
Free Catalog 
#P -700- Nylon Ruffles 
100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon 
"horse hair" bouffant. This is not only a 
very durable. but beautiful garment. Heavy 
elastic waistline is double stitched for com-







Pink, Blue & Yellow 
White/Multi-colored ruffles 
Red, White, Navy 
Red/Red ruffles 





Sizes: 	Small, medium & large 
Length: 19" 21" 23" 
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by Harold & Lill Bausch 
Answers to last months puzzles: 
Across— Rhumba, Polka, Square, Shuffle, Tango. 
Waltz 	Down— Charleston, Disco, Tap, Ballet 
1. Gavotte 5. Polonaise 9. Cotillion 
2. Rigadoon 6. Allemande 10. Morris 
3. 	Quadrille 7. Poussette 11. Carmagnole 
4 Schottische 8. Galliard 12. Saraband 
These are indeed changing times! 
Along with the times our square 
dancing has changed. Let us not forget 
that square dancing didn't start when 
we took it up, but evolved from the 
dances of our forefathers. The squares 
were originally "prompted" dances 
with only the commands given; then 
patter calls evolved and the caller kept 
up a continual line of chatter, and after 
that came singing calls. 
We moved from the set routine, 
memorized by caller and dancer alike, 
to the "hash" type call where the 
dancer had to listen closely to learn 
what he was to do next. We have now 
"evolved" into an ever more complex 
type of dancing, a type perhaps less 
relaxed and more demanding. At the 
same time, we fear we have moved a bit 
away from the social aspects of the 
dance. 
At one time everyone was acquain-
ted; now many are not only not 
acquainted but seem to hope not to get 
too well acquainted. Once it was 
customary for the ladies to fill their 
cards with different partners for each 
tip; the men correctly and courteously 
asked the lady's husband if he might 
ask the wife for the next dance. Usually 
couples would then dance with opposite 
wives or partners. Today many do not 
exchange partners at all, for fear they 
may get into sets that do not 
successfully do each and every call. 
True, the degree of this type of 
dancing varies greatly in different 
areas. But to this country boy, it seems 
a shame that dancers are losing out on 
the good friendships they could be 
developing. 
Personally we have several clubs that 
retain the social aspects and do 
exchange partners and do visit and  
enjoy the company. Some clubs do this 
to the extent that we often envy the fun 
they are having, and get down off the 
stage to visit with them every chance we 
get. 
It isn't that we think square dancing 
is coming on hard times — rather that it 
is changing. It's not that the more 
involved calls are bad; they are simply 
different. We have several clubs that 
are what you might consider of a higher 
level, with more complicated calls, and 
we enjoy them. It is just a changed ball 
game! 
We are still set in our ways when it 
comes to singing calls. We change the 
figures from time to time, but not often. 
We feel that to make a singing call 
challenging is just not what singing 
calls are for. To us, the singing call is a 
time a relaxation, a time to enjoy the 
music, to enjoy the caller (we hope) and 
possibly even a time when just a few 
words of friendship might pass between 
dancers on a weave or a right and left 
grand. This is change of pace time, 
relax and smile! 
Should we go back, back to the old 
time dances, the old ways? No, we sure 
wouldn't advocate that. What we do 
advocate is that we keep the best of 
both. Keep the bit of challenge we have 
today, but don't lost the friendships and 
social exchanges of yesterday. Let us 
advance, let us change, but let us not 
lose the good we have, just to be 
changing. Let us still walk in with a 
smile, not a frown of concentration. Let 
us still shake hands with one another 
and exchange a few friendly words. Let 
us still try to meet new poeple and gain 
new friends, while we keep the old. And 
then let us get out there and learn that 
new call we saw in the latest magazine. 
If it turns out to be a "bummer," we'll 
forget it and try another new one next 
week or next month. But let us not 
forget how to swing, how to courtesy 
turn, or how to step to the music. 
Oh yeah! Let's square our sets 	 
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The J.L. 100 
Microphone 
The Perfect Christmas Gift 
for your Club Caller or Husband 
MIKE $65.00 
CABLE $25.00 
Cable needed when not used with a Hilton. 
Air Postage & Ins.— Add $13.50 
Order from Jack Lasry, 1513 No. 46 Av. 
Hollywood FL 33021 
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by Gene Trimmer 
Some definitions of movements we Co 
need further clarification or a minor 
re-write. When an author initiates a 
new move, he quite probably has no 
idea of its full potential or the potential 
of using only part of the movement. 
Giving a new name or use to half a basic 
has really expanded our choreographic 
bank. Whether that is good or bad is 
immaterial because that phase is with 
us anyway. 
One case in point is half tag, which 
came upon us in the use of half tag, 
trade and roll and became part of the 
Mainstream in very short order. We 
momentarily lost sight of the potential 
of half tag followed by any other 
command, and the dancers fell into the 
habit of automatically doing a trade and 
roll. Slowly we worked away from that 
into caller and dancer awareness. Now 
we can follow half tag with other 
appropriate calls and the dancers will 
respond. 
Ferris wheel is following the same 
relative use pattern and I wonder if we 
shouldn't take a look at the potential of 
ferris alone. Here we have again given a 
name to half a basic. Based on the 
original description of ferris wheel, the 
couples-half-circulate potential was 
clouded; we are just now taking another 
look at it. One way is through the call of 
ferris from a two-faced line between 
couples facing in. While we could get 
into some discussion concerning coup-
les half circulate from that point, we 
need not enter into it. Ferris, when used 
alone, is being interpreted as couples 
half circulate. The ferris wheel from a 
quarter tag two-faced line will bring us 
to an eight-chain-thru formation with 
the wheel portion being interpreted as a 
two-faced line wheel and deal. Let us 
look at one potential use of ferris. 
American Squaredance, November 1978 
When we ferris (or couples half 
circulate) from parallel two-faced lines 
the square assumes a couples diamond 
formation and we have more potential 
use for the advocates of added choreo 
patterns. At this point we can have girls 
(centers) or boys (outsides) diamond 
circulate or couples diamond circulate. 
We can precede or follow this with a 
large number of calls. Termination of 
this formation can easily be accom-
plished by using another cal! of Ferris or 
perhaps couples flip the diamond. 
When we terminate with a ferris wheel, 
based upon the current use of a 
two-faced line doing a wheel and deal, 
we come to an eight chain thru (box) 
formation. 
For example, from a box formation, 
ready for an allemande left, let us do the 
-standard" swing thru and boys run to 
a two-faced line. For a simple use with 
couples only, then call ferris and 
couples diamond circulate and ferris 
wheel; that is a quick zero back to the 
same box formation again. To make it 
just a bit more complicated: from the 
same two-faced line after the standard 
swing thru and boys run, call ferris and 
center couples trade, couples diamond 
circulate, boys diamond circulate, ler-
ris, girls circulate, boys trade, bend the 
line, slide thru and you have a zero back 
to the same box. 
What do we do now? Regardless of 
how we feel, we cannot the stop the 
trend so it behooves us to better 
understand it. Dancer preference will 
be the force that dictates eventual use 
and moves, such as ferris wheel, that 
gain wide acceptance are a result of 
dancer reaction. 
by Bob Howell 
easy lever 
-  
Jerry Heft of Cincinnati, Ohio, continues to produce some of the finest one night 
stand materials. This month I would like to feature three of his latest releases. They 
include a circle mixer, a quadrille and a contra. All three records are on the E-Z 
label and are available through Merrbach Record Service, 323 W. 14th, Houston TX. 
CELITO LINDO MIXER 
RECORD: E-Z 724 
All join hands in one big circle with lady on man's right side: 
COUNTS: 
8 Everybody forward up and come on back 
8 With your partner, do-sa-do 
8 All join hands, circle left 
8 Corner swing (Put her on man's right, face the middle of circle, 
and repeat the dance seven more times.) 
PRETTY BABY QUADRILLE 
RECORD: E-Z #725 
COUNTS FIGURE: 
8 	Heads forward up to the middle and come on back 
8 Heads right and left thru 
8 	Sides forward up to the middle and come on back 
8 Sides right and left thru 
8 	All join hands and circle left 
8 Corner swing 
8 	All promenade all the way around 
8 Everybody loves a baby, that's why I'm in love with you 
Pretty baby of mine. 
(Figure is danced four times through.) 
CIRCLE AND STAR CONTRA 
MUSIC: Queen's Quadrille, E-Z #723 
FORMATION: Contra lines, 2 and 4 couples cross over (Limited to lines of four) 
COUNTS ACTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS: 
1-8 	Head and foot do-sa-do your partner (or ends of line) 
9-16 Head down the center to the foot, foot up the outside to the head 
17-24 	Head and foot do-sa-do your partner 
25-32 New head down the center to the foot, new foot up outside to the head 
33-40 	Circle and star (The top four forward, circle four to the left, while the 
bottom four make a four-hand right-hand star and turn star.) 
41-48 	And back again (The top four circle four to the right, back to place, 
while the bottom four left-hand, four-hand star back to place.) 
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49-64 	Lines forward pass thru, everybody turn alone, head couple down the 
center to the foot (This is the progression of the dance.) 
NOTE: The dance routine goes through four times. 
All three dances are listed as ''School Rhythm Records" and feature Jerry calling 
on the flip side, so that they could well be used in a school setting by a person with 
no calling experience. 
Kirby Todd of Folk Valley, Marseilles, Illinois, uses this hilarious dance with great 
success. It is an old-timer, but his updating it, with featuring the ladies on the 
second time through, brings much laughter and fun. Kirby is a true "recreationer" 
and knows how to create a fun atmosphere at any dance. 
THE CHAIR 
RECORD: Top 25073, "Yellow Creek" 
Gents to center and back right there, center again and make a chair 
(Gents take right wrist of man ahead and keep moving) 
Turn it once and don't get lost, turn it again and kneel by the boss 
(On second time around, kneel in front of partner, retaining wagon wheel in 
Lady One now make it neat, into the center and take a seat 
(Lady #1 sits on chair of men's arms, places arms around neck.) 
Pick her up and feel her heft, take her for a ride as you circle left 
One more time in the air so blue, home again and kneel you do 
Hop off and everybody swing, promenade arnund that big old ring 
While the roosters crow and the birdies sing 
Home you go and bow you do, bow once to corner, too 	 
Repeat for ladies #2, #3, #4. 
Ladies center and back that way, Center again, it's E R A (Ladies wagon wheel) 
Turn it once and don't you fear, kneel right down beside your dear 
(Caller may indicate # of gent who weighs 300 lbs.) 
Pick him up though he weighs a ton, circle once we'll have some fun 
Dump him off at your home plate, everybody swing now, don't be late 
Then promenade right off the floor, and clap for the gals — there ain't no more! 
MEN'S WESTERN SHIRT SERIES 
Pattern No. 300 basic shirt can be the foundation of all your 
western shirts. 	Close-fitting shirt has decorative yokes, long 
sleeves, wide tapered cuffs, tailored shirt placket, patch pockets 
with pointed flaps. Topstitch trim. Buttons or gripper snaps. 
Additional yoke patterns, plain or fancy, available to create a 
new look every time you sew it. 
MULTI-SIZE 	(14.14% — 15) (15%,16-16.4) 	117 17Y0-18)  
300 Shirt 	S2.00 302 Yoke 	S .75 304 Yoke 	S .75 
301 Yoke S .75 303 Yoke S .75 305 Yoke S .75 
Dealer inquiries welcome 
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS. INC. 
P. 0. Box 4560 Stockyards Station 
Ft. Worth, Texas 16106 
Pattern It 	Sizes 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S 
Name 
Address 
City 	State 	Zip 	 
Add 75 cents per pattern for handling and postage 
O Complete Western Brochure for only 25a 




IS froup LANDS HIS RIC.,HT-o.  
Caller Vs. 
A Ringside Dialogue on Why' 
by "Referee" H 
--- from Proms 
Rochester, N 
Yes sir, that's what it was, the Fight of the 
Dancers, the contender. 
The champion was the first to climb int 
standing there in his black and white out 
knew he had power to spare, right at his fi 
friend Mike in his corner. 
Dancers now promenaded into the rin 
low-heeled sneakers. 
It was circulated around that the Caller is g 
but he will more than make up for this In 
The gong sounded and here is the way th 
Round 1 Caller started out slow and Dancer 
with a left to the allemande. Dancers cou 
around their end. 
Round 2 Caller is definitely the aggressor. 
Dancers passed right shoulders. Caller ni 
scooted back. The round ended with Danc 
Rounds 3, 4 were rather slow with a lot of 
Rounds 5, 6 started out about the same. Co 
backtracking. Suddenly Caller threw 
retaliated. First Dancers centered in an 
Dancers' best rounds. 
Rounds 7, 8, 9 During these rounds Dan( 
away from Caller. This worked for a whit 
Mike, the champ got to Dancers again. He 
spinning like tops, but Dancers manager 
Dancers were too tired to cast a shadow a 
Round 10 The contestants were moving I 
suddenly whipped out a boomerang. Zoom 
tried to pull together, but Dancers couldn 
Winner and still champion, the Caller! 
At the after party, both contestants show 
upper lip was puffed. This happened when 
ankles swollen and one bloody nose. This 
and yellow-rocked his corner, Arky style! 
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'It Square Rand 	A-bout  
Hal Abberger 
menader 
, New York 
;. 14ficers 
the Century! Caller, the champion, versus 
Into the ring. He looked very confident 
outfit and high-heeled sneakers. You just 
s fingertips. Volumes of it. He also had his 
ring, dressed In multicolor outfits and 
Is giving away a few pounds to the Dancers 
in experience. 
the ringside commentator saw it: 
cers circled left. Caller stepped up the pace 
:ountered with a right swing thru and ran 
or. Caller tagged them down the line while 
now tried boxing their gnat but Dancers 
armors bobbing and weaving in and out. 
t of tag, spin and dodge. 
Geer was still the aggressor, with Dancers 
t right-hand wave at them. Dancers 
aid then altered the wave. There were 
ancers took a cue from Curley and moved 
Mile but with a little help from his friend 
He gave them a star twirl and had Dancers 
ged to wheel and deal out of It. By now 
N and were wishing for a substitute. 
g rather slowly when It happened. Caller 
3 	! Dancers folded, went Into a grand spin, 
Idn't do it and went down for the count. 
owed badges of the struggle. The champ's 
len he bumped into Mike. Dancers had both 
his happened when he ran around his end 
le! 
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The Square Dancer's Handbook of Skits, Stunts, 
Games & Gimmicks can add new zest to your 
dances and after-parties with complete directions 
for FUN ACTIVITIES for the dancing season & 
summer campouts. Order from Russ Hansen, Rt. 1, 
Denver, IA 50622. $4.00 (Ppd U.S & Canada) 
by Jim Kassel 
WHAT ABOUT 1979? 
We believe the leaders and callers of 
advanced and challenge dancers have a 
real challenge facing them in 1979. The 
secondary challenge is to keep as many 
of our dancers as we possibly can and to 
attract many, many more into our phase 
of dancing. Since we have been 
advocating lists for the past six years in 
this column and talking it up wherever 
and whenver we could, it now behooves 
us to think about lists and designated 
levels at dances for 1979, especially for 
the great and promising National 
Convention in Milwaukee. 
Since there will be no changes in the 
A-1, A-2, C-1, C-2 and C-3 lists in 1979, 
we now know how to prepare for these 
designated level dances, conventions 
and weekends next year — or do we? 
Callers and leaders listen carefully and 
take this to heart. This is your primary 
challenge: 
1. Callers, know your lists and call the 
advertised level. 
2. Refrain from "bleeding over" into 
the next higher list even though you 
have great faith in your ability to "get 
them through it." 
3. If 75% of the floor could do better 
than the advertised list, "check your 
reins." You could make dropouts of 
many of the 25%. We can't afford it. 
4. Leaders, please advertise the level of 
your dance and stick to it. See that the 
callers stick to it. 
5. Use new calls and plan workshops 
with great discretion even at long 
weekends. 
6. Most of all, what are we going to do 
about new calls that are really good and 
have appeared since the lists were 
revised. We must and want to use some 
of them but we need continuing and 
accurate guidance as to which to use 
and which to drop. 
Recently I asked one challenge caller 
what newer calls a person should know 
to attend an advertised C-1 dance. He 
told me those on the experimental list 
that is published monthly in the Pulse 
Poll of American Squaredance. Another 
caller may feel differently about this. It 
would be great if someone would take a 
poll among the advanced and challenge 
callers on a quarterly or semi-annual 
basis to find out and publish what they 
contemplate using at an advanced 
dance, a C-1 dance and a C-2 dance. 
This is a need. Who will come forth to 
fill it? 
What about mark time, keep busy, 
explosion, mini busy, wipe out, touch of 
class, flip your lid, bits and pieces, 
touchtone, inlet, outlet, counterpoint, 
steps at a time, triple box, exchange the 
diamond and others. WHAT ABOUT' 
1979??? 
MILWAUKEE 
The Hi-Steppers is a C-1 plus club 
that dances on second and fourth 
Sundays. Al Soya is club caller. The 
club has four tape workshops going. 
Visitors would be welcome to dance 
with the club or at one of the tape 
sessions. Contact Roman Wojcik, 3222 
S. Griffith Ave., Milwaukee WI 53207. 
LOUISVILLE 
The Shufflin' Shus meet every Tues-
day. This is an advanced level of 
approximately ten squares that has 
been dancing about one year. Bud 
Shumate is the caller. 
ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 
More advanced dances and work-
shops keep appearing on the horizon. 
Carl Hanks has a number of workshops 
and dances in the Allentown-Bethlehem 
area. Carl works the advanced list and 
experimentals from all positions. 
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Here is an incident that happened to 
us. We would like to pass it on, perhaps 
as a human interest story. 
While on our homeward trip from 
Oklahoma City, we had tire trouble on 
the Kansas Turnpike. It was at the 
second forced stop at an Amoco station 
and rest area that we had to buy our  
second new tire Severa! clays later upon 
our arrival home, the first letter we 
opened was from a Mr. Dean Wanar, 
containing a note of apology and a 
ten-dollar bill, reimbursing an over-
charge on the tire. 
We feel sure Mr. Wanar's actions 
must reflect on all the other employees 
there and we urge anyone with the 
opportunity to stop at the Topeka 
Amoco Station on the Turnpike and say 
hello to Mr. Wanar. It is good to know 
that honesty and good service still exist. 
We were most fortunate to receive such 
treatment. 	Mid & Vee Cummins 
"Dixie Daisy" Shop 
Odenton, Maryland 
KALOX- Seize- Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX :  
K-1228 ROSE MARIE, Flip/Inst. by Bailey Campbell 
K-1229 JOSE/GOOD HEARTED WOMAN 
All Time Favorite — Instrumental Only 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-1227 COOL LUKE/BALL OF FIRE Hoedown 
K-1226 MOHAIR SAM by John Saunders 
K-1225 DON'T IT MAKE YOU WANNA GO HOME/ 
YOUR MEMORY SURE GETS AROUND 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN: 
L-1025 WAIT TILL I GET MY HANDS ON YOU 
by Guy Poland 
LH-1024 NEW MOON by Billy Lewis 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B-282 GONNA WRITE MYSELF A LETTER/ 
FUN AND FROLIC 
B-281 SWEETHEART/HARMONY TWO STEP 
Bailey 
Campbell 	B-280 COUNTRY STYLE/STORY OF LOVE 
John 
Saunders 






6:/ 0/?[ 04  
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Since recycle has been added to the 
"Basic" 69 list for Mainstream dan-
cing, we thought that some APD figures 
were now in order. Also the review of 
peel off sparked a few more APD 
figures for this good movement. 
Heads pass the ocean, extend 
Swing thru, recycle, curlique 
Recycle, touch a quarter 
All eight circulate, centers twice 
Boys run, cast right three-quarters 
Crossfire, all eight circulate, girls run 
Pass thru, partner trade 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean, extend 
Swing thru, recycle, curlique 
Recycle, square thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, quarter left 
Wheel and deal, pass to the center 
Pass thru to left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, recycle, pass thru 
Quarter left, recycle, touch a quarter 
Split circulate, boys run, bend the line 
Left allemande 	 
Heads spin the top, trade the wave 
Extend, recycle, eight chain three 
Quarter left, recycle, turn thru 
Clover and slide thru, zoom and 
Swing thru, turn thru to 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean, trade the wave 
Extend, recycle, veer right 
Four boys scoot back, crossfire 
Coordinate, ladies only zoom 
All ferris wheel, zoom and swing thru 
Turn thru to left allemande 	 
Heads spin the top, recycle, pass thru 
Swing thru, ends fold, peel off 
Couples circulate, crossfire 
All eight circulate, same sex peel off 
Bend the line, star thru, zoom 
Swing thru, turn thru, skip one 
The next one allemande left, skip one 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, girls run left, recycle 
Touch a quarter, stretch recycle 
(Same pattern as ferris wheel) 
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Double pass thru, peel off 
Touch a quarter, all eight circulate 
Same sex peel off, bend the line 
Box the gnat, slide thru, zoom 
Pass thru to left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Touch three-quarters 
Center four circulate, same four run 
Stretch wheel and deal 
(Same as ferris wheel) 
Zoom and peel off, wheel and deal 
Center turn thru, then left turn thru 
Spin the top, while outsides divide 
Star thru, centers right and left thru 
Zoom and partner trade, left allemande. 
Heads pass the ocean, stretch recycle 
Dixie style to ocean wave 
All eight circulate, stretch recycle 
Zoom and spread, lines pass thru 
Boys run, all eight circulate 
Stretch explode the wave 
(Four girls pass thru, then explode) 
Wheel and deal, double pass thru 
Quarter out then ends fold, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
FROM ACROSS THE SQUARE DANCE 
WORLD: Is Callerlab trying to dictate 
what movements can and cannot be 
used by callers at their dances, 
festivals, conventions, etc.? 
ED. NOTE: (Excerpt from bulletin) It is 
not the intent of Callerlab to try to force 
anyone to call or dance at any particular 
level. Clearly, programs or levels 
beyond QS are not for all dancers. As a 
matter of fact, Callerlab encourages 
clubs and callers to provide dances 
aimed at the Basic (B) and Extended 
Basic (EB) levels for those dancers who 
dance less often than once a week. 
Callerlab encourages clubs, callers 
and festivals to label their dances for 
the calls that are to be used in a dance 
American Squaredance, November 1978 
program. For instance, if a hall is to be 
labeled QS, then the caller should use 
any call found in the Mainstream 
Program (MS) and the current quarterly 
selection. He or she should not use calls 
from the Plus 1 or Plus 2 lists. 
If, on the other hand, a hall is labeled 
Plus 1 level, the caller may use all calls 
in the Plus 1 list, the QS list and the MS 
list. If the dance is labeled a Plus 1 
Workshop (program), then the caller 
should be teaching and using caiis and 
figures from the Plus 1 list. If the intent 
is to workshop Plus 2 calls, then the hall 
should be labeled a Plus 2 Workshop. 
ANONYMOUS: (Answer only) Don't 
give up so easily! "Good" things never 
come the easy way and what you are 
doing as a caller in your area is 
great.... Instead of feeling that you 
"failed," take the opportunity to use 
this as a chance to start over. It will pay 
off in the long haul. 
FROM PENN. CALLER: The Callerlab 
movements for experimental use are no 
longer that in our area — more like 
common Mainstream to us.... 
ED. NOTE: The Callerlab Experimen-
tals are supposed to be Mainstream in 
their use until Callerlab at their next 
meeting will vote to keep them, drop 




FLIP THE DIAMOND 
From a diamond circulate set-up, 
centers only circulate while the ends 
(points) flip or fold into and between the 
two centers who have moved up to form 
ends of a wave or two-faced line 




Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, girls cast three-quarters 
Then turn back, swing thru, 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Step thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads curlique, boys run 
Circle half to a two-faced line 
Tag the line right, boys cast 3/4 
Flip the diamond, girls trade 
Right and !eft thrii, pass to thp canter 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands, touch 
Girls cast three-quarters 
Flip the diamond (two-faced line) 
Cast off three-quarters, star thru 
Pass thru, partners trade 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Curlique, swing thru, boys run 
Center four cast three-quarters 
Diamond circulate, centers swing thru 
Flip the diamond, centers run and roll 
New centers walk and dodge, then 
Separate around two, pass partner to 
Left allemande 	 
APD FIGURES: 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys circulate 
Cast off three-quarters 
Diamond circulate (facing diamonds) 
Flip the diamond (two faced lines) 
Couples circulate, boys cast 3/4 
(Normal diamonds) 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Boys circulate, boys run, wheel and deal 
Pass the center, pass thru to 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, trade the wave 
Girls cast three-quarters 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Couples circulate, girls cast 3/4 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Left swing thru, centers run 
Bend the line, box the gnat 
Change to left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Curlique, swing thru, cast off 3/4 
New centers cast three-quarters 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Tag the line, track two 
Center four circulate and cast 3/4 
Flip the diamond, tag the line 
Partners tag, bend the line, star thru 
Trade by, swing thru and turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, double pass thru 
Peel off, spin the top, split circulate 
New center four cast three-quarters 
Diamond circulate two spots, 
Trade the wave, outside four circulate 
Flip the diamond, swing thru, boys run 
Curlique, all eight circulate 
Partners tag, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru to left allemande 	 re"3: FIGURE] 
by Earl Johnston, Vernon, Connecticut 
Partner trade and roll: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, partner trade and roll 
Box the gnat, square thru four hands 
Bend the line, crosstrail thru 
Allemande left 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, partner trade and roll 
Box the gnat, square thru four hands 
Bend the line, pass thru 
Partner trade and roll 
Right and left grand 	 
Dixie grand: 
One and three right and left thru 
Pass thru, around one make a line 
Pass thru, turn left, single file 
Men turn back, Dixie grand 
Right, left, right, left allemande 	 
Pair off = a square thru: 
One and three pair off, all pass thru 
Trade by, pair off and roll, cloverflo 
Box the gnat, change hands 
Left allemande 	 
Peel the top: 
One and three square thru, swing thru 
Girls fold, peel the top, slide thru 	 
(Equals Box 1-4) 
Single Circle to ocean wave = scoot back 
Heads square thru four hands 
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Single circle to a wave, scoot back 	 
(Equals Box 1-4 wave) 
Spin chain the gears— not a true zero: 
Heads square thru four hands 
Spin chain the gears, swing thru 
Boys run, wheel and deal....(= Box 1-4) 
Substitute = a zoom: 
One and three right and left thru 
One and three pass thru, around one 
Line of four, star thru, substitute 
Square thru three-quarters 
Lett allemande 	 
Triple scoot: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch a quarter, triple scoot 
Boys run, slide thru, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Triple trade: 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys run, couples hinge 
Triple trade, couples hinge, half tag 
Trade, boys run, bend the line 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
MAINSTREAM PLUS ONE MATERIAL 
by Ed Foote, Wexford, Pennsylvania 
APD: 
Heads pair off, spin the top, boys run 
Triple trade, bend each line, pass thru 
Partner trade and roll, fan the top 
(Boys turn three-quarters) 
Box the gnat, slide thru, touch a quarter 
Triple scoot, boys run, pass to center 
Pass thru, 'box the gnat 
Right and left grand 	 
Or, • swing thru and turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Or, swing thru, boys trade 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads lead right and circle to lines of 
Four facing in, pair off, cloverleaf 
Centers turn back, spin chain the gears 
(All are half-sashayed at start) 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads lead right and circle to lines of 
Four facing in, pass the ocean 
Girls trade and roll, girls spin the top 
Turn thru, boys circulate once and 
Face the girls, girls cloverleaf 
Boys pass thru, touch a quarter 
Girls trade, box the gnat 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads lead right and circle to lines of 
Four facing in, left touch a quarter 
Triple scoot, center four trade and roll 
And square thru three-quarters 
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Others trade and roll and pass thru 
Check your lines, half tag 
Split circulate, all eight circulate 
Right and left grand 	 
BOYS RUN 11/2 FIGURES 
by Lloyd Priest, Toronto & Dist. Notes 
NOTE: Boys do a normal run and a 
quarter more in the same direction 
around the same persons. Boys end 
standing directly in front of the persons 
on their right and the girls are looking 
directly at their right shoulders. 
Heads square thru four hands 
Touch a quarter, boys run 11/2 
Girls quarter left, boys trade 
Recycle 	(Zero) 
Heads square thru four hands 
Boys run once and a half 
Girls quarter right, partner trade 
Right and left thru, pass the ocean 	 
(Box wave zero) 
Heads square thru four hands 
Boys run once and a half 
Girls quarter left, scoot back 
Walk and dodge, partner trade, 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru 	(1-4 Box) 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys run once and a half 
Girls quarter right, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
(1-4 box zero) 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys run once and a half 
Girls quarter right, reverse flutterwheel 
Star thru 	 (1-4 box zero) 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, track two 
Boys run once and a half 
Girls quarter left, walk and dodge 
U-turn back 	(1 P2P zero) 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, track two 
Boys run once and a half 
Girls quarter left, scoot back 
Split circulate, boys run 	(1P2P zero) 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, track two, girls trade 
Boys run once and a half 
Girls quarter right, partner trade 
Crosstrail, left allemande 	 
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by John Strong, Salinas, California 
Heads pass the ocean 
Ping pong circulate, girls trade 
Extend, swing thru, boys run 
Ferris wheel, curlique, walk and dodge 
Cloverleaf, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean, recycle 
Veer left, stroll and cycle, ferris wheel 
Double pass thru, track two 
All eight circulate, recycle 
Sweep a quarter, left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru, curlique 
Split circulate, trade and roll 
Star thru, bend the line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom, curlique 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru, star thru 
Dixie style to a wave, trade the wave 
Recycle, veer left, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
Heads touch a quarter, box circulate 
Single hinge, step thru, cloverleaf 
Double pass thru, track two 
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line 
Star thru, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean, swing thru 
Boys run, stroll and cycle, ferris wheel 
Double pass thru, first couple left 
Next go right, touch a quarter 
Coordinate, wheel and deal, dive thru 
Curlique, walk and dodge, cloverleaf 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean, extend 
Swing thru, boys run, girls trade 
Couples circulate, ferris wheel 
Double pass thru, track two, recycle 
Veer left, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal, dive thru 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, heads pass the ocean 
Girls trade, ping pong circulate 
Recycle, veer left, stroll and cycle 
Half tag, scoot back, boys run 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters, 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, double pass thru 
Track two, spin chain thru 
All U-turn back, trade the wave 
All eight circulate, recycle 
Square thru, turn thru, left allemande...  
Heads star thru, pass thru 
Pass the ocean, swing thru, spin the top 
Recycle, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads curlique, walk and dodge 
Touch, recycle, veer left, ferris wheel 
Touch, girls trade, ping pong circulate 
Recycle, square thru three-quarters 
Slide thru, pass thru, partner tag 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, double pass thru 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Pass thru, chase right, split circulate 
Recycle, pass thru, trade by 
Star thru, slide thru, left allemande 	 
MOVIN' DOWN THE MAINSTREAM 
by Bill Peters, San Jose, California 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Square thru, center two square thru 3/4 
Put centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Pass thru, tag the line in 
Centers only right and left thru 
Same two square thru 
Other two slide thru, all swing thru 
Boys run, ferris wheel 
Center two go right and left thru 
Pass thru, pass thru again 
Left allemande 	 
Heads promenade half, lead right 
Circle four, line up four 
Right and left thru, flutter wheel 
Pass thru, tag the line and cloverleaf 
Centers pass thru, spin chain thru 
Ends circulate once 
Same ends U-turn back 
Couples circulate, bend the line 
Pass thru, ends fold and swing thru 
Scoot back, boys run, left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
Heads square thru, curlique 
Walk and dodge, boys run, scoot back 
Swing thru, boys trade, girls trade 
Centers trade, girls trade 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru, touch a quarter 
Scoot back, boys fold, girls turn back 
Touch a quarter, boys trade, girls fold 
Peel off, ferris wheel, centers pass thru 
Touch a quarter, scoot back 
Scoot back again, girls fold 
Boys turn back, touch a quarter 
Girls trade, girls run, tag the line right 
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
Continued on Page 86 
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me Lemon Resort 
In Florida presentsw 
The finest "Dance Vacations" in the nation 
with these outstanding callers and cuers. 
November 24-26, 1978 
Roger Chapman, Florida, with Harold 
Kelley, Georgia, and Jerry & Barbara 
Pierce, Alabama 
December 10-16, 1978 
Wade Driver, Texas, with Pat Barbour, 
Texas, and Dave & Nita Smith, Texas 
January 14-20, 1979 
Al Brundage, Connecticut & Florida, 
with Pete Sansom, Florida, and Marty & 
Byrdie Martin. Florida 
March 30-April 1, 1979 
Sam Mitchell, Florida, with John 
Saunders, Florida, and Stan & Ruth 
Jaynes. Florida 
April 8-14, 1979 
Bill Volner, Missouri, with Lee Swain, 
Tennessee, and Buzz & Diane Pereira, 
Michigan 
April 20-22, 1979 
Vern Johnson, Florida, with Art 
Springer, Frank Bedell, Florida, and Phil 
& Dot Carey, Florida 
May 4-6, 1979 
Vern Johnson, Florida, with John 
Sherley, Florida, and Al & Aleene 
Foreman, Florida 
May 11-13, 1979 
Lee Kopman, New York. Advanced Level 
Only 
May 13-19, 1979 
Frank & Phil Lehnert, Ohio. Round 
Dance Program Only. With Jack & Alma 
Bassett, Round Dance Magazine, and 
Jerry & Barbara Pierce, Alabama 
June 1-3, 1979 
Ken Bower, California, with Gary 
Shoemake, Texas, and Charlie & 
Madeline Lovelace, Florida 
June 3-9, 1979 
Bob Fisk, Arizona & Missouri, with Bill & 
Betty Beattie, Florida 
June 9-14, 1979 -Round-A-Rama 
Iry & Betty Easterday, Maryland, with 
Charlie & Madeline Lovelace, Florida 
July 6-8, 1979 
Art Springer, Florida, with Pete Sansom, 
Florida, and Bill & Betty Beattie, Florida 
July 20-22, 1979 
Gordon Blaum, Florida, with Jack Lewis, 
Florida, and Bill & Betty Beattie, 
Florida 
September 16-22, 1979 
National callers to be announced 
October 14-20, 1979 
Dale McClary, Florida, with Chris Vear. 
Texas, and cuers to be announced 
November 11-17, 1979 
National callers to be announced 
Full 6-nig ht/7-day week includes 
lodging, unlimited breakfast & dinner, 
golf or tennis, 5 evening dances, and 32 
workshops. Rates from $350 per couple. 
Rates for 3-day packages from $60 per 
couple. Rates for campers and com-
muters. The Resort Dance Director is Art 
Springer. 
The resort features air-conditioned, 
hardwood dance floor close to your 
room, two 18-hole golf courses, a rac-
quet club, large pool & courtyard, 5 din-
ing rooms, 3 lounges (2 with entertain-
ment), and fresh-water f ishing park.Deep 
sea fishing beaches, shelling, historical 
tours, and jungle cruise in area. 
12 miles east of Fort Myers, off Rte. 80 or 82 
Phone (813) 369-2131 
For more information, write 
DANCE VACATIONS, Lehigh Resort, 
Box 573, Lehigh Florida 33936. 
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The Perfect Christmas Gift 









For Early Delivery 
$15.00 ppd. 
Send Check or M.O. to 
JEMCO, INC. Rt. 6 Box 279, Franklin KY 42134 










Bob Cat RECORDS 
NEW ON LOU-MAC 
LM 131 BACKING TO BIRMINGHAM by Bill 
LM 130 LAY DOWN SALLY by Mac Letson 
LM 129 ALL MY ROADS by Mac Letson 
LM 128 HAVE I TOLD YOU by Roger Morris 
LM 127 DON'T THINK TWICE, Jim Coppinger 
LM 126 ALL THE SWEET by Bill Barner 
LM 125 YOU CAN HAVE HER, Harold Kelley 
RECENT RELEASES 
LM 122 SHE'S MY ROCK by Jim Coppinoer 
LM 121 LAST FAREWELL by Mac Letson 
LM 120 TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT by Bill 
LM 119 POLLY ANN by Harold 
LM 118 NELLIE by Mac 
NEW ON BOB-CAT 
BC 105 DOWN ON BOURBON STREET by Bob 
BC-104 EVERYTHING I TOUCH, Bill Barner 
BC-103 MAGIC OF THE RAIN, by Bob 
BC-102 SQUARE DANCE MAN, by Larry 
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at the very last minute unable to decide 
on a gift for that hard-to-please person 
on your list. 
Give the timeliest gift of all. 
Give the gift of news.  
Give A Gift Subscription 
Gift certificates for books available, too! 
PO Box 788 
Sandusky OH 
44870 
Lee Kopman was recently made an 
honorary Kentucky Colonel at the Tape 
Spinners of Louisville, Kentucky, ac-
cording to Ron and Trezenda Hood. 
Welcome to the "club", Lee. 
Gus and Marian Helsmann held a 
series of special events marking the 
25th year of the popular "Hayloft" in 
Springdale, Ohio, near Cincinnati, 
which holds memories for many thou-
sands of square dancers, including your 
editors. Congratulations! 
Caller Norm Poisson of Tewksbury, 
Mass., was hospitalized with a leg 
injury, and tells us he'll soon break the 
cast oil three-quarters. 
Fred Stacy of Beckley, W.V. reports 
that during the recent Lilly Company 
reunion in that city, an estimated 10,000 
people saw the square dance float and 
demonstrations, also televised on CBS 
and NBC, featuring the Beckley Star 
Thrus. (See photo.) Governor John D. 
1 line "Slim Jim" $1.00 
Name only 
regular size $1.10 
Name and town s`^/ 
 
....4 	JOHN 
HANDS or design $1.25 
Name and town 
Widen& 5TATE and design $1.25 
State shape $2.00 
Name, town, design 
and club name $1.75 
We Design Club Bodges 
Order Any Badge in Any Color— Black, White 
Blue Green Brown, Red Yallnw Walnut . 
Send check with order, add 54 per badge postage 
PAT'S PLASTICS 
Box 847 Rifle, CO 81650 [3031 625-1718 
CROSS-COUNTRY 
RECORD SERVICE 
7145 ,,2 W. Belmont Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60634 
312-622-3849 or AV2-0853 
RECORDS — SOUND EQUIPMENT 
CALLERS' SUPPLIES 
MONTHLY TAPE SERVICE 
PROVIDED 





OWNED AND OPERATED BY 
SQUARE DANCERS 
CALLER CHUCK LEAMON 
Our Business Is Built On 
Fost, Courteous Service 
288 N.E. 47th STREET 
POMPANO BEACH, FLORIDA 
I 	33064 	PHONE 305-942-3939 
I GHOST 
TOWN 
1 1 11 	A. 	RECORDS 	• 
I 	 .. ...," 	• 
' 	NEW RELEASE 
. GT-4 IT DOESN'T MATTER ANYMORE 
by Days Kenney 
RECENT RELEASE 
GT-2 JESSIE JAMES by Days Kenney 
HOEDOWNS 
GT-3 ASHES/JENNIFER'S JIG 
GT-1 BOOTHILL BOOGIE/GHOSTOWN 
HOEDOWN 
PO Box 2711, Grand Junction CO 81501 
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V-10. I 	PLUS 1 and 2 
ADVANCED 
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W. 
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062 
PHONE [216] 632-1074 
MARSCH-MELLOW-SMOOTH 
Calling-Traveling Full Time 
'SPARKLING TIES 
by Arlyn 
4055 W. 163rd STREET 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135 
YOU GET A HALL—
I'LL DO THE CALL! 
ED 
FRAIDENBURG 
1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone (517) 835-9524 
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA  
Rockefeller IV seemed to enjoy the 
show. 
Ted Wegener of Torrance, California 
has resigned his long term as Executive 
Secretary and Note Service editor of the 
Southern California Callers Association. 
The new association address is 12700 
Elliott Ave., Sp. 367, El Monte, CA 
91732. 
Mary Lindner took time out recently 
from a busy cross-country calling tour to 
volunteer several hours teaching square 
dancing to some mentally-handicapped 
children at the Northwest Kansas TMR 
School, as reported by Tom Meidinger 
of Oberlin, Kansas and the Atwood, 
Kansas Citizen-Patriot. 
Dave & Ruth Lightly of Waukee, Iowa 
recently celebrated their 25th wedding 
anniversary with a special square dance 
party. 
From the Hot Springs, Arkansas 
Sentinel Record comes the news that 
Guy and Mildred Wilkinson, team 
callers of the Elk Promenaders Club 
were installed into the Arkansas S/D 
Hall of Fame at the State Convention 
this summer, recognizing close to 25 
years of dancing, calling, and organiza-
tional work. 
National Square Dance Week, Sept. 
17-23, was celebrated by the Reporter of 
Worth-Palos, a Chicago suburb, with a 
full page of square dance information 
provided by Marvin Labahn. 
vve commend uoraon i Judy Goss 
on the publication of their massive 
National Square Dance Directory. (See 
Product Line.) Everyone who travels 
should have a copy. 
MALTESE-CROSS QUILT TOP KIT $14.95 
Ready Cut • Easy To Make • No Waste 
Beautifully 	Blended 
r-• multi-colored calico 
prints & solids in cot-
ton and Dacron & 
cotton blends. Make 
quilt top 70" x 84" 
4E1 — Red ana blue 
crosses on gold. 
6E2— Blue and green 
crosses nn unoleacned broadcloth. 
Complete instructions Inciud 
Please add $1.50 for postage & handling. 
AMERICAN HERITAGE CO., Dept. SD 
1000 Broadvia.( • Kansas Cityt Mo. 64111. 
RON 
SHAW 
1810 Nowlin Drive 
Dearborn, Mich 48124 
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P- 
4wi 
$17. 	1.50 post- 
age; 35 yd slips $15.95 
plus $1.50 postage. On 
2 or more pat. is $1 ea 
IN MEMORIAM 
Catherine McMorran (Mrs. Angus) 
died of cancer on September 18. 
Catherine and Angus were prime 
movers in square dance activity in 
Ottawa: Canada, as well as throughout 
their country, and were LEGACY 
trustees. Many caller families know 
them from visiting at Callerlab conven-
tions, since Angus is a member of the 
Board of Governors. The sympathy of 
all square dancers is extended to Angus 
on the loss of his partner. 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE WEEK 
Indiana Dancers Association, Inc. 
celebrated National Square Dance Week 
with many free shopping center dances, 
a boat trip dance and an appearance of 
one square on the Bob Braun television 
show originating from Indianapolis. 
Governor Otis R. Bowen, M.D. pro-
claimed September 17-24 as Square 
Dance Week in Indiana. 
Ernest & Barbara Stone 
enInrnhiis, Indiana 
OVERSEAS DANCERS REUNION 
The 16th Annual Reunion, Overseas 
Dancers was held at the beautiful Four 
Seasons Motor Hotel, Colorado Springs, 
in August. 243 dancers, representing 29 
states and 4 countries attended, inclu-
ding 21 callers and 10 round dance 
instructors. 
At the annual meeting It was agreed-
to donate $50 on an annual basis to the 
Rose Parade SID Float. The following 
resolution was adopted, "Whereas we 
believe that the joy of square dancing is 
enhanced by courtesy and consideration 
for others, be it resolved that we will set 
an example by 1. Dancing square dance 
B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP A FWREREITECAFTGRALOG 







Made fully lined. the Clas-
sic features foam sock 
lining, a steel shank fo• 
support, a full inch of heel, 
rubber capped for sure 
footing, and a buckle with 
elastic goring to complete 
the 3/4 " strap. Sizes in me-
dium 4 thru 1ll & half sizes and narrow 
6 thru 10 & half sizes. 
Black—White 
Red and Navy 
Silver and Gold 
MAJESTIC 
Glove tanned leather. Size 
6 thru 12N 4 thru 12M, 1/2 
sizes. Steel shank for sup-
port. 
Black & White 	$15.95 
Navy & Red $16.95 
Silver 8. Gold 	$17 96 
Phone: 812-843-5491 
RINGO 
The shoe most square dan-
cers wear, t'2" heel with 
elastic binding around shoe.  
Strap across instep. 
Black and White 	$13.95 
Yellow, Pink, Red, 
Hot Pink, Orange 	$14.95 
Silver and Gold $15.95 





POSTAGE ON SHOE ORDERS: $1.25 on one; 2 or more, $1 .00 each 
SISSY 	SHORTIE 	MID-THIGH 	KNEE LENGTH 	STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS 
With 1 v." nylon lace. The mid-thigh has 8 rows of 
VI 'AMIN\ 	 I 	 . ' lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are 
made for us exclusively and they're made true to 
size. Colors are: white, lime, black, yellow, blue, 
pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, multicolor, roy-
al, red, white and blue combination, brown, navy, 
lilac and kelly. Order mid-thigh or knee length in 
S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of lace. Sizes 
VIP" 	 8 or 2 pr. g . 	 rows of lace. 
Postage 
Shorties — 3" legs, 
50w  
tage 80t on one; 2 or more, 50t each. 
SLIPS — Made by B & S 
We have one of the finest 50 yd. nylon marquisette slips. Cotton top, wide elastic 
band, 4 tiers on 18" and up, 3 tiers on 17" and shorter. Our slips are stiff enough to 
insure long life. Order 1" shorter than skirt. 18-26" and other lengths by special order. 
Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, mint, lime green & 
multi-color, turquoise, orange, bright yellow, lilac, royal, brown, navy, dark purple, 
kelly, red, white and blue combo or any other color combo of listed colors. 
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movements In the manner defined by 
Callerlab; 2, Dancing smoothly with 
emphasis on good styling; 3. Avoiding 
gimmicks and bad practices which 
disrupt the flow of the dance; 4. 
Wearing appropriate square dance 
attire at all dance functions. These 
tenets will be adhered to at all future 
reunions. 
The Foot In the Mouth Award was 
presented to Vi Anderson of Ft. 
Lauderdale, Florida. When Bob Wilson, 
presenting his 1981 bid, stated that 
rooms were more expensive for singles  
than for couples, VI said, — perhaps 
they're trying to get them to double 
up," or words to that effect. 
The 19th Annual Reunion will be held 
at Illinois State Beach at the Holiday Inn 
in Zion Park, Illinois, August 3-7, 1981. 
The 1982 Reunion will be held in 
Austin, Texas, at the Villa Capri Motel, 
August 4-7. 
Anyone who belonged to and danced 
with an overseas club is eligible for 
membership in the Overseas Dancers. 
Write Ted and Sonja Anthony, 5869 E. 




RT-V2 from under $300 delivered. 
Send for free catalog of RT (light- 
weight) or T (professional) series. 
Near Boston? Write or call for an 
appointment: (617) 275-1879. 
[We can also repair your Newcomb, 
or any other make of PAI 
ALCAZAR c/o Tony Parkes 
31 Marion Rd. 
Bedford, MA 01730 
CONTRA RECORDS 
FR201 - Maritime Dance Party 
with Jerry Robichaud, one of 
N.E.'s top fiddlers (instrumental) 
FR200A - Kitchen Junket 
with Yankee Ingenuity (instr.) 
"GREAT!" —Don Armstrong 
FR200B - Same with 10 called squares 
using basics 1-40 
S6 ea. + $1 p/h per order 
(VT add 3% tax) 
Send for free catalog of 300 contra, 
clogging, square dance, fiddle records 
and books. 
ALCAZAR PRODUCTIONS 
Room 112, The Barn 
N. Ferrisburg, VT 05473 
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24th EUROPEAN ROUNDUP 
September 1-3 was the date and 
Augsburg, Germany, the place for the 
24th Annual European Fall Roundup 
sponsored, on behalf of EAASDC/ 
ECTA, by the Augsburg Stompers, the 
Tamara Twirlers from Munich and the 
Kaetchen Swingers from Heilbronn. 
More than 500 dancers attended from 
Belgium, England, Holland, Italy and 
Germany. The 	States were 
represented by dancers from Texas and 
Michigan. Both the European Associa-
tion of American S/ D Clubs (EAASDC) 
and the European Callers and Teachers 
Association (ECTA) held general mem-
bership meetings and elected new 
boards for 1978/79, with Don Hughes of 
the Frankfurt Beaux and Belles as 
President EAASDC and Ron Everhart 
of the Heidelberg Hoedowners, presi-
dent ECTA. 
Two more clubs applied for and 
received membership in EAASDC, 
allowing the grand total of clubs 
registered to pass the 100 mark. ECTA 
held its usual callers clinic and six  
callers (two German and four American) 
were graduated and received their 
"white badges." In keeping with 
tradition and certain unwritten rules, 
the organizers of the Roundup succee-
ded so well in balancing receipts and 
expenses that a new profit of $3.25 was 
realized. 
Besides all the necessary business, 
ample dance time was provided for 
square and round dancers together with 
workshops, in accordance with Callerlab 
recommendations. 
With the 1978 Roundup behind them, 
dancers in Europe are preparing for the 
25th Silver Anniversary Roundup (La-
bor Day Weekend, 1979) which hopeful-
ly will be held at the dance hall near 
Frankfurt where the very first European 
Roundup took place in 1954. This should 
be a wonderful opportunity for all' 
former overseas dancers to see old 
friends. An invitation is cordially 
extended for all to dance with Europe on 
that special occasion. 	Ilse Wersin 
Meistersingerstrasse 102 
8000 Muenchen 81, Germany 
C BAR C 
THE RECORDS WITH THE BIG BAND SOUND 
It you cannot ob-
tain our records 
from your dealer, 
write or call us 
for information. 
Jim Congleton 	RECENT RELEASES 
Owner & Producer CC525 ALL I'LL EVER NEED by Jim 
CC527 DIXIE by Jim 
CC528 IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGH1 by Bob Christian 
CC529 I'M THE ONLY FOOL (MAMA EVER RAISED) by Al 
CC530 GONE WITH THE WIND by Al 
CC531 DANA LEE by Jim 
CC532 I GUESS WE JUST WASTED THE REST by Jim 
NEW RELEASES 
CC533 ONE NIGHT STANDS by Jim 
CC534 SOUTH by Bronc Wise 
CC536 THIS TIME I'M IN IT FOR THE LOVE by Bronc Wise 
CC535 SOMETHING TO BRAG ABOUT by Al 
CC537 WALK RIGHT IN by Al 
BRAND NEW RELEASES 
CC538 LOVER'S QUESTION by Bob Poyner 
CC539 BECAUSE I LOVE YOU THAT'S WHY by Clyde Wood 
CC540 LAW ENFORCING MAN by Curt Davis 
CC542 LOVE by Al 
COMING SOON 
CC541 DELTA DIRT (Rock Pop) 
SON OF A SAWMILL MAN 
200 POUNDS OF SWINGING MAN 
JEANNE MARIE 
KATY DID 
NIGHT COACH OUT OF DALLAS 
Jonesboro, Ark. 
Phone 12051 383-3675 
1409 Sheffield Dr. 




Long Beach, Cal. 
COMING SOON 
BOB & CHRIS 
LOCKEBY 
on C BAR C Square & 
Round Dances in 1979 
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Pocket in Bib 
Use with a Blouse 
Ora Pant Blouse 
THE  
A 	—en II—I 0 P 	CUTE AS A BUTTON 
RUTH & REUEL deTURK 
1606 Hopmeadow Street 
Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
Phone: 203-6589417 
HOURS 
Tue. & Thurs, 11-7 
wed. & Fri. 11.9130 
Sat. 11-6 P.M. 
Closed Sun. & Mon. 
A New Look for Square Dancers 	 
A GINGHAM JUMPER 
35% Cotton, 65% Polyester 
#607 in RED, NAVY, 
or BROWN CHECK 
Men's Shirts to Match 
Check Gingham — $11.98 
WHITE PANT BLOUSE 
in Sizes S/M/L/XL 
Cotton Dacron...513.98 
Lace Trim Cot/ Dac...$14.98 
$19.98 Even Sizes 6 thru 18 
Shipping Charge: 
Single Item $1.50 
Two Items $2.00 
Conn Residents add 7% Sales Tax 
In August the South Eastern Massa-
chusetts Coordinating Association 
(SEMCA) sponsored the halftime enter-
tainment at the New England Patriots 
vs. Kansas City Chiefs football game at 
Schaeffer Stadium. Foxboro. Some 600 
dancers danced on the field for 40,000 
spectators. It was a fun time as dancers 
brought lunch boxes, watched the game 
for free with their friends and danced an 
hour after the game — and the weather 
was perfect. 75 squares covered the 
entire playing field from one 10-yard 
line to the other. 
The exceilent way of promoting 
square dancing could be very profitable 
for associations. The ten-minute dance 
was a colorful spectacle. Caller Jim 
Purcell of Randolph directed the 
rehearsal (pictured above) and called 
for the show. Jack Nadeau, Bill White 
and Toots Tousignant called for dancig 
after the game, and Leo Mathieu cued 
the rounds. 
SEMCA presidents, Bob and Sarah 
Nichols, worked hard to coordinate 47 
clubs for the show. Dancers came in 
Continued on Page 75 
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eloaED N EWRBR2E35L EASES 
BOOT SOMETIMES 
IC0.01 	by Bob Van Antwerp 
RB 236 
Don Williamson Mike Noose 
Johnny Jones Bob Van Antwerp DO YOU KNOW YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE 
by Don Williamson, Johnny Jones, and Mike Noose 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE DIRECTORY 
1973-79 
When we met Gordon and Judy Goss 
in Oklahoma City, we didn't know how 
they could possibly accomplish such a 
gargantuan task, but they did it! "It" is 
the first of a kind square dance 
directory, listing over 6000 clubs and 
contacts across the USA and Canada. 
This will be an annual booklet,  
according to the hard-working editors, 
and your club can be listed if you 
contact them before February 1, 1979. 
The directories sell for $3.95 each and 
can be obtained from National Square 
Dance Directory, P.O. Box 54055, 














Music & Distribution 
by Red Boot Enterprises 
Now Available on Reel or 
Cassette: 	Instructional 
tapes for advance level and 
beginning challenge dan-
cing as called by Lee Kop-
man. For detailed informa-
tion, write to Red Boot 
Records. 	 Lee Kopman 
RBS 1243 
BUCKET TO THE SOUTH 
'C 
	 by Allen Tipton 
Allen Tipton 
ROUTE 8, GREENEVILLE, TENNESSEE 37743 PHONE 615-638-7784 
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ROUND DANCES 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
LUCKY AGAIN— RCA 447-0890 
Choreography by Jerry & Sylvia Koch 
Great Henry Mancini music and a good 
solid intermediate foxtrot. 
MY CHARMAINE— London 5N-59009 
Choreography by Vernon Porter 
Good music with a vocal by The 
Batchelors; intermediate two step with 
several new wrinkles. 
IT'S ALL IN THE GAME— Telemark 
1870; Choreo by Rick & Joyce McGlynn 
Very pretty music and an interesting 
high-intermediate international waltz. 
HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG— Co-
lumbia 33085; Choreography by Charlie 
& Madeline Lovelace 
Very pretty music with an Andy 
Williams vocal; a challenging timing 
routine. 
RHYTHM OF THE RAIN— GWB 7114 
Choreography by Larry & Cheri Phillips 
Good music with vocal by the Cascades; 
a nice easy-going easy two step. 
FUN AND FROLIC— Belco 8282 
Choreo by Buzz & Dianne Pereira 
Good music and a good easy two step, 
cued by C.O. Guest. 
WRITE MYSELF A LETTER— Belco 
B282; Choreo by Rocky & Vicki Strickland 
Good music and a flowing easy-
intermediate two step, cued by Rocky. 
BRICK HOUSE— Motown Y 617F 
Choreo by Bennie & Dixie Humphryes 
Disco music  by the Commodores and a 
combination of hustles, swings and 
samba. 
BROWN EYES BLUE— Rhythm 502 
Choreography by Dave & Nita Smith 
Good piano lead music; a basic 
easy-to-easy-intermediate 	three-part 
two step. Flip side is cued by Dave. 
IT'S TIME TO WALTZ— Telemark 797 
Choreo by Charlie & Bettye Proctor 
Good music for a medley of three 
waltzes; a flowing intermediate inter-
national waltz. 
ROSE WALTZ— Grenn 14266 
Choreo by Vernon & Sandy Porter 
Pretty "One Rose" music; nice easy 
waltz routine. 
SUGAR LIPS— Grenn 14266 
Choreography by Bob & Barbara Wilder 
A good easy two step with good music. 
Dance ends with a kiss. 
Choreography Ratings* ** 
by Dave & Shirley Fleck, Toledo, Ohio 
SQUARE DANCE: 61-125 
One Has My Name 	Belco 279A 	68=68 
Stayin Alive Ain't Easy RS-885 	 86=86a 
Sunshine and Roses 	Grenn 14146 	87 =87 
Harmony Two Step B281B 	 90 =90 
Country Style 	B280A 93 =93 
Ameada Waltz Chinook 1001 	95 = 95a 
For Rating Formula, see pp. 27-28. 
ASD. November 1977. 
What Is This Thing 	Roper 299B 	124/31 =155 
Brown Eyes Blue Rhythm 502 138/25 =163 
Magdalene 	 Mustang 178 	127/38 =165 
Four In the Morning 	RCA 10901 147/28 =175a 
You Belong to my Heart Tele 933A 	181 =181 
INTERMEDIATE: 176-250 
First Kiss 	 Grenn 14263 	188 = 188 
You Light up my Life 3 WBS-8455 178/32 = 210 
Vaya Con Dios Capital 6004 102=102a Lead Me 	 IDTA 36 188/38=217a 
Sweetheart Belco B281A 102 =102 Lay Down Sally 	RS-886 236 =236 
Gay Nineties Grenn 14264 109=109a All I Do Is Dream Roper 408B 188/52 = 240 
Little Black Bock B2796 113 =113a It's All in the Game 	TRD 162A 247 = 247 
By Heck Grenn 14264 114 =114 Would You 	 TFID 162A 249 = 249 
Happy Days TNT 121 108/10=118 HIGH INTERMEDIATE: 251-299 
Our Dream Grenn 14123 118 =118 Hustle A Round 	R50-885 183/69=252 
Red Wine Epic 8-50517 106/15 =121 Try a Little Tenderness TRD-146 248/5 = 253 
Story of Love Belco B280B 114/8 =122 La Page 	 Roper 314B 199/78 =277a 
EASY INTERMEDIATE: 126-175 Your Day TRD-124 280 = 280a 
Charleston MCA-60092 123/5 =128a Hasta Manana 	WBS 203/77 = 280 
Lucky Star 78 Grenn 14224 	130 =130 Waiting for R.E. Lee 	Hoctor 1781B 211 /78 =282a 
Tequila Dos Paws RHR-101A 127/15 =142a The Waltz You Saved Roper 231 282/6 = 288 
You Are Mine TNT 124 120/26=146 Dream Of Tomorrow 	Win 4-537A 298 =298a 
Without You AS-0305 121/30 =151 ADVANCED: 300-349 
Mack the Knife B280A 132/22=154 Italian Theme 	Grenn 14263 268174=342 
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Bring a Caller Home to Dance 
Ever try to explain the joys of square dance to your non-dancing friends 
without having a caller around? Without enough people for a square? 
Without being able to dance yourself because you are too busy talking? 
Then bring Ron Libby home to lead your dance. He's available on both 
video and audio cassettes in our Square Dance Video Workshop. 
On the hour-long video 
cassette, Ron explains 
and dancers demonstrate 
the basic calls. On the 
audio cassettes, Ron gives 
you and your friends al-
most two full hours of 
practice, adding calls a 
few at a time and con-
cluding with two singing 
calls. 
Originally designed for 
school use, the Workshop 
is great for home and 
club use too. The video 
tape is available in the 
3/4-inch and 1/2-inch 
cassettes most often used 
in home, school, and club 
video tape recorders. The 
audio tape fits any stan-
dard cassette player. 
A printed transcript of the calls is also included in the package. Order 
yours today. Or send for a fuller description. Package price: just $285. 
J. Weston Watch, Publisher 
110 Gilman Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
- Send me a copy of the Square Dance Video Workshop. Payment is included. 
I need: 
	  a 3/4" U-matic Cassette 
 a 1/2" Beta Cassette 
- Send more information about buying and leasing the Square Dance Video Work-
shop. 
- Tell me about the availability of your video program for the following video tape 
recorder: 	  
Name 	  
Address  
City 	  State 	  Zip 	  
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SINGING CALLS 
by John Swindle 
Happy Turkey Day! Hope all of our 
square dance friends out there are 
going to enjoy the upcoming holidays 
with the family and other square dance 
friends. 
There were very few records this 
month. The ones received were all very 
good singing calls and a few patter 
records. As you read the figures, we 
believe you will agree with us that there 
are some different and more refreshing 
figures in this month's releases. There 
was another new label making its debut 
this month. 
MOHAIR SAM— Kalox 1226 
Caller; John Saunders 
John Saunders' latest starts off with a 
grand square and in the figure has a 
well-timed ping pang circulate. This 
rock number from the late fifties has a 
different beat from what most consider 
a good square dance beat, but our 
review dancers had little trouble 
adjusting to it and felt that most dancers 
will enjoy this record as a nice change of 
pace. FIGURE: Heads promenade 
three-quarters, sides double swing 
thru, ping pang circulate, swing thru, 
turn thru, swing corner, left allemande, 
promenade. 
MAMMY— Red Boot Star 1244 
Caller; Johnny Wykoff 
Memories of Al Jolson, anyone? Red 
Boot and Johnny went way back to get 
this tune. A well-done instrumental and 
a nicely timed figure by Johnny make 
this a record enjoyed by our dancers and 
one we feel most callers will enjoy doing. 
FIGURE: Heads right and left thru, 
rollaway, curlique, make a right hand 
star, heads star left, right and left thru, 
swing thru, boys run, half tag, swing, 
promenade. 
BUCKET TO THE SOUTH— Red Boot 
Star 1243; Caller: Allen Tipton 
"Tip" uses an eight chain four in this 
singing call, and the way he set it up 
American Squaredance. November 1978 
was very interesting and danced well. 
Some callers may have trouble with the 
tag lines in this one; there are a lot a: 
words and not much time to say them. 
All in all, this is a well-timed, well-done 
singing call with an upbeat at the end. 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, split two, 
make a line, pass thru, ends fold, right 
and left thru, do-sa-do, eight chain four, 
swing, promenade. 
MOODY BLUE— Square Tunes 183 
Caller Bob Fisk 
Well, here it is again — the fourth label 
using this song. We don't know how 
many of you are using "Moody Blue" 
on one of the other labels or how many 
you would like to use this song but 
didn't like the other releases. Although 
the other releases were all fine records, 
in this reviewer's opinion this is the best 
of the lot as far as danceable beat and 
music and a figure well-executed by 
Bob on the flip side. FIGURE: Heads 
square thru, slide thru, right and left 
thru, Dixie style to a wave, boys scoot 
back, girls circulate, left allemande, 
swing and promenade. 
A GOOD LOVE IS LIKE A GOOD 
SONG— Square Tunes 184 
Caller; Bob Fisk 
Square Tunes and Bob have given us a 
second fine singing call this month. This 
one uses a triple scoot. Our hats are off 
to Bob for this different figure and the 
one in the aforementioned singing call. 
FIGURE: Heads lead right, circle to a 
line, touch a quarter, triple scoot, boys 
run, right and left thru, pass thru, trade 
by, left allemande, swing, promenade. 
THERE AIN'T NO GOOD CHAIN 
GANG— Show Me 1001; Bill Volner 
Here is another new label that has good 
music, which is understandable, since it 
is put out by Red Boot Enterprises. A 
nice, smooth, flowing figure well done 
by Bill on the flip side was enjoyed by 
the dancers. The instrumental side 
features lead guitar, piano, flat top 
guitars, and a touch of harmonic. An 
upbeat at the end adds that finishing 
touch. FIGURE: Heads square thru, 
do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run, bend 
the line, right and left thru, flutter 




Mail orders available from these shops 
4(-3/B rallh10113 
IV ELAINE'S KOLLECTION of SID Attire 2030 North 12 Ave. 
Pensacola FL 32503 
IV 904-433-4052 
*AL
Write for Free Catalog 
PROMENADE SHOP (813-522-45471 
4200F 62nd Ave. North 
Pinellas Park FL 33565 
. Everything for the Square Dancer 
Send for Free Catalog 
7V THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP 
AL 7408 Atlantic Blvd. (904-725-2511 
-" Jacksonville FL 32211 
*
*Square Dancers Serving Square Dancers ,  
FASHIONS BY MITZI 
237 SW 11th Court 
Pompano Beach FL 33060 
"N (305) 782-3155 
W
Square Dance Apparel 
GEORGIA 
C & M WESTERN WEAR 
41 3820 Stewart Rd (404-455-1265) 
AL Doraville GA 30340 
4*
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
..THE ROADRUNNERS S D CENTER 
3477 Chamblee-Dunwoody Road 
Chamblee GA 30341 (404/455-3591) 
11 you have it and don't need it — or need it 
and don't have it... we'// handle it! 
ILLINOIS 
W KATHLEEN'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
AL, 508 W Chestnut St . Chatham IL 62629 
'7V 3 Ways — Stop in, Write or 
ALCall 217-483-2627 
**
-IV DON'S SQUARE DANCE APPAREL 
107 E Sangamon, Rantoul IL 61866 
Mail orders invited and guaranteed 
Phone 217-892-2500 
tf  central Illinois' Most Complete Store 
OBIE'S WESTERN & S/0 FASHIONS 
614 South Lake (Rt. 45) 
W Mundelein IL 60060 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL 
6313-15 Rockville Rd (1-465 Exit 136) 
Indianapolis IN46224 
See our own dress designs (Sizes 3-241/ 2 ) 
IOWA 
MABON'S COUNTRY STORE 
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N) 
Waterloo IA 50701 (319-234-3327) 
Everything for Callers/Dancers 
KANSAS 
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594) 
Wichita KS 67213 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Le-Re Square Dance Shop 
2615 E. Harry (316-262-5565) 
Wichita KS 67211 
Will Ship Anywhere — BAC & Mastercharge 
The Shop Designed with the Dancer in Mind 
Dorothy's Square Dance Shop, Inc. 
35021/2 Strong 
Kansas City KS 66106 
1-913-262-4240 
Master Chg—Visa— Catalog Available 35d 
KENTUCKY 
Preslar's Western Shop, Inc. 
3111 S. 4 St. 
Louisville KY 40214 
Ali S/D Supplies: Newcombs & Mikes 
MAINE 
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP 
584 Main St. 
South Portland ME 04106 
Large Selection of S/D Items 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
Free Catalog Available 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1355 Odenton Rd. 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier, petticoats. pantalettes 
ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1561 Haslett Road 
Haslett MI 48840 
The Place Designed with People in Mind 
MISSOURI 
WESTERN SQUARES INTERNATIONAL 
13530 Tesson Ferry Rd. 
St. Louis MO 63128 
Phone orders: 1-314-842-2278 
NEW JERSEY 
The Corral, John Pedersen. Jr 
41 Cooper Ave 
West Long Branch NJ 07764 
S/D Apparel and Accessories 
NEW YORK 
IRONDA Square Dance Shoppe 
759 Washington Ave (266-5720) 
Irondequoit, Rochester NY 
Everything for the Square Dancer , 
* ONTARIO, CANADA 
BUCKLES 8. BOWS 
* Serving the Square Dancers of Ontario .x  Vast Selection in Stock 320 Dundurn St. S.. (416-522-4122) 44 Hamilton, Ont., Canada L8P 4L6 
• • McCULLOCH'S DANCEWEAR CENTRE INC. 
,* Canada's Largest Square-Dance Apparel Chain 1034 Dundas St., London, Ontario N5W 3A5 
. 
2259 Kingston Rd., Scarborough, Ont MIN 1T8 






7925 Highway 90 West 
Theodore, Alabama (Mobile) 36582 
205-653-7926 
FLORIDA 
Quality Western Shop 813-446-8791 
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515 
"Florida's Oldest & Best" 
* Mail Orders Invited & GUARANTEED 




203 Vermont St. 
Buffalo NY 14213 
Phone Orders 1-716-885-9473 
Catalog Available 
SKY RANCH SADDLERY 
109-111 So Main St 1668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Western Store & Gift Center 
S/D Headquarters 
PEARL'S WESTERN FASHIONS 
Clinton NY 13323 
Complete Square Dance Shop 
Write for Free Catalog 
Speedy Badge Service 
C&M'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
Hartfield-Centralia Rd. 
Mayville NY 14757 
Square Dance Clothing 
WORLDTONE MUSIC 
230 7th Ave. (bet. 23-24 Sts.) 
New York NY 10011 
Dance Shoes/Records 
Send for Free Catalog 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Pearl's of Raleigh 
2109 Franklin Road 
Raleigh NC 27606 
Complete Square Dance Attire 
Phone 919-851-0794 
WESTERN WEAR OF LENOIR 
1006 Harper Ave NW 
PO Box 422, Lenoir NC 28645 
OHIO 
DART WESTERN SHOP 
414 E Market St 
Akron OH 44305 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
SOUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
Records Available Too' 
LI'L BIT COUNTRY 
310 East Perkins Ave 
Sandusky OH 44870 
Li'l Bit of Everything' 
OKLAHOMA 
Smith's Square Dance Shop 
10125 East 12 Street 
Tulsa OK 74128 
COUNTRY SQUARE 
1705 N. Sheridan 
Lawton OK 73501 
Apparel & Accessories for 
the Square & Round Dancer 
OREGON 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 NE Halsey 
Portland OR 97220 
Phone 1-503-252-7623 
Send for Our Catalog 
PENNSYLVANIA 
MAREA S Western Wear & Records 
3749 Zimmerly Road 
Cor. Love 8, Zimmerly 
Erie PA 16506 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Marty 's Square Dance Fashions 
404 Cherokee Dr 803-268-0240 
Greenville SC 29615 
.Sir) Clothing for Men R, Women 
GODWIN'S HITCHING POST 
2143 Ashley Phosphate Rd.  
Charleson Heights SC 29405 (803-553-6371) 
Yellow Rock Territory 
(517-835-9524 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosby Rd. 
Memphis TN 38116 
Send for Free Catalog 
Nick's Western Shoo 
245 E. Market 8, Cherokee 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Phone Orders' 1-615-245-6221 
TEXAS 
FAVVCETT'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
412 W Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
C BAR S S/D Apparel & Records 
5632 East Mockingbird Lane 
Dallas TX 75206 
Send for Free Catalog! 
WAGENAAR'S SID SHOP 
Box 18151, 820 D Waldron Rd. 
Corpus Christi TX 78418 
(512) 937-4841 
MarJac of Dallas 
522 S Montreal, Dallas TX 75208 
Nylon Organdy Petticoats— Best Quality 
Discount on Group Order 
Wholesale Accounts Also Welcome 
BARBARA'S WESTERN FASHIONS 
801A Trailwood Dr. Hurst TX 76053 
(817) 268-2058 
Mfg. S/D Dresses/Petticoats 
Wholesale Accounts Welcomed 
THE CATCHALL 
1813 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square and Round Dance Regalia 
The Catchall . ' Custom Originals by Chris 
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
1602 South Monroe 
Amarillo TX 79102 
UTAH 
WAGON WHEEL HOUSE 
728 So State St 
PO Box 2574 
Salt Lake City UT 84110 
VIRGINIA 
Ed & Cathy's Western Wea, 
1764 Independence Blvd.  
Virginia Beach VA 23455 
We re not largest but try the hardest' 
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Square 'Em Up with HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON Square Dance Records 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT 
HI1 496 CALL ME MR. IN BETWEEN by Lee Schmidt 
ARAN() NEW LP ON HI-HAT 
Mike Sikorsky Records Live at Elaine's by Mike Sikorsky 
RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON 
HH495—COME TO ME by Ernie Kinney 
HH494—JUST HANG LOOSE by Dick Weibel 
HH493—FOOLS FALL IN LOVE by Ernie Kinney 
HH640—SMOKEY BEAR, Flip Hoedown by Dick Weibel 
Distribbtors: Corsair-Continental Corp. & Twelgren Inc. 






   
WAIT TILL I GET MY HANDS ON YOU 
Longhorn 1025; Caller: Guy Poland 
Guy does a nice job on his side of the 
record and the figure he has chosen was 
well timed and danceable. You, the 
caller, will have to be the judge whether 
or not you can use this record. There is a 
break in the music which may give some 
callers a little trouble. There is also an 
upbeat at the end of the record which 
sounds really good, but again, tread 
softly. FIGURE: Heads square thru, 
do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run, half tag, 
scoot back, boys run, slide thru, pass 
thru, left allemande, swing, prome-
nade. 
WHOA SAILOR— Blue Ribbon 224 
Caller: Tom Perry 
Here is what we and the review dancers 
refer to as "a cute little novelty tune." 
The figure is well-timed but nothing 
really outstanding. Tom does a nice job 
on the flip side and the instrumental 
side is well done, as all Hi-Hat music is. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, 
sides right and left thru, square thru, 
do-sa-do, eight chain four, swing 
corner, promenade. 
DON'T IT MAKE YOU WANTA GO 
HOME/YOUR MEMORY SURE GETS 
AROUND— Kalox 1225 
What a novel idea and the first time this 
reviewer has ever seen this done— a 
record with two different singing call 
instrumentals. The figures for both 
sides were wrOen by Vaughn Parrish. 
Both sides were very good, in the Kalox 
tradition, but we could do very little in 
rating these records because of not 
having anything to dance to. FIGURE: 
HOME: Four ladies chain, circle left, 
left allemande, weave by three girls, 
turn No. 4 by the left a full turn, four 
ladies chain, promenade. FIGURE—
MEMORY: Heads rollaway, pass thru, 
both turn left, sides pass thru, circle 
four to a line, square thru six hands, 
swing corner, promenade. 
PATTER RECORDS 
SMOKEY BEAR— Hi-Hat 640 
Caller: Dick Waibel 




by Fred & Emily Leach 
MICKEY 
by Ken & Viola Zufelt 
Grenn 16006 
ROUNDELAY CONTRA 
BY Don Armstrong 
CEM 
CEM 37027 
SWEET AND CLASSY 
by Corky & Paulette Pell 
BLUE AND SILVER WALTZ 
by Bob & Martha McNutt 
PO BOX 216, BATH OH 44210 












Write to JANE HENSEL 
139 Purvis Rd. 







Bill Cash 	Dean Salveson 
NEW RECORD COMPANY 
JUST STARTED 
LIGHT IN THE WINDOW — BD102 — Called by Don Whitaker 
I'M A BELIEVER — BD101 — Called by Don Whitaker 
ELMER FUDD SPECIAL — BD 103 — Hoedown, Flip side by Don Whitaker 
Order from your Dealer or Direct from 
BREN-DON RtlAJMUJ 







ever more popular. This one has a 
usable beat and has found its place in 
our record box. On the flip side Dick 
works wheels and deals from many 
interesting positions. 
TIJUANA TAXI— Hi-Hat 636 
Caller: Dick Hoffman 
The flip side of this patter record was 
very interesting. Dave put together a 
series of plus one and plus two basics 
designed to be danced by only two 
couples. The instrumental side was a 
well-done piece of music with a good 
solid beat. 
COOL LUKE/BALL. OF FIRE— Kalox 
1227 
"Cool Luke" features bass, lead guitar, 
piano, and a good strong drum beat. 
"Ball of Fire" features lead guitar, 
banjo, brass and reed instruments along 
with bass and strong drum beats. 
NEWS, Continued 
chartered busses and car pools from 
over 135 cities and towns in the area. 
Other committee workers were Bill and 
Donna Saunders, Dan and Joyce 
Kerrissey, Jack and Jean Stahl. 
The Patriots won the game, 24-7, and 
the cheerleaders were very pretty, but 
the square dancers were the best. They 
tried to show that square dancing is 
enthusiastically endorsed and enjoyed 
in New England, and they had a great 
time doing it. 
RELEASES 
I'VE BEEN ON A FAST 
TRAIN 
by Dave Smith 
BLUEST HEARTACHE 
by Dean Salveson 
DON'T GET LUCKY 
by Bill Cash 
BRONC RECORDING CO. RT. 3 BOX 54, GOLDEN CO 80401 
Distributed Exclusively by Rocky Mt. Dist. Co. 10101 E. Colo. Av., Denver CO 50231 
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Speaking Of 
SinnIPs 
The Lone Star Singles spent August 
retrieving banners from North Shore 
Spinners and the Isle-A-Manders. A 
party was held at a member's home on 
one of this islands; the group went by 
ferry and breakfasted there. Lone Stars 
helped celebrate graduation with South 
West Sundowners and the 20th Jubilee 
with the Baytown Squares, as well as 
dancing for the Muscular Dystrophy 
Fund. Bob Baier, Pat Barbour and many 
other callers donated their time for the 
dance which netted approximately 
$4000 for MD. 
Lone Star members exhibited at St. 
Mark's Church Carnival to promote 
classes with caller Kevin Bacon, and at 
the Parents Without Partners meeting. 
Wendy Lawton 
Houston, Texas 
Was it ever hot! "Think cool," 
someone said. That is just what the 
Twirling Singles Club of East Peoria did 
in July when they celebrated "Christ-
mas in July" with all the trimmings: 
Christmas tree, gift exchange and Santa 
Claus. Christmas goodies and music 
were all part of the holiday, and the 
dancers looked festive in their holiday 
attire. 
Visitors from Hickory Hill Stompers 
of El Paso and Solo Steppers from 
Moline helped us celebrate. The festive 
mood make the 96° temperature seem a 
cool -2°. 
Twirling Singles annual picnic was 
held in August with dancers from 
Davenport, Iowa, and Champaigne 
participating. Guest callers were Herb 
Edwards, Chuck Marshal and Dean 
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EDDIE POWELL 	s 
CHEROKEE CUT-UPS 
Brice Road, Reynoldsburg OH 43068 
# 
CALLERS ,  
NEW CALLERS 	
1.:..  
EXPERIENCED CALLERS  
ALL CALLERS 
There is available to you a wealth of ma- 
terial in 	our most 	usable "SQUARE 
DANCE CALLERS REFERENCE 
NOTES." Easy material, challenge ma- 
terial, 	new 	material, 	old material, all 
written by and for our members. 
LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!! 
For a free mailing, send a postcard to 
S/D CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA 
16404 Ardath Ave, Gardena, Calif. 90247 
FOR SQUARE 
DANCIN' FUN 
Cotton 	T-shirt 	in 
yellow or lite blue. 
Also white w/navy. 
Adult sizes S-M-L- I'D 	
RATHER BE 	‘• 
XL $5.50. Child 6-8, 
10-12. 14-16, $5.00. 	- 	s IMRE 
Add 754 ea. p&h. II 
CMG add 	5%. 	Check/ 
M.O.. please. 	 ‘s..'.- 4 --'''"Ii 
SQUARE THINGS 
PO Box 325 Dpt PC 	
-' Wilmette IL 60091 
Send for free 
"Thing Book" 	 iliir • 
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Callers/Cuers: Learn the fundamentals 
Leaders: Contra-ment your Festival 
Beauty — Grace — Styling — Enjoyment 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
801-392-9078 
DON'T THROW MUD GET A 
SQUARE DANCE MUD GUARD 
SQUARE DANCE 
$14.00 PER SET PREPAID 
Plus Postage $1.75 
U.S. Patent e235633 	Dealers Inquiries Welcome 
P & L SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTY CO 
P.O. Box 1293, Carson City, Nov. 89701 (702) 882-1230 
Ruth made the dancing fun, as well as 
the skateboard antics which sent the 
dancers back to dancing. 
Gertrude Bennett 
East Peoria, Illinois 
Sharon Ellsworth of Rochester, New 
York, is proud to announce the marriage 
of her sister Melissa to Ben Wasserman 
in August, 1978. Melissa and Ben met 
during the thirty-week square dance 
class of the Swinging Singles. To top off 
their special day, there was plenty of 
square and round dancing at the 
reception. Jerry Carmen and Chip 
Kellogg called squares and also taught 
a few basics to include nondancers in 
the fun. Betty Carmen, Mike Liberti and 
Linda Wolf cued rounds. Ben (the 
groom) did a terrific job calling two 
dances. The couple topped off the 
dancing by doing their favorite round, 
"Frog Kissing," with Betty Carmen 
cueing. 
This wedding was a memorable event 
for everyone, especially for the twenty-









DANCE ALL NIGHT 
DANCE A LITTLE LONGER 
ENJOY 
Square Dancing & Lessons by 
JOHNNY WALTER 
AND OTHER Professional Callers 
In Our NEW 
'21,000 Square Foot CONVENTION CENTER 
9 Hole Par 33 Golf Course 
	 18 Shuffle Board Courts 
4 Tennis Courts 
	 3 Swimming Pools 
800 Full Hookup 1157 Sites 
Daily, Weekly & Monthly Rates 
$87.50 Per Month 	 Okeechobee FL 33472 
LEASE PLAN 
Route 441 South 
Phone: 813-763-0231 Make Your Reservations NOW! 
SWIMMING 
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Badges 
ARMETA— Dept. B 
Original Fun Club Badges 
PO Box 22221 
Milwaukee OR 97222 
Free List On Request 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield A 01085 
Cost: 51.25 plus postage 
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original 
Washington Knotheads 
PO Box 245 
Gig Harbor WA 98335 
LLORRY'S 
1852 S. Reed St. 1303-986-64461 
Lakewood CO 90226 
Activity & Club Badges 
MARMAC SPECIALTIES 
6713 Kennedy Lane (703-241-0870) 
Falls Church VA 22042 
Free Fun Badge Catalogue 
PAULY'S 1715-845-39791 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES 
288 NE 47th Street 
Pompano Beach FL 33064 
Chuck Leamon, Caller & Owner 
Send for tree flyer. 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
Send for Catalog 
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16365 
Badges, License Plates, Belt Buckles 
KYLE'S ENGRAVING 
Engraved & Stamped Badges 
Photo Buttons, Rubber Stamps 
Bolo Ties & Buckles— 2021 Burk Dr. 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Promotional Sign of the Month: "THINK SQUARE 
DANCING". '/3"X/ 	AND Magnetic! On or off 
your car, at your discrelibn.) $5.plus $1. shipping 
(Conn. residents add .35 tax) Gene's Personalized 
Signs, 23 Vanl CI. Westport CT 08880. "Gift Idea: 10 
x20-  Camping I Square Dancer Sign. Write for flyer. 
PLASTIC RECORD SLEEVES (45 rpm). Extra 
heavy plastic. 50 pcs—S7.00 including shipping. 
100 pcs. $11.50 including shipping. Sample sleeve: 
Send 25e coins/stamps: WORLDTONE MUSIC, 
230 7th Ave., New York NY 10011. 
Alabama— 18th Annual Rocket City 
Round-Up, Nov. 3-4, Braun Civic 
Center, Huntsville; Jack Lasry, Jerry 
Helt, Mac Letson, Charlie & Madeline 
Lovelace. Contact Stanley R. Reinartz, 
7114 Jones Valley Dr., Huntsville AL 
35802. 
Michigan— Potawatomi Inn, Angola; 
Nov. 3-5; Max Forsyth, Bill Peterson, 
the Lehnerts. Contact Bill Peterson, 
30230 Oakview, Livonia MI 48154. 
New York— Hawaiian Paradise Square-
Up. Nov. 5. Contact Dave Tarantine, 
125 Amsterdam Rd., Rochester, NY 
14610. 
Ohio— "Chuck Wheelers" 5th Annual 
Golden Rocket Special, Nov. 5, YMCA, 
Columbus; Cal Golden, Chuck Marlow, 
Dick & Gail Blaskis. Contact Don & 
Barb Plummer, 6112 Karl Rd., Colum-
bus OH. 
Mexico— Continental Squares Acapul-
co Convention, Nov. 7-14, Convention 
Center; Ken Anderson, Al Brundage, 
Frank Lane, Jerry Helt, Jack Lasry, 
Dick Houlton, Bob Page, Jon Jones, 
Gary Shoemake, Charlie & Bettye 
Proctor. Contact Continental Squares, 
39256 Paseo Padre Pkwy., Fremont CA 
94538. 
Pennsylvania— Pocono Penthouse 
Weekend, Fernwood Lodge, Bushkill; 
Nov. 10-12; Glenn Cooke, Joe Landi, 
Rick & Joyce McGlynn, Hap & A.J. 
Wolcott. Contact Pocono Penthouse 
Wknd., PO Box 146, Somers pt. NJ 
08244. 
Ohio— 3rd Maple Leaf Fun Fest, 
Atwood Lake Lodge, Dellroy; Sam 
Rader, Webb Mills, Ron & Rita 
Erhardt. Contact Elsie Mills, 315 W. 
Myrtle Ave., Newark OH 43055. 
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Louisiana— Tammany Twirlers 16th 
Ann. S/D Festival, Slidell; Nov. 10: 
Wade Driver, Barbar & Ted May; Nov. 
11: Nelson Watkins, Lee Swain. Contact 
Joe & Mary Bridges, 643-8583. 
Pennsylvania — Perry Squares 12th 
Horn of Plenty, Fort LeBoeuf H.S., 
Waterford; Nov. 11; Hal Greenlee, Lee 
Kopman, Ron Schneider, Joe & Betty 
Tarr. Contact Doug & Joan Bennett, 
284.5. Euclid  Blvd., VVraclPyvi!!.. PA 16510 
Pennsylvania— lOth Ann. Fall Festival, 
Brashear H.S., Pittsburgh; Nov. 11; Kip 
Garvey, Sam Mitchell, the Muellers. 
Contact Rudy Valente, 2123 Chalfont 
St., Pittsburgh PA 15022. 
Texas— Callers Festival, El Paso Civic 	I 
Center; Nov. 11; Don Franklin. Contact 
Gil raylor, 10149 Monaco, El Paso TX 
79925. 
California— Steeltown Twirlers Turkey 
Dinner Dance, Kaiser Steel Gym, 
Fontana; Nov. 11; Bill Julian. Contact 
Cleo Shore, 805 Via Del Norte, Pomona 
CA 91766. 
Ohio— Butter Bean Ball Night Owl 
Special, Johnstown; Nov. 17; Gene 
Trimmer, Chuck Marlow, Dick & Gail 
Blaskis. Contact Ray & Jo Belt, 52 
Meadow Lane, Johnstown OH 43031. 
Mississippi— Brass Tacks Autumn 
Holiday, Sheraton-Biloxi Motor Inn, 
Biloxi; Nov. 17-18; Bob Augustin, Jack 
Lasry, Jerry & Barbara Pierce. Contact 
Bob Augustin, Box 24420, Metairie LA 
70005. 
Tennessee— Turkey Strut, Gatlinburg; 
Nov. 17-18; Mack Letson, Johnny 
Jones, Richard Silver, Harold Thomas, 
Hoyle Grose, Danny Thomas, Bill & 
Judy Martin. Contact Red & Jane 
Radford, 280 Overlook Rd., Asheville 
NC 28803. 
Tennessee— 16th Ann. Mid- South 
Festival, Cook Convention Center, 
Memphis; Nov. 17-18: Wade Driver, 
Jerry Helt. Iry & Betty Easterday. 
Contact Bill Crawford, Box 18442, 
Memphis TN 38118. 
Tennessee— CASDA Special, Allemade 
Hall, Chattanooga; Nov. 18; Doug 
Jernigan. Contact Bob Younger, 1109 
Glamis Circle, Signal Mt. TN 37377. 
Kentucky — 18th Ann. Harvest Round 
Continued on Page 95 
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SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 19651: Five-color. 
eye-catching seals on your correspondence are an 
invitation to square dancing. Order from Bill Craw-
ford, Box 18442. Memphis TN 38118. Samples on 
request. Two sheets (50 ea.)-504: 6 sheets-$1; 20 
sheets-$3; 40-55. Write for details and sample. 
Two for One Bargain expires December 31, 1978. 
YAK STACK 
Sound Columns for Callers 
Mile. PO Box 184, 'vVenham MA 01984 
Call' 617-468-2533 
Square Dance Napkins— Beverage/Luncheon 904 
Coasters, 604; Place Mats, 904; Stationery, $1.50; 
Ass•t Greeting or Christmas Cards— 10 for $1.75 
Dancing Couple Decal-504; Name Tags, 50/52.25 
Square Dance Address Labels— 500 for $2.50 
Evie & Dick Thomas 
13 Lucian Street 
F 	Manchester, Conn. 
06040 
Please send 754 with order for Postage & Handling. 
Address Labels& Decals excluded. Please send for 
FREE Color Brochure. Order from SQUARE SPEC- 
IALTIES, PO BOX 1085, Manchester CT 06040. 
GREETING CARDS FOR DANCERS 
GET WELL — BIRTHDAY — GENERAL 
$2 25/Box of 12, plus 4% Tax in Indiana 
Order from CadoBrand. 3002 Schaper Dr. 
Ft. Wayne IN 46806 
NEWCOMB Sound Systems from $225.95. Why 
settle for anything else? Mikes, record cases, 
Slo-down. plus 300 books and records. Free 
catalog. Alcazar, Room 102, The Barn, N. 
Ferrisburg VT 05473. 
PEARL SNAP FASTENERS— 124 colors and styles 
Sewing Supplies. Most items not available 
anywhere else. Free Catalog Bee Lee Company. 
Box 20558-AD. Dallas. Texas 75220. 
NEW CALLERS wanting help, Send name and 
address to MASON'S PROCALL SERVICE, Box 
205A, Almond NY 14804. 
A SQUARE DANCE SEWING CATALOG NC in-
cludes our own interchangeable pattern pieces' 
ladies dress, skirt & blouse patterns; men's vest, 
shirt, pants patterns: notions, trims, snaps & 
pliers. collar stays, expanders, liquid embroidery. 
shoe dye, etc 504 plus 254 pst. Shirley's S/D & 
Mall Order Shoop., Hughsonville NY 12537. 
NEW! A SQUARE DANCE APPAREL BROCHURE 
featuring square dance clothing, shoes. soft 
petticoats and our own "Shirley" skirt made to 
your size and color— just $12.98! Includes $5.00 
coupon good on the first mail order of 525.00 or 
more 504 includes postage. 
THE SQUARE DANCE POSITION GAME 
57.95 (plus $1. postage & handling) 
For Callers, Teachers. All Level Dancers 
Mass Residents add 404 Sales Tax 
Order from: Russell L. Hoekstra 
67 Forest Glen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01106 
OUTSTANDING QUALITY JEWELRY Catalogs S1. 
Refundable. Vee Jays, Girard Rt. Box 140, 




SET-UP AND GET-OUT: 
A manual to help callers 
create original choreogra-
phy with infinite varia-
tions. $6 ppd. Order from 
ASD, PO Box 788, 
Sandusky OH 44870. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS: (78 
exercises) $4.25 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven 
course. dance positions, RID terminology, mixers, 
basic styling hints and helps on teaching. Order 
from Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, Ohio 
43611. 
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.00 plus 509 mailing. 
Contains two books combined Into one, with new 
material that will put life into your club or festival. 
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at 
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star 
Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 54148. 
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: by Bill 
Burleson; $6.00; Rapid, comprehensive reference 
for 2907 ID movements. Results of 17-year 
survey. Supplements available 3 times a year. 
MINI-BOOK, $3.50. Basics, Extended Basics,  
Callerlab, Plus 1 & 2, Advanced C1, C2, C3. Just 
revised. All books have snap binders for 
supplements, additions. 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square Dancing 
by Bill Burleson, $3.50. 120 pages. 190 movements, 
a must for every dancer. Order from Bill Burleson, 
2565 Fox Ave., Minerva 01-1 44657. 
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREA-
TIONAL GROUPS by Jack and Helen Todd. Retell 
$5.00. This book is for callers and teachers, to help 
them attract new people to square dancing via 
one-night stands. Book Is keyed to available 
records. Order from your local dealer, or from 
Twelgrenn, Box 216, Bath OH 4.4210. 
300+ COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU EQUIVA-
LENTS AND THEIR USES— Eight chapters with 
many examples. Resolve ocean waves, zero out 
routes, box and trade by set-ups. Price $7.50. Jim 
Gammalo, 228 W 6th, Garnett KS 66032. 
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide 
to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID 
Callers Association. Cost: $2.00 + 254 handling. 
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 136 N. 
McCord Rd., Toledo OH 43615. 
DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3.60 by 
mail. Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms 
written in easy-to-understand words. Order from 
Betty & Clancy Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New 
Whiteland IN 46184. 
MAINSTREAM PLUS S/0 CALLS: The Callerlab-
approved mainstream plus & experimental lists 
thoroughly defined & illustrated. Also 38 other very 
popular calls. $4.95 pp. Tech. Documentation Serv. 
56 S. Patterson #108, Santa Barbara CA 93111. 
THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SQUARE DANCE 
CALLS— Complete descriptions of all calls on the 
Mainstream Plus 1-Plus 2-Advanced 1-Advanced 2 
lists. Most calls have a practice dance routine. 
$2.35 per copy includes handling. Quantity rates 
available on request. Pocket Dictionary, PO Box 
2223, Vernon CT 08088. 
Directory of Singles Square Dance Clubs: Compiled 
especially for Single Dancers by Single Square 
Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists Singles Clubs 
throughout the USA, their places of dance, the day 
of the week and a telephone contact number. Price: 
$1.25. Quantity discount to clubs and associations. 
Send order to Yellowrock Book, Claire A. Prisolo, 
505 Second St., Watervliet NY 12189. 
ROUND DANCE CUES FOR CALLERS— Easy to 
read cues written in plain English and listed In 
table form. Starter Set of the 50 most popular R/D's 
for $3.95. Monthly Service of 6 or more for yearly 
subscription of $10. These are rounds of the month. 
Both $13.95. Technical Documentation Services, 56 
S. Patterson VW, Santa Barbara CA 93111. 
300 Books and Records on Contras, Clogging, 
Heritage Dances, Cowboy Dances. Traditional and 
Relaxed Squares. Free catalog. Aicazar, Room 101, 
The Barn, N. Ferrisburg VT 05473. 
THE 1978 TOP TEN featuring illustrated choreo-
analysis of the top ten new moves of the year. 
Definitions of: 100 most-used Mainstream basics; 
The Callerlab Advanced, Challenge (C-1), and 
Extended Challenge (C-2) basics; plus 100 new 
moves of 1977. With illustrated Formations and 
Unsymmetric Sight methods. $5.00 pp. Order from 
Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087. 






Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St 
Memphis TN 38127 
6 issues yearly, 55.50 — Sample Copy 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Al Deuce Earl Ed 
PO Box 2223 
Vernon CT 08066 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94086 
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS 
Gene Trimmer, 103 Rosewood 
Paragould AR 72450 
For the Club Caller & Teacher 
Send for a Free Sample Copy 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
Rt. 1— Box 187 
Maple Plain, MN 55359 
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT 
Willard Orlich 
P.O. Box 8577. Bayshore Gardens 
Bradenton. FL 33505 
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE 
John & Evelyn Strong 
750 Inglewood Street 
Salinas. CA 93901 
TORONTO & DIST. SID ASSOCIATION 
Dept. SDM 1 
30 Kingswell Crescent 






PO Box 2154 
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635 
Dancer accessories, caller equipment 
CALIFORNIA 
Nancy Seelev's Records for Dancing 
10351 Kenwood Drive 
Gress Valley CA 9.3945 
Robertson Dance Supplies 
3600 33rd Ave. 
Sacramento, CA 95824 
FLORIDA 
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS 
R#1 Box 528 
Palm Harbor FL 33563 
Phone 813-784-3294 
GEORGIA 
C & M WESTERN WEAR 
3820 Stewart Road 
Doraville. GA 30340 
A&S RECORD SHOP 
PO Box 2184 




PO Box 41042 
Chicago IL 80641 
1312) 283-0550 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B RECORD SERVICE (317-241-0008! 
6313-15 Rockville Rd. (I-465 Exit 138' 
Indianapolis, IN 46224 
Order and Try Before You Buy! 
Records Shipped same day. 
RANCH RECORDS 
PO Box 1054 
Huntington IN 46750 
Appointment or Mail Order 
Phone 219-356-3561 
MAINE 
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE 
98 State Street 





US Rt. 1 
Topsfield. MA 01983 
MINNESOTA 
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP 
Division of Palomino S/D Service 
7738 Morgan Ave. South (612-869-9501) 
Minneapolis. MN 55423 
J-J RECORDS 
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E.  
St. Paul. MN 55106 
612-774-5732  
MICHIGAN 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1561 Haslett Road 
Haslett, MI 48840 
The Place Designed With People In Mind 
MISSOURI 
SKIP'S RECORD SERVICE 
1908 Edgemont 
Arnold, MO 63010 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Raybuck Record Service & Callers Supply 
Route 1. Box 212 
Advance, NC 27006 
NEVADA 
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP, INC. 
1458 Hubbard Way 
Reno NV 89501 
Phone: (7021 825-9258 or 826-7422 
NEW JERSEY 
DANCE RECORD CENTER 
10 Fenwick St. 
Newark, NJ 07114 
NEW YORK 
WORLDTOWN MUSIC 
230 7th Ave. (bet. 23-24 Sts.) 
New York NY 10011 (212-691-1934) 
Send for free catalog. 
OHIO 
DART WESTERN SHOP 
1414 E. Market Street 
Akron, Ohio 44305 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo. Ohio 43609 
OREGON 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 NE Halsey 
Portland OR 97220 
Phone: 1-503-252-7623 
Newcomb Equip. & Callers Supplies 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC. 
1138 Mosby Rd. (901-398-49531 
Memphis TN 38116 
TEXAS 
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records 
Box 11688 — 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas, TX 75217 
214-398-7508 
VIRGINIA 
BIG 0 RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 788 
Springfield VA 22150 
(703-971-2586) 
WASHINGTON 
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES 
1006 Southcenter Shop Ctr. (98188! 
or 750 Northgate Mall, Seattle (981251 
EVERYTHING for the square dancer! 
DISTRIBUTORS 
CORSAIR CONTINENTAL CORP. 
1433 E. Mission Blvd. 
Pomona, CA 91766 
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES 
PO Box 216 	 Member NASRDS 
Bath OH 44210 
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Steal a Zettle Peek 
%•• rwvlowL1 .1a,--) 
me a eallet a Recard h6te 
Jerry Biggerstaff is a calling barber 
and hair stylist from Marion, North 
Carolina. He calls for three classes and 
three workshops each year and has been 
on the staff of Spring Fling in 
Gatlinburg and other festivals in 
Tennessee and North and South Caro-
lina. He is recording for the Melody 
label and is a member of Callerlab. 
Jerry and Judy Biggerstaff have one 
daughter, Carla, age 11. 
HOEDOWNS 
After the Ball — Melody 
Smooth and Easy — Chaparral 
Rock Island Ride — Red Boot 
Handy— Scope 
Skillet Lickin'— Blue Star 
Jekyll Island Ride — Thunderbird 
Welkin' Shoes— D & R 
Driftwood — Windsor 
SINGING CALLS 
Slipping Away — Melody 
Lookout Mountain — Melody 
Redneck in Rock and roll Bar Rhythm 
All Wrapped Up In You — Rhythm 
Whild About Honey — Chaparral 
Fools Fall In Love— Hi-Hat 
Knee Deep — Red Boot 
How Come You Do Me — Jewel 




RR502 BROWN EYES BLUE by Dave & Nita Smith 
HOEDOWNS 
RR303 SMOOTH 'N EASY/HOT 'N SASSY 
RHYTHM SINGING CALLS 
RR-117 ALL WRAPPED UP IN YOU by Wade Driver 
RR-118 I'M JUST A REDNECK IN A ROCK AND ROLL BAR 
BY Wade Driver 
RR-119 GOOD HEARTED WOMAN, Wade Driver. Pat Barbour 
RR-120 EXPERT AT EVERYTHING by Kip Garvey 
CIRCLE D SINGING CALLS 
CD-210 WHAT IF WE WERE RUNNING OUT OF LOVE Les Main 
CD-211 DON'T IT MAKE YOUR BROWN EYES by Rusty Fennell 
CD-212 MEXICAN LOVE SONGS by James Martin 
CD-213 I'VE BEEN TO GEORGIA ON A FAST TRAIN Tony Sikes 
CD-214 OLD TIME LOVING by Mike Litzenberger 
ALBUM 
RR1001 WADE DRIVER 
RECORDED LIVE AT 
RHYTHM RANCH 
INSTRUCTIONAL 
RR-401 SO YOU WANT TO 
LEARN TO CLOG 
by Wade Driver 
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TH If * 
MID ATLANTIC 
FESTIVAL * 
4t 1978 -4( 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
November 23.24-25, 1978 
MEET THE STAFF 
* LEE KOPMAN 
* JOHN HENDRON 
* RON LIBBY 
* BILL DANN 
* KIP GARVEY > 
* KEITH GULLEY ir 
* STEVE KOPMAN 
* RICK A JOYCE McGLYNN 
* HAP A A.J. WOLCOTT 
Now At 




RESERVATION FORM FOR 
MID ATLANTIC FESTIVAL 
NOVEMBER 23, 24, 25, 1978 
HERSHEY MOTOR LODGE & CONVENTION CENTER 
HERSHEY PA 
Send th.s complete form to M.d 	Festovol. P 
Roe 138. Lwocod. Ned lone. 08221 
NAME 
Hd 	 He.. 	 Lost 
ADDRESS 
St.*,  & No 	Cr, 	Stole & 
SAME NAMES 	 PHONE 
Flew* chock 0 125 00 1or enfire hoteol 
O 120 00 1o. Endoy & %hod*, cola 
ENTIRE FEE REQUIRED WITH RESERVATION 
Festival uorts Monday I a m. cod ends 1.1111111./ 
12 ow 
Make Chock Payable to kidl AtIonne Few.vol and Mal 
Demo, wok Ro.wonons to 51.1 AtIontd 	 P 
O. Elos 138. 1..doocd, N 7 08221 
Plea.. Chock 3 SQUARES 0 ROUNDS 0 CALLER 
o DANCE FEE PAID IN ADVANCE 
Full Refund on Concsaatons until Oct 1511.. 
Motor Lod* d.ii Contd.. Resorvor.ons detest 	Roam 
Condwitoo d11 Confirm flolowofions foe Doncmg Only 
FESTIVAL 
• ALL LEVELS OF DANCING 
• WORKSHOPS 
• TRAIL IN DANCE 
(Thursday-Bill Dann 830 to El 
• ALL LEVEL ROUNDS 
• DEMONSTRATIONS 
• NEW TEACHES 
• SQUARE IL ROUND DANCE 
EXHIBITORS For your 
shopping co...owner/we 
INCLUDES: 
• AFTER PARTIES 
• ALL WOOD FLOORS 
• PARKING AT YOUR DOOR 
• EXCELLENT 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
• INDOOR POOL 
• GAME ROOMS 
• GIFT SHOP 
EUROPEAN PLAN 
S25 per day — 	as" 
116 por person par dos — double occuponce 
6% Po cc.dordy to. 
FIFTH ANNUAL ' MID ATLANTIC-  FESTIVAL 
Nowmber 23 24 25 1978 
Sionhey MAIM Lod,. & Ccewent.n Cantor. Hersh.. Pa. 
810 Per Rmon Didamd To AcconVony All Row...alone 
Pio.. Rounds Eody As Scam W. S. L444,44 
Tlm Highnmodow Campground 
0.411 300 sifts is about 5 minutes 
from fis4 motor lodge. If you era 
• poora dance camper send ist 
your dance he only and we will 
mail you a brochure with reeve° 
Non fan. imluding rom schedule. 
CHECK ONE 
0 %,..wo Occopv.cy 	0 EWAN Cdculaswv 
Nemo P,11.11 
Arrow 	 DOPC11.1 
/ 	/ 
Norm 
Addrso 	  
044 	  
LInausene tondo hen Hornet:Avg Internaleaval Adapt: 
Asnool hew 	 
Chodurt 2 F4. 6,  4 PAs- 	Owcimet 12 nom — 
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MAINSTREAM 
See center pages 
June 1978 issue, or buy 
"Mainstream" book 
for $4 from this 
magazine to get 
full descriptions of calls 
as listed and grouped 
by CALLERLAB 
CALLERLAB APPROVED EXPERIMENTALS 
Roll 
Extend 
trade the wave (also In Plus I) 
Ping pong circulate 
Stroll and cycle 
Grand weave 
ASO PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS 
CAUTION: Not recommended for 
dancers below PLUS level activity. 
Coordinate 
Ferris wheel 
Pass the ocean 
Chase right 
Track two 
Touch V., 1/2  v. 
MAINSTREAM PLUS ONE 
1. Anything and roll 
2. Diamond circulate 
3. Flip the diamond 
4. Pair off 
5. Peel the top 
6. Single circle to a wave 
7. Spin chain the gears 
8. Teacup chain 
9. Trade the wave 
10. Triple scoot 
11. Triple trade 
12. Turn and left thru  
MAINSTREAM PLUS TWO 
1. All eight spin the top 
2. All eight swing thru 
3. Anything and spread 
4. Crossfire 
5. Curley cross 
6. Dixie grand 
7. Explode the wave 
8. Follow your neighbor 
9. Load the boat 
10. Relay the deucey 
11. Remake the thar 
12. Swap around 
at a time 
::;;Roll 
Stroll and bicycle 




Follow thejrcillcIlr‘w riced  
CHAPARRAL RECORDS 
1425 Oakhill Drive 
Plano TX 75075 
214-423-7389 
LATFST RELEASES 
C-401 — IF I HAD TO 
DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN 
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main 
C-402 FLASH OF FIRE 
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main 
C-303 — NEW AND IMPROVED 
KING OF THE ROAD 
Flip Inst. by Gary Shoemake 
C-103 EXCELORATOR SPECIAL 
(Patter) Called side 
by Gary Shoemake 
C-5301 — NEW 
RHYTHM OF THE ROAD 
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower 




C-602 FIVE FOOT TWO 
by John & Wanda Winter 
C-203 — NEW 
WILD ABOUT HONEY 
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag 
C-202 ROCKIN' IN ROSALIE'S 
BOAT 
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag 
C-503 — NEW 
ROCKIN' PNEUMONIA & 
BOOGIE WOOGIE FLU 
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower 
C-104 — NEW 
SMOOTH AND EASY 
(Patter) by Ken Bower 






Flip Inst. by Paul Marcum 
RR201 SWEET FEELIN'S 











   
   
   
     




    
    
     
ROUND DANCER ROUNDS CLASSICS 
1. Spaghetti Rag 
1. Them Old Songs 2. Folsom Prison Blues 
2.  Sunrise, Sunset 3.  Feelin' 
3. Games That Lovers Play 4. Dream Awhile 
4. Song of India 5. Arms of Love 
5. Adios 6. Birth of the Blues 
6. Alexander's Rag 7. My Love 
7. Maria 8. Dancing Shadows 
8. Sugartoot Stomp 9. Roses for Elizabeth 
9. Music Played 10. Fascination Waltz 
10. I Wanna Quickstep 
SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS 
TOP TEN ADVANCED ROUNDS 
(Courtesy Carousels Clubs) 
1. Rose Room 1. Song of India (Lovelace) 
2. 
3. 
Little White Moon 
You're Nobody 'Til Somebody Loves You 
2.  
3.  
Maria Elena (Ward) 
Fascination Waltz (Moss) 
4.  Let's Cuddle 4. Sugartoot Stomp (Easterday) 
5. Four Walls 5. Singing Piano Waltz (Marx) 
6. Sandy's Waltz 6. Our Song (Dean) 
7. Wildflower 7. Riviere De Lune (Palmquist) 
8. It's A Sin 8. Hustle-A-Round (Ward) 
9. Engine 0/9 9. Born Free (Moss) 





HOLIDAY BREAK GRANDSTRANDJUBILEE 1st Annual  
Square & Round Dance Convention Center WINTER CARNIVAL 
Mini-Festival Myrtle Beach, S.C. Exhibition Hall  
May 4-5, 1979 Jekyll Island, Georgia 
Sat., Dec. 30, 1978 with 
February 16 & 17, 1979 
Ramada Inn, Kingsport, TN Johnny 	 Ron 
with 
featuring Jones Schneider 
Allen  
RON SCHNEIDER TN 	Don 	FL 
Tipton 
JOHNNY JONES Williamson 
TN 
TN Johnny JIM & KITTY CASS 
WAYNE McDONALD Barbara & Wayne 
Jones 
Blackford TN  
FL Steve & Chris 
Donation per person: $5.50 Rounds 
$18.00 per couple, package 
Brissette 
Ocala, FL 
For tickets, send SASE with For tickets, write: Rounds 
check or M.O. 	to Holiday Grand Strand Jubilee 
Break, PO Box 3176, Kings- PO Box 3176 
port, Tenn. 37664 Kingsport TN 37664 
$18.00 per couple, 
package 
ADVANCED LEVEL TAPES (CASSETTE) For tickets, write: 
90 Minutes - $6.00 WINTER CARNIVAL 
Send to Johnny Jones, PO Box 3176 PO Box 3176 
Kingsport TN 37664 Kingsport TN 37664 
/ N 
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$172.50 + Shipping $107.50 + Shipping 
Speaker Stand— 550.00 + Shipping 
The Best Sound Column You Can Buy 
(include $1.00 postage 8. handling per unit ordered) 
For Technical Info and orders. 
Call or write: Bob Vinyard (314) 739-8744 
Bern Aubuchon— (314) 521-0863 
SUPREME. 7450 WOODSTOCK RD., ST. LOUIS MO 63135 
28th NATIONAL, Continued 
use of Terminology, and Contra Music 
and Timing. 
All of these activities will culminate a 
year of emphasis on Smooth and 
Uniform Dancing. Bob Osgood in 
Square Dancing, September issue, 
announced this as the theme for the 
1979 National Convention. "Smo-o-oth 
Dancing" by Stan Burdick in September 
ASD, stressed the needs discussed at 
the 1978 Styling Clinic. To date, the 
Overseas Dancing Association and the 
Lloyd Shaw Foundation have pro-
claimed this to be a year of special 
emphasis on Smooth and Uniform 
Dancing. All dancers and leaders are 
encouraged to take part in giving square 
dancing a boost by helping to make 
dancing together more enjoyable. Plan 
to participate in the Education Program 
events! 
For registration blanks and further 
information write: Bob and Marge 
Throndsen, Publicity Chairman, Box 
i032, Janesville, WI 53545. 
WORKSHOP, Continued 
Heads square thru, touch a quarter 
Scoot back, boys fold, girls turn thru 
Courtesy turn this girl, Dixie style to 
Ocean wave, boys cross run, girls trade 
Recycle, touch a quarter, scoot back 
Boys fold, girls swing thru 
Girls turn thru, boys courtesy turn her 
Flutter wheel and sweep a quarter 
Eight chain three, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right, veer left 
Two ladies trade, ferris wheel 
Centers sweep a quarter 
And quarter more, 
Everybody double pass thru 
Leaders trade, star thru, crosstrail 
Left allemande 	 
by Bronc Wise, Long Beach, California 
Heads star thru, pass thru 
Right and left thru, veer left 
Tag the line right, crossfire 
Triple scoot, coordinate 
Wheel and deal, right and left thru 
Dixie grand, left allemande 	 
C1  
Rt. 	 1C-1,- 
 





MEL-103 AFTER THE BALL by Bob Ferrell 
MEL-104 CAROLINA SUNSHINE MAID by Harold Thomas 
MEL-105 SLIPPING AWAY by Harold Thomas 
MEL-108 MANJO HOEDOWN by Melody Men 
MEL-107 LOOKOUT MT. by Jerry Bloperstatl 
MEL-108 I CAN'T WAIT ANY LONGER by Harold Thomas 
MEL-109 DON JUAN by Danny Thomas 
TWO NEW SINGING CALLS BY BOB FERRELL 
WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY ENDINGS 
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15075 Susanna 
Livonia, Mich., 48154 
Mike Trombly 
Bob Bennett Bobby Keefe Bud Whitten 
• 
TNT 121 HAPPY DAYS 
R/D Cued by Dave Fleck 
TNT 122 RAINTREE COUNTRY 
Flip by Phil Kozlowski 
TNT 123 WITHOUT YOU I'M LOST 
by Mike Trombly 
TNT 124 YOU ARE MINE 
R/D by Norb Trautman 
TNT 125 CRAZY CRAZY 
	
Larry Prior Phil Kozlowski 
Flip by Joe Prvstupa 	 Walt Cole 	Joe Prystupa 
TNT126 JOHN HARDY/BLACK MT. RAG 
TNT127 MISSION BELLS 	Hoedown  
Flip by Larry Prior 
TNT128 STEALING KISSES 
by Al Roberts 
TNT129 LITTLE GIRL 
by Gene Trimmer 
STRAIGHT TALK, Continued 
was square thru. Once again a 
point...workshop today is tomorrow's 
dancing. 
"Now, just what is APD...All Position 
Dancing... that is, dancing movements 
from all positions that are possible. My 
opinion of an advanced dancer is not the 
dancer who knows the most move-
ments, but the dancer who can dance 
the movements he or she knows. from 
all positions. An APD dancers will stand 
out among many when confronted with 
an easy, but well arranged, hoedown. 
"Callers in Australia should endeavor 
to make some attempt to indulge fully in 
APD. This is the answer to "keeping 
square dancing alive'." 
From Barry Wonson's "Figuring" 
New South Wales, Australia 
ED. NOTE: The quote from Stan is 
somewhat out of context, so to set the 
record straight, we'll quote the Com-
plete thought from ASD, Nov. 1977, 
page 10...."Again, the buoyant flowing 
styling of the square dance scene Can't 
be matched anywhere (Brisbane).... 
Square dancing may be ten years 
behind America there, but dance styling 
is ten years ahead." 
The remark was complimentary, 
rather than derogatory (as interpreted 
by Eric Wendell). We were impressed 
by the smooth flow of the dance and the 
absence of the gimmicks that have 
found their way to American dance 
floors in the past ten years. 
The June ASD contained an article by 
Fred Haury on "Writing A Round," 
which was to be completed in the next 
issue. The original copy was misplaced 
and the continuation was omitted until a 
reader called it to our attention. Fred 
has sent us a duplicate copy, and the 
remainder of the article will be in the 




THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC. 
1138 Mosby Rd. 
Memphis TN 38116 
. 01kB I R D Rte 
‘74 513tq 04), 
Cep 
101C 
M.D. Howard 	PO Box 3745 
Greenville SC 29608 
Hoedown: TH517 SCRAMBLE/SCRAMBLE 
TB184 SEND ME THE PILLOW by Bud Whitten 
TB185 SUNNY by Ron Libby 
TB186 MAKE LOVE TO ME by Ron Libby 
TB187 SATURDAY FLIGHT by Bob Bennett 
87 American Squaredence, November 1978 
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Encore 
by Mef Merrell 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Maga7inp 
Earl 
Rich 
1314 Kenrock Dr, 	 San Antonio, TX 78227 iti....  
Dewayne 
Bridges 
25 YEARS AGO — November 1953 
In "Steps 'N' Styles", Babe makes 
good last month's promise to discuss 
"that important question of what goes 
under the square dance dress". "Dis-
cretion is essential," she says. Discus-
sing pantalettes, she advises, "Smoke 
stacks hanging below the hemline are 
seldom graceful.... however, if you 
belong to the school which prefer 
pantalettes that show, keep the general 
line of your costume in mind and wear 
enough petticoats to widen the hemline. 
If the line from the shoulders tapers in 
to the waist and then billows out to the 
hem, an hour-glass effect is created, 
and peeping pantalettes add a coy and 
rather charming note. 
For this type of costume, hoops can 
add a great deal.... however, keep in 
mind that the wearers of hoops must 
move with a certain amount of decorum, 
or the entire effect is lost." 
Babe emphasized the need for 
suitable under garments by recalling 
that one of the most attractive square 
dance ensembles she had ever seen 
was, however, spoiled by the complete 
absence of petticoats or pantalettes. 
Every vigorous swing displayed long 
bare legs and scanty briefs. Her 
reaction was that all the careful 
ftlustatici ant) 
NEW MUSTANG RELEASES: 
MS180 LOVING YOU IS ALWAYS ON MY MIND 
by Chuck Bryant 
MS 179 COLUMBUS STOCKADE BLUES, by Chuck Bryant 
MSR 178 MAGDALENA, R/D by Ward & Joyce Foster 
MSR 177 COULDN'T HAVE BEEN ANY BETTER 
R/D by Will & Eunice Castle 
MS 176 WESTBOUND AND DOWN by Art Springer 
MS 175 I WROTE A SONG by Art Springer 
LIGHTNING S RELEASES 
LS 5043 IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE NOW by Earl Rich 
LS 5033 GONE ON THE OTHER HAND by Earl Rich 
LS 5032 GOOD WOMAN BLUES by Dewayne Bridges 
LS 5031 COPPER KETTLE by Earl Rich 
S 5030 TONIGHT SOMEONE'S FALLING IN LOVE 
BY Art Springer 
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planning of the costume had been in 
vain, sinced its charm was completely 
lost without the finishing touches of 
proper under garments. 
Advertised in this issue is the "Dress 
of the Month" from Square Dance 
Mart— an ankle length 3 tiered dress, 
with complementing ankle length petti-
coat. 
Vernon Johnson, Director of Recrea-
tion at Highland Presbyterian church in 
Fayetteville, N.C., writes of his use of 
square dancing in the developing area 
of Christian Recreation. He says, "For 
real joy at church sponsored activity 
such as family night, teen-age night, 
rallies and conferences, nothing can 
bring forth the spirit which results from 
square and folk dancing." He con-
cludes, "If your church has not 
introduced square and folk dancing as 
part of their program of Christian 
Recreation, I strongly urge that you 
start them off. You will soon discover 
that it is a wonderful medium for 
fellowship." 
10 YEARS AGO — November 1968 
Stan Burdick outlines the evolution of 
"Growing Dancers— Step by Step", 
from the halting, apprehensive first-
nighter to the "smooth-stepping, pol-
ished veteran who'd rather jig than 
jog". Remember how anxious you felt 
when you were asked to perform your 
first allemande !eft? That "deep-down 
hide-under-the-blanket feeling that 
nothing is coordinated among your 
various physical faculties"? Next, after 
a few times "at bat", things begin to 
fall into place, the caller has suddenly 
learned to call much more clearly, the 
fog lifts, and you're hooked! Then 
comes graduation and time to try those 
wings. You visit other clubs and it's 
hard to imagine how callers can sound 
so different. And you get used to them, 
but no one quite comes up to that first 
caller you learned under. Then you 
move on to festivals, jamborees, 
workshops— faster, fads & flourishes, 
Continued on Page 92 
FOR 	 COPYRIGHT R 1 HOEKSTRA 1976 
CALLERS: To clarity some of the more confusing figures with just a few people looking for extra help 
without having to get a demonstration square together. A real boon to the caller wanting to work out 
new ideas. 
TEACHERS: To more clearly show just how a call is to be danced without depending entirely on vocal 
instructions to novice dancers. A valuable supplement for new classes. 
ALL LEVEL DANCERS: To work out the call you just learned or one that you want to recall and settle 
more firmly in mind. The pieces may be moves as in a game of solitaire or with just you and your part-
ner or any size group gathered around a flat surface. By using just one game figure you can test your 
own ability and understanding of the latest calls by ending in the correct position facing in the right 
direction. 
KIT CONSISTS OF: 8 matched hardwood dancer figures with maanetic bases that will hold their 
Positions on any steel surface such as ordinary TV tray tables. Instructions and coloring materials to 
designate partners and corners at a glance. A square layout significantly numbered for positive posi-
tioning and facing direction. Sell-examination test on the basic movements and worksheet forms for 
developing new ideas. 
PRICE: (Plus $1.00 postage & handling)  	 ..$7.95 
Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax 
Order from: Russell L. Hoekstra, 87 Forest Glen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01106 
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L ANNUAL SPRING 
n
A
iglr I SQUARE DANCE 
le —CP0 FESTIVAL 
MARCH 6.9-10, 1979 
11411•TON-PARK NOM AND MOTOR INN WASNINOT014. D. C. 20001 
MARCENA TRUELSON, Registrar 
4702 Locust Hill Drive. Bethesda, MD 20014 
Phone (301) 530.0018 
Official confirmation will be mailed by the Registrar after April I. 1979. Full refunds on 
cancellations until January 1, 1979. NO REFUNDS THEREAFTER.  
If Housing is desired, complete the Miousing Application." check lodging desired. and mall with 
“Registration Form.- Dancers receive special rates which will be included an your room coolie-
station. Housing applications will be processed by the Registrar. You will receive confirmation 
directly from a hotel about February 1979. NOTE, Rooter may not M ready until after 2:00 p.m. 
WHEN MAKING INQUIRY, 	 BOB MORTON (ARDIS), Housing Chairman 
PLEASE REFER TO YOUR 9224 Dellwood Drive, Vienna, VA 22180 
REGISTRATION NUMBER. 
	 Phone 703) 281.3463 
ROUNDS 
EDDIE & AUDREY 
PALMQUIST 
JACK & DARLENE 
CHAFFEE 
CARL & PAT 
SMITH 
Attach your check or money order (made 
payable to WASCA) to Registration Form 










(_Separate on this line and retain thts_portioni 
HOE SING APPLICATIO1--.10111 Anumal Spring Festival, Mar. 8.10,1979 
If Housing Application in submitted with your Helps:Irmo,. Fo, is, the Registrar will fill In Regla-
tratIon numbers. If Housing Application is submitted after you have registered. he sure to insert 
your Registration Numbers (as shown on your Confirmation of Registration) in the space below: 
PLEASE ARUM CLEARLY. MARCO ROOM UMORMATION 
	
REGISTRATION NOS. 
Sort 	  
City 	  Sots 	  
Pb... 	 OP 	  
C Pen, le time 18 t p • amerveuem .15 roe be tom enr. • r w, mnne reeemm All a..1 
eStlaPP rnI by pro,••••1 ler mr Mkersmenr• m Orillabky .Wes IN !Ad:nylon la raryoyFo• 
PLIERS' IMMERVM•coMcp MEW. 	• 
SINGLE (I person) 
	
MOTOR DIN (nn strigies1 
TWIN'DOUBLE (2 persona) (2 double beds 2 person, 
PARLOR la 1 BR (2 personal 
PARLOR h 2 BR (4 persons) 
	
AT SHOREHAM HOTEL 
REGIS71111101 PORN--Mth AnnualSpriag Festival, gar. 8.10.1979 
BADGE NAMES "IAR P1010) 	 CHECK 	MONEY ORDER C $ 	 








REGISTRATION FEES 	A meaM 	CHEC YPE OF OANCF.R 
Perm,. leptare 	Sound 
810 00 per person Endre Festival I 	_Teen _Advanoad _  
	
7 00 per perm. Friday Oat, $_ Clm Henan 
_5 5 00 per perm. Saturday Only l_ 	 Re. of years deoelra 
FOR: 
fur.. Mar. 
Wed.. Mar. 7 
Thu., Mar. a 
Fri.. Mar 9 
Sat.. Mar. 10 
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In the January ssue of American 
Square Dance page 4, the question was 
asked, Should there be a moratorium on 
"new basics'"? The Clarkes vote a big 
yes! Yes, indeed! But we believe a one 
year moratorium would not go far 
enough to properly correct the problem. 
To properly correct the problem we 
must roll back to the simple basics. The 
problem as it is outlined in "Co-edito-
rial" on page 4 and again in "What's 
Happening" on page 21 is that some 
people— perhaps the callers, or Caller-
lab, or both— are constantly adding 
new and more intricate figures for the 
dancers to learn. As I look at the 
"Callerlab Programs for 1977" I find a 
multitude of intricate routines that we, 
the dancers must memorize. Some of us 
dancers aren't loaded with brains or 
superior intelligence, so we just don't 
have the smarts to memorize these 
complicated routines, or we don't have 
the instant recall that is required to 
properly execute the figures. Therefore 
we not-so-smart dancers find we must 
make a choice. Either we drop out or we 
stop squares. The kindest thing we can 
do for the other dancers is to drop out. 
So we do. We want to return to the 
simple basics that anyone can learn. 
The few who demand intricate routines 
should practice them in their own 
workshops, but don't stuff them down 
the throats of the rest of us. Don't put 
them on any list of requirements. 
We want more than a moratorium. 
We want a roll-back to the simple 
basics. We want to eliminate from the 
list, all of the intricate routines such as 
coordinate, tea cup chain, spin chain the 
gears, and relay the deucey. As we 
understand it, any new basic movement 
should lend itself to rapid teaching. 
These complicated routines are not 
learned quickly and therefore should 
not be considered as basic requirements 
to good square dancing. They should be 
considered as gimmicks. Yes, indeed, 
American Squaredance, November 1978 
square dancing is getting too compli-
cated to be fun. It has now grown to be 
work. We ask, "Who needs these 
intricate routines?" Perhaps the caller 
uses these to keep the dancers busy 
while he tries to sing some lengthy 
lyrics. We believe there are many other 
time consuming figures that will fill the 
time but with much less brain strain on 
the dancers. It seems to us that the 
callers are trying to reduce their work 
and responsibility by shifting the 
responsibility to the dancers. 
These articles speak of "levels" of 
dancing, but where is the "fun level"? 
We are all so busy struggling to attain a 
higher level that we don't have time for 
fun. Let's go back to only one level of 
square dancing, something simple that 
anyone can learn. Give us one set of 
basics that we can learn in about six to 
nine months and then dance at any 
Saturday night party. 
A learning experience can be fun but 
we don't want to make a career of 
training classes. The "Callerlab Pro-
gram for 1977" tells us it will take at 
least forty-one 21/2 hour classes to learn 
the mainstream and experimental calls. 
Broken down thus: 
10 weeks for basics 1-38 
10 weeks for basics 39-54 
10 weeks for basics 55-68 
Then 11 weeks for the eleven main-
stream experimentals. That's 41 weeks 
or figuring 4 weeks to the month that is 
over 10 months. No course of any kind 
of lessons should last longer than a 
standard school year of nine months. 
But hey! There's more yet. If eleven 
weeks are required to teach the eleven 
mainstream experimental movements, 
we reason one week must be required to 
teach each movement in "Plus One'' 
and "Plus Two". So we require 
12 weeks for plus one 
12 weeks for plus two 
Thus 24 weeks are required for these 










ViAgan MIMI RECORDS 
THE RECORD DESIGNED .. WITH THE CAILER IN MIND 
WW101 BOSSA NOVA PATTER 
WW109 "The" KING OF THE ROAD 
WW902 AMONG MY SOUVENIRS 
WW301 LONG BLACK VEIL 
WW204 THE RACE IS ON 
ATTENTION: all dealers 
Order all new re^ords from 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRIBUTING CO. 
10101 E. Colorado Ave. 01 4, Denver CO 80231 
month requires anotner 6 months. 
Hence, we have 10 months for the 
mainstream requirements plus another 
6 months for plus one and two; to total 
over 16 months. Then if the caller takes 
off three months in the summer time to 
vacation with his family, we are looking 
at a year and a half to two years in 
training. 
We don't want to make a career of 
training classes. We want more than a 
moratorium. We want a roll-back to the 
simple basics. Give us one set of basics 
that we can learn in about six to nine 
months and then dance at any Saturday 
night party. 
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert F. Clarke 
Phoenix, Arizona 
ENCORE, Continued 
fun and frolic, fancy duds. It's 
sock-it-to-me time! And sometimes the 
fanatics burn out, unfortunately. Last 
and best is a settling down switch. Time 
to concentrate on one club. Help the 
beginners class. Ask what you can do 
for square dancing. Take an office. You 
can even take time off to bowl! Here, a 
few adventurous souls go the trail of the 
caller. But with most dancers, a 
sensible pace prevails, healthy attitudes 
develop, and couples dance on into their 
sixties like thirty. 
Iry & Betty Easterday suggest that 
square dance teachers help their 
students "get their money's worth" by 
introducing simple round dance instruc-
tions as they learn square dance basics. 
If a short time of every square dance 
class is spent on simple rounds or 
mixtures, the new square dancer feels 
totally involved in both activities. 
Transition to round dance lessons 
becomes less of a jump and most new 
dancers will be eager to learn more 
about both squares and rounds. The 
Easterdays are convinced that as a 
general rule, dancers who participate in 
both squares and rounds become "the 
old faithful", the backbone of the club. 
Clubs should notice less turn-over of 
members who have been introduced 
early to round dancing. In their opinion, 
keeping rounds and squares together 
will culminate in the most benefit to 
both kinds of dancing. They do go hand 
in hand. They belong together. 
Shelby 
Dawson Wim3sor Rem* 
Distributed by Corsair Continental 
& Twe/grenn 
5074 LIVIN' ON LOVE STREET by Bob Parrish 
5073 AIN'T IT GOOD by Warren Rowles 
5072 WAIT TILL THE SUN SHINES by Al Stevens 
5071 GYPSY by Shelby Dawson 
5070 THE DOOR IS ALWAYS OPEN by Nelson Watkins 
5069 HEARTACHES by Al Stevens 
5064 MELODY OF LOVE by Dick Parrish 
Produced by Shelby Dawson, 
334 Annapolis Dr., Claremont, CA 91711 
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Lloyd Shaw Foundation 
1480 Hoyt Street, Lakewood, Colorado 80215 
(303) 238 4090 
The Lloyd Shaw Foundation Dance Week 
December 1979 * Watch for further details 
r••••• • 	11...""%m,• "%IN... • 	  
The Lloyd Shaw Foundation Dance Week 
July 15-20, 1979 
Sunday dinner through Friday noon 
Five days of Squares, Rounds, Contras, Joy, Fellowship and Incredible scenery! 
Scandinavian Lodge- Steamboat Village, Colorado 
Double accommodations— $155.00 
Other rates- $1254185 
) Limited to 64 registrants $40 deposit required r 
_41440 Register NOW! 
NEW RELEASES: 
LS 311/312 Riley's Reel • Contra by 0011 Armstrong 
LS 3321/3322 - Butterfly Waltz • Round by Carlotte Hegemann 
rJ 
VISA' 
NATIONAL FOLK DANCE 
The National Convention Executive Committee voted unanimously in executive 
session at Oklahoma City to support the joint resolution designating the square 
dance as the national folk dance of the USA. The committee joins with square 
dancers from all over the US in urging all members of the Senate and House of 
Representatives to sponsor H.J. Resolution 461. 
From the National Folk Dance Committee comes this message: 
"On November 7 all square dancers will be asked to vote for the members of the 
96th Congress. Square dancing can be proclaimed the National Folk Dance of the 
USA only if 218 members of Congress will co-sponsor the resolution. When you are 
asked to vote for a candidate to the 96th Congress, pieare mention your feelings 
about a National Folk Dance and stress the importance of having the resolution 
co-sponsored. 
Congressman Norman Mineta will introduce the same resolution in January 
1979. If you see the name of your candidate on the following list, please thank him. 
If not, tell your candidate you would like to see his/her name on the list of 
co-sponsors. Please keep writing to Congress, and send information you might have 
to Square Dancer, PO Box 5775, San Jose CA 95130. 
Co-sponsors of HJR #461 are Tom Bevill, Alabama; Bill Aleander, Arkansas; 
Harold Johnson, Don Edwards, Robert S. Lagomarsino, Del Clawson, California; 
Bo Ginn, Elliott H. Levitas.Georgia; Melvin Price, Illinois; John B. Breckenridge, 
Kentucky; Elford Cederberg, Michigan; Richard Bolling, Missouri; Max Bacus, 
Montana; Nick Rahall, West Virginia; Alvin Baldus, Wisconsin; Teno Poncalio, 
Wyoming. 
TIP BITS 
Did you order your IN-forms? See page 96. 




Elm g'40111:1111116111a V114:1  ism.oihoquirichaartair 
presents 
THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT! 
PERSONALIZED STEREO RECORDS FROM 
d" 	CAPTAIN KANGAROO 
04-# Each record features 4 fantastic songs with that 
special child's name in each catchy tune Record 
jacket also has a personal note to the child from 
TV's famous Captain Kangaroo 
SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS 
TO THAT FANTASTIC KID! 
Only 	Including sales tax, postage and free 
pa% mailer Satisfaction guaranteed or your $2.  
3u money returned. Allow 7 - 10 day delivery. 
Order right now. Every kid wants a Kidsname Record! 
HANDY ORDER FORM Mark quantity next to each name you order.  
Girls 13,,,,S 
Amy Jessica Nicole Adam Jason Randy 
Am Judy Pamela Andrew Jettrey Richard 
Barbara Julie Patricia Anthony Jeremy Robert 
Bewthr Karen Randy Brad John Ronald 
Card Kathryn Sandra Brian Jonathan Scott 
Chrtsana Kim Sharon Charles Joseph Seven 
Cindy Laura Slac Y Christopher Keith Thomas 
Dawn Linda Stephanie Craig Kenneth Ti rnottly 
Deborah Lisa Susan Dan.e , Kevin Todd 
Donna Tammy David Lawrence William 
Heather Mary Trac y Donald Mark 
tenth Melissa vicki Douglas Matthew Pete,  
isnot Michelle E ric Michael 




Address _ 	 _ Send 	records See 
City State 
	
Zip 	quantities noted above 
Mail to . Kids Name Products, Box 576, Mtn. Home, ID 83647 
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Up, Fairgrounds, Louisville; Nov. 18; 
Kentucky Callers. Contact Don & Mary 
Lou Coy, 2610 Ballad Blvd., Jefferstown 
KY 40299. 
Pennsylvania— 5th Mid-Atlantic Festi-
val, Nov. 23-25, Hershey; Lee Kopman, 
John Hendron, Ron Libby, Bill Dann, 
Kip Garvey, Keith Gulley, Steve 
Kopman, Rick & Joyce McGlynn, Hap 
& A.J. 'v"v'olcott. Contact Mid-Atlantic 
Festival, PO Box 138, Linwood NJ 
08221. 
North Carolina— 6th Thanksgiving 
Camporee, Ocean Lakes Family Camp-
ground, Myrtle Beach; Nov. 24-25; Bob 
Ferrell, Max Arnold, Keith Hayes. 
Contact Bob Ferrell, Rt. 2 Box 1139C, 
Charlotte NC 28210. 
Nebraska— 1st Ann. Dance 'N Holiday, 
Villa Inn, Norfolk; Nov. 24-26. Tony 
Oxendine, Johnny LeClair. Contact 
LeClair SID Vacations, c/o Paul J. 
Goodman, PO Box 1283, Norfolk NE 
68701. 
New Jersey-5th Annual Mini-Festival, 
Caldwell College, Bloomfield; Nov. 26; 
Glenn Cook, Kerry Stutzman, Ed 
Joyner, Grace & Walt Pennie, Jean & 
Bob Kellogg. Contact Sila & Gabe Del 
rAngelo, 50 Fnrt Plane Apt. 5A. Staten 
Island NY 10301. 
Arizona— Kactus Kickers 4th Fiesta 
Ball, Community Center, Tempe; Nov. 
26; Clyde Wilkes, Curt & Margaret 
Curtis. Contact Arlene Wilkes, 8655 E. 
Plaza Ave., Scottsdale AZ 85253. 
California— Float the Float Dance, 
Oxnard Community Center; Nov. 27; 
Contact Square Dancers of America, PO 
Box 2, Altadena CA 91001. 
NOTE: One digit in the phone number for Jacque's was incorrect in the September 
ad. Dialing this number brought callers in contact with a party who often hung up 
with no explanation. We regret the error and want readers to know that they did not 
reach Jacque's business number when they called. Please try again — the number 
is correct in October and November ads. 
See These Fashions at your Favorite Square Dance Dealer or Western Store. 
If not available, write for free brochure. 
ATTENTION DEALERS: To inquire about our outstanding line, call collect 
512-853-3931 or write for wholesale catalog. 






Name & Contact: 
Greenville OH; Nov. 2, Emerson Willis 
Berlin PA; Nov. 12, Roy & Ruth Romesburg 
Akron OH; Nov. 13, Gary & Lyn Brown 
Minot ND; Nov. 15, Arnold & Nobuko Strebe 
Grand Forks ND; Nov. 16, Virgil & Ruth McCann 
Faroo. ND; Nov. 17. Marvel & Viroil Johnson 
Ks. City MO; Nov. 19, J. Jefferles or KC Callers 
Athens GA; Nov. 28, Richard Neal 
Carrollton, GA; Nov. 29, Wayne & Louise Abbey 
Deerfield FL; Dec. 3, Jerry & Pat Seeley 
Jensen Beach FL; Dec. 7, Dale McClary 
Gulfport Mississippi; Jan. 5, Shell Saunders 
Warner-Robins GA; Jan. 6, Paul Hughes 
Ogden Utah; Jan. 11, Walt & Louise Cole 
Denver, CO; Jan. 12, Herb & Erma Egender 
Va. Bch. VA; Jan. 19, Warren & June Berglund 
Montgomery AL; Jan. 20, Wayne Nicholson 
Greenville NC; Jan. 21, Chip & Vera Pennington 
Greensboro NC; Jan. 24, Mary Lee Cooper 
Carlsbad NM; Jan. 25, Dora Baker 
Los Alamos, NM; Jan. 26, Maxine Whitmore 
Milwaukee, WI; Jan. 31, Gene Schwalbach 
Bogalusa LA; Feb. 8, Mike Litzenberger 
Columbus GA; Feb. 9, James & Judy Medlock 
Alexandria LA; Feb. 10, Gary & Ann Gresham 
Westlaco TX; Feb. 11, Jerry & Sandra Rash 
New Brighton PA; Feb. 17, Jim & Lois Hume 
Hemet CA; Feb. 24, C. Snell & H. Williams 
Parkersburg WV; March 2, Keith & Karen Rippeto 
San Antonio TX; March 3, Steve & Fran Stephens 
Columbus Nebraska; March 7, Paul Bartlett 
Sidney Nebraska; March 8, Mal & Shirley Minshall 
Auburn WA; March 12, Carl Smith 
Eureka CA; March 14, Al & Connie Whitfield 
St. Louis MO; March 15, BIll &Dorothy Stephenson 
Columbus OH; March 18, John & Doris Lynch 
Muskegon Mi; March 22, Ken & Dot Gilmore 
Kingwood WV; March 24, Frank & Jean Slagle 
Portland IN; March 25, Tom & Wanetta Millett 
Kearney Nebraska; March 28, Gene Beck 
Blairsville PA; March 30, Bill Hill 
White Plains NY; March 31, R. & H. Andrews 
Canandaigua NY; April 1, Bob & Nancy Ellis 
Long Bch. CA; April 11, G. & H.-L. Monaghan 
Charlestown WV; April 18, Erwin Lawson 
Altoona PA; April 19, Emil & Ruth Corle 
Chatham IL; April 21, William & Mary Clark 
Potsdam NY; May 6, Douglas & Blanche Reome 
Rochester NY; May 15 (tent.), B. & S. Shaw 
Sheffield PA; May 20, Chas. & Irene Rice 
Cincinnati OH; May 23, Flo Rohe 
Mt. Home AR; May 24, Mural & Almedia Partee 
Central City KY; May 26, J. Reisinger, C. Ashby 
Waoo TX; June 2 (tent.), Ray Mattiza 
Rialto CA; June 4, Johnny & Lou Scott 
Mt. Oral OH; June 10, Louis & Opal Bingaman 
Memphis, TN; June 13, Ed & Sally Ramsey 
Augusta, GA; June 20, Sam & Alice Davis 
Cooler MO; June 22, Genda Robinson 
Grenada MS; June 23, Chas. & Sara Leflores 
Minerva NY; July 25, Bill & Mary Jenkins 
Dillard GA: August 18, Jerry & Becky Cope 
Anniston AL; August 25, Lynwood Williamson 
Anderson SC;August 27, Gordon Clark 
Lancaster SC; August 28 (tent.), Tony Oxendine 
Columbia SC; August 29, Tony Oxendine 
Charleston SC; August 30, Brad & Pam Tomlinson 
Kingsville TX: Sept. 9, Ken & Judy Curtis 
Johnstown PA; Sept. 16, Walt Mahler 
Berea OH; Sept. 1/, Al & Lou Jaworskl 
Belleville IL; Sept. 21, Joe & Marilyn Obal 
Wausau WI; Sept. 24, Bob & Pauly HOW 
Billings MT; Sept. 29. G. Moore (Cody, WY) 
Fremont NE; October 31, Harold & Lill Bausch 
NOTE FROM ASD SERVICES 
Response to the ASD "IN-forms" 
(See Sept., p. 5) was so gratifying that 
we have printed 30 more on various 
subjects, listed below. See cost schedule 
below, and note that the numbers of 
copies can be any different mixtures of 
copies, not duplicate copies, at the 
prices shown. 
Send 25d for ordering one; 75d for 2 to 
5 copies; $1.00 for 6 to 10 copies; $1.50 
for 11 to 15 copies; $2.00 for 16 to 20; 
$3.00 for 21-35; $4.00 for 35 to 50. 
❑ 0-8- Smooth Dancing 
❑ 1-4-8- Virginia Reel 
O 1-6- S/D Fever (humorous poster) 
O J-8- "Hard Knocks" (against criticism) 
❑ K-8- Party Fun (skit & game) 
❑ L-6- Make It Fun (club ideas) 
❑ M.6- S/D Is Fun (poster) 
O N-8- What Is Traditional Dancing? 
O 0-6- Noah Way (lesson in leadership) 
O P-6- Open Letter to Graduates 
❑ Q-6- "Give Eve...." (honor the ladles) 
❑ R-6- Psychology of Leadership 
O S-6- Rules for Conducting Meetings 
❑ T-6- Is This Pretty? (styling poster) 
O 1.1-8- How to Lose Friends (cartoons) 
❑ V-6- Never Worry (cartoons) 
O W-6- S/D Creed 
O X-6- What a Leader Wears (poster) 
O Y-6- SID Benefits 
❑ Z-8- A World of Difference (poster) 
❑ A-7- S/D Is This (poster) 
❑ B-7- Ideal S/D Couples (poster) 
O C-7- Ideal Caller (poster) 
❑ D-7- What Dancers Wear (humorous) 
❑ E-7- Jingles, Jargon & Blurbs 
O F-7- Fit as a Fiddle 
O 0-7- Calling Is a Science 
❑ H-7- Windmill System of Calling 
❑ 1-7- What is Legacy (free) 
J-7- Contemporary Squares (humorous) 
COVER TALK 
There's no escaping the axe for Tom 
Turkey, even though he vainly picks up 
the mike in an attempt to fool the 
farmer, who happens to be a square 
dancer and may be a little partial to 
callers. But alas, the Thanksgiving bird 
always gets it in the neck, as did our 
cover creature. After all, we really don't 
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PEARL SNAP FASTENERS 
CHOOSE FROM 142 COLORS & STYLES 
QUALITY SEWING SUPPLIES / FAST SERVICE 
The .23ee c-,ee Company 
P.O. BOX 20558-AD DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 
   
Book 
Nook 
by Mary Jenkins 
vir 	  
 
ALLEMANDE LEFT WITH THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED 
by Barbara McMenamin 
The purpose of this book is to inspire 
and interest other professionals and lay 
people to establish square dancing as a 
recreational activity for the mentally 
handicapped in their communities, 
residences, schools or recreation cen-
ters. The book is the result of several 
years' experience in providing square 
dancing for the handicapped. The 
experiences shared by the author will 
aid others in successfully launching a 
similar program or club. This book was 
intended as a guide and point of 
reference. 
This writer assumes a degree of 
sophistication on the part of the reader 
regarding square dancing, calling and/ 
or mental retardation. It is not the intent 
to duplicate other publications and 
"How To" books on square dancing, 
nor does it offer any specifics regarding 
retardation. 
The program so well described in this 
fine publication is primarily directed to 
the adult age mentally handicapped, 
however, dancers in their teens may 
also be suitably included. 
One has only to glance at the chapter 
titles and see the topics covered to 
become interested in such a program. 
The benefits of dancing— the social, 
mental, physical and psychological—
will make us realize that we should  
share our hobby and recreational 
activity with all, including the mentally 
handicapped. 
Last but not least, we would like to 
quote the epilogue: "This is perhaps 
the most difficult task at hand. How 
does one spread this joy of dancing for 
the handicapped to other dancers and 
communities? Willing volunteers are 
not easy to come by. Yet in every 
community there lies dormant the right 
person for just this job. Perhaps you 
who read this are that person or know of 
one to approach. The loss is not asking 
rather than what may be answered. The 
resource person or leader is there and 
only needs to be identified, inspired to 
accept the challenge and be supported 
by the efforts of others. The joy square 
dancing brings the dancers is the only 
"payment" or "reward" for the work of 
the leader." 
Thank you, Barbara McMenamin, for 
the information and inspiration. You've 
done a fine job and are to be 
congratulated. May God bless you 
abundantly for your great work with his 
special people — his "angels with 
broken wings." The world needs more 
people like you! 
Order from ASD, PO Box 788, Sandusky 
OH 44870. Price: $5.00. 




SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
CALIti"S..... BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE 
EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS 	 $3.00 
rttuuncoarv'E WORKSHOP  	...... 	.$3.00 
CALLER CLINIC 	 $5.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 	 $6.00 
SET UP AND GET OUT  	 $6.00 
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING 	 $4.00 
MAINSTREAM PLUS ONE & TWO $4.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING  	 $3.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE  $3.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM  	 $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA 	  $3.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	  $4.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING 	  $3.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE 	 $3.00 
MATCH A MELODY .$4.00 
MODERN MODULE MODE 	  .$3.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the Mentally Handicapped 	  $5.00 
SOLO DANCES 	 $6.00 
DIPLOMAS 
Square/ Round— 10C Clogging— 152 
Promotional Folders: 100/$6.00 
IN-forms (guides, helps)— For list, 
see page 5, ASD, Sept. 1978 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
Include 502 postage & handling 
with each order. 
CLIP ART 	 $3.00 
CLOGGING $4.00 
THE FUNNY WORLD OF 
SQUARE DANCING 	$4.00 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. BOX 788 SANDUSKY OHIO 44870 
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A friend Is no less a gift from God 
than a talent; 
no less a treasure than life itself. 
— William Arthur Ward 
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CAL GOLDEN'S CALLERS' COLLEGES 
VACATIONS & TOURS 
Advanced Callers 
Experienced Callers 
CALLERS COLLEGES 1978 
November 6-11 	 Dillard, Georgia 
November 13-18 Hot Springs, Arkansas 
* * * 
TOUR TO CARIBBEAN AND SOUTH AMERICA 
January 27-February 3, 1979 
Join Cal & Sharon and Jerry & Becky Cope for a delightful Caribbedi 
and South American Cruise. Fly to Puerto Rico, THE GATEWAY TO 
THE CARIBBEAN. Board the ANGELINA in the San Juan Port, and 
set sail for ports throughout the West Indies. Visit the charming 
islands of St. Maarten, Guadeloupe, Grenada "the spice island of the 
Caribbean," St. Thomas and also the South American port of Caracas, 
Venezuela. Finally, after seven glorious days in the sun, it's back to 
San Juan and time for the flight back home. Please write for brochures 
regarding this tour. 
* * * 
TWO 15-DAY TOURS TO HAWAII 
May 9-23, 1979 	 November 6-20, 1979 
Visit 5 islands using outstanding hotels. 
HAWAII 	 MAUI 	 MOLOKAI 










4 	Marietta, Ohio 
5 Columbus, Ohio 
6-11 ADVANCED CALLERS 
COLLEGE, Dillard, Ga. 
13-18 EXPERIENCED CALLERS 
COLLEGE, Hot Springs, Ark. 
18 	ARKIE STARS 
3rd ANNIVERSARY DANCE 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
21 	Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
24 Marceline, Missouri 
25 	2nd ANNUAL FESTIVAL 
Mt. Vernon, Illinois 
28 	Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
GOLD STAR RECORDS 
Singing Calls GS 703 
I SAW THE LIGHT 
Flip Side called by 
Cal Golden 
* * 
Information write: SHARON GOLDEN 
Dept. AMS, PO Box 2280 
Hot Springs AR 71901 (5011 624-7274 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
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NEW RELEASE 
SC632 SWEET SUE 
Celled by Clyde Drlvere, Saugus, Cal. 
- - • 
RECENT RELEASES 
SC633 SWEET SWEET SMILE 
SC631 DON'T KEEP ME HANGING AROUND 
SC630 HAPPY BIRTHDAY MEDLEY 
SC628 MARINA 
SC623 ONE MAN SHOW 
SC622 ANNIVERSARY SONG 
SC607 MELE KALIKIMAKA 
(Hawaiian Xmas Song) 
SC312 HANDY/SAN LUIS RAMBLE— Hoedowns 
NEW CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE 
Box 1448 San Luls Obispo CA 93406 
Tel. (805) 543-2827 
• 




Caller Vs. Dancers 
• te 
A Ringside Dialogue on Whit Square Dancing's A-bout 
I S. 
IL 
f1 1 ') 
51 
by "Referee" Hal Abberger 
from Promenader 
Rochester, New York 
Yes sir, that's what It was, the Fight of the Century! Caller, the champion, versus 
Dancers, the contender. 
The champion was the first to climb into the ring. He looked very confident 
standing there in his black and white outfit and high-heeled sneakers. You just 
knew he had power to spare, right at his fingertips. Volumes of It. He also had his 
friend Mike in his corner. 
Dancers now promenaded into the ring, dressed in multicolor outfits and 
low-heeled sneakers. 
It was circulated around that the Caller is giving away a few pounds to the Dancers 
but he will more than make up for this in experience. 
The gong sounded and here is the way the ringside commentator saw It: 
Round 1 Caller started out slow and Dancers circled left. Caller stepped up the pace 
with a left to the allemande. Dancers countered with a right swing thru and ran 
around their end. 
Round 2 Caller is definitely the aggressor. Caller tagged them down the line while 
Dancers passed right shoulders. Caller now tried boxing their gnat but Dancers 
scooted back. The round ended with Dancers bobbing and weaving in and out. 
Rounds 3, 4 were rather slow with a lot of tag, spin and dodge. 
Rounds 5, 6 started out about the same. C.flier was still the aggressor, with Dancers 
backtracking. Suddenly Caller threw N right-hand wave at them. Dancers 
retaliated. First Dancers centered in aid then altered the wave. There were 
Dancers' best rounds. 
Rounds 7, 8, 9 During these rounds Dancers took a cue from Curley and moved 
away from Caller. This worked for a while but with a little help from his friend 
Mike, the champ got to Dancers again. He gave them a star twirl and had Dancers 
spinning like tops, but Dancers managed to wheel and deal out of it. By now 
Dancers were too tired to cast a shadow and were wishing for a substitute. 
Round 10 The contestants were moving rather slowly when it happened. Caller 
iS 
'1 ico-11.— 
suddenly whipped out a boomerang. Zoom! Dancers folded, went Into a grand spin, 
'1- 00ND  LANDS  HiS R 
tried to pull together, but Dancers couldn't do it and went down for the count. 
Winner and still champion, the Caller! 
At the after party, both contestants showed badges of the struggle. The champ's 
upper lip was puffed. This happened when he bumped into Mike. Dancers had both 
ankles swollen and one bloody nose. This happened when he ran around his end 
and yellow-rocked his corner, Arky style! 
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